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fair. Miss Maud Marsh was in charge be one of the best in its history, Mrs. There were 22 present, many of the
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KEEPING THINGS FIT
Maine Centrals Rolling Stock and
Equipment In First Class Condition

By reason of tne unusual business j
depression of the past year the
volume of traffic and earnings of the
Maine Central for 1931 both passen
ger and freight, have shown a sub
stantial shrink as compared with the .
year 193u, nevertheless-the company!
has taken steps to maintain Its rolling (
stock and equipment in first class I
condition and to prepare its trans-1
portation facilities for the future to]
give patrons even better service, says'
Morris McDonald, president of the
Maine Central Railroad.
Several economies have been made
in operation costs and the general
improvement program of Portland
Terminal facilities inaugurated in
1929 was completed during the year.
Our highway motor coast lines have I
also been extended to meet the wants
of the traveling Dublic. We view the
future of the territory’ we serve, with
confidence.

Mothers! to
reduce your family
“Colds-Tax”—use the
Vick Plan for Better
“Control* of • Colds”
ln your Borne.

were won by Mrs. Mary
Veazie. Mrs. J. C. Hill and Miss Olive
Gilchrist. The high light of the aft
ernoon was the presentation of New
Year resolutions which ranged from
“the sublime to the ridiculous,” ex
pressed in poetry and prose.
Two special meetings of the sewing
group were held at the home of Mrs.
Freeman Brown during the past
week, two quilt covers being complet
ed for the Thrift Shop. "Sound
Waves,” the local club's own paper,
found interested readers. Among its
items is noted a report of the Maine
White House Conference on Child
Health and Protection in Augusta as
pertaining to the recommendations
of the committee on the hard of
hearing child.
The audiometer owned by the
Portland club is on its annual pil
grimage through Maine and is ex
pected to arrive in Rockland soon, to
be used for tests ln the local schools.
The Sewing Group in its work for
the Thrift Shop has made nine skirts
for little girls, and four quilt tops,
with more quilts in the making. Mrs.
Bessie Hewett is chairman of the
group assisted by Mrs. Veazie. Mrs.
Hill. Mrs. Lovejoy, Mrs. Blanche
Avers, Miss Laura Sylvester. Mrs.
Harrison MacAlman and Mrs. Brown.
The club has presented Miss Persis
Vose's delightful book “Say It Again”
to the Public Library. An announce
ment of Rreat pride to the club is
that “Lotus Leaves,” the Garen Anthrologv of 1931, recently issued, In
cludes 11 Doems by Mrs. MacAlman.
The book is edited bv James Gabell"
and Beatrix Reynolds, with Joseph
Auslander. the well-known poet, as
litprarv critic. Mrs. MacAlman's rare
gift of painting word pictures is win
ning recognition in literary circles.

JOIN OUR

1932 CHRISTMAS CLUB

Now!
CLASSES 25c TO $5.00
Interest Added—Earn by Depositing Regularly

Rockland Savings Bank
149-tf

Can Spring be far behind ?
Cinerarias are beginning to bloom and Freesias and
Sweet Peas, the first Spring Flowers
Get yours early—the first ones give you so much
more pleasure
Cinerarias,
$1.00 to $2.00
Freesias, per dozen,
$1.25
Peas, per hundred,
$3.00

“SILSBY’S”
(THE LITTLE FLOWER SHOP)
371 Main Street
Rockland
2-4

GUARDIANS OF OUR COAST

Enemy To Small Game Multiplying At The BogChange In Woodcock Season Urged

What our lightkeepers and coast guardsmen are doing to protect
coastwise shipping by day and by night. The day's news from
many lonely outposts along Maine's waterfront.

from the shop of Mr. Carter at
Friendship. It is a very fast and
carrying out her work in a particu
roomy boat and is used on the mail
larly gracious manner. These were
route between here and Boothbay
Harbor, a distance of 17 miles. We
installed: President, Mrs. Elizabeth
are all very proud of her.
Barton; vice president, Mrs. Adelma
Leslie Davis and family have moved Advocates of “The Bog" game preserve say there must be vermin control,
Mullen;
secretary, Mrs.
Velma
and have designs on Mr. Fox
to Boothbay Harbor for the winter
Marsh; treasurer, Mrs. Hattie Hig
months.
gins; chaplain, Mrs. Ella McMillan;
Frank Woodward of Jonesport has
conductor, Mrs. Ida Huntley; guard,
arrived in a new 38-foot William
The officers and executive board of1 a larger number than for any time
Mrs. Amanda Choate; past presi
Frost built boat, and is fishing with the Knox County Fish & Game in the past 20 years, in the warden’s
Capt. Leslie Davis.
dent, Mis. Maud Cables; Banners,
opinion. He also had little doubt but
The lobster fishermen have put off Association held a meeting at Hotel
Fraternity, Mrs. Irene Winslow;
Rockland Thursday night, with 25 that they would kill off the part
Charity, Miss Sadie Sansom; Loyalty,
present. Looming largely in the eve ridges. No preserve is good without
Mrs. Bertha Higgins; Flags, No. 1,
Mrs. Effie Walsh; No. 2, Mrs. Eliza
ning's proceedings was the matter of i vermin control, he said.
Plummer: No. 3, Mrs. Priscilla Smith;
Wallace E. Spear, who confesses to
vermin control in The Bog game pre
No. 4, Mrs. Anna Mullen; organist,
getting
a greater thrill out of fox
serve,
and
Brer
Fox
came
in
for
lots
Miss Margaret Everett. These past
of attention due to the unusual ex hunting than any other branch of
presidents filled the chairs during
the ceremonies: Vice president, Mrs.
tent to which he appears to be mul the sport, complained that the fox
Elizabeth Libby; secretary. Mrs. May
tiplying in that territory. The up season has been shortened on both
Cross; treasurer, Mrs. Rebecca Ingra
shot
of the spirited debate was the ends a|id that the fox hunters don't
ham; chaplain Mrs. Mary Cooper;
adoption of a resolution asking the have much chance. “And yet I don't
conductor, Mrs. Bessie Haraden;
guard. Mrs Riah Knight; past presi
advisory board of the Maine Depart want to see them exterminated," said
dent, Mrs. Hattie Davies.
ment of Fish and Game, to establish Wallace.
There were more than 100 persons
Warden Brown was in accord with
open time on foxes during the prime
In attendance, including invited
Judge Butler that there should be an
fur season—October to April.
guests and the heads of local patri THANKS FROM NEEDY
“A game preserve without vermin open season on foxes and said that
otic bodies. An entertainment fea
tured vocal solos bv Mrs. Vivian Showing How Local Christ
control is worse than none at all,” some of the best hunters favor it.
Hewett, Stanlev Walsh and S. T.
Commenting upon Wallace Spear's
said former President Walter H. Butmas Efforts Were Appreci
Constantine. Mrs. Amy Tripp was at
fear
that foxes might be “trapped
the piano. Remarks were made bv
ated By Recipients
out” of The Bog, Harold E. Jackson
Comrades Philbrick and Huntley, and
heads of the patriotic bodies, includ-1 Editor of The Courier-Gazette;—
One of Maine's best known light stations—Owl's Head, showing the view from
said that the hunters would be apt to
ing Mrs. Nellie Achorn as State presi Bringing Christmas to the poor has
the seaward side
trap them when the furs had a value.
dent of the Auxiliary of the Sons of always been one of our leading winter
“If foxes are increasing and small
Union Veterans.
sports. But perhaps no greater effort
game is decreasing, as Warden Brown
A social hour was en.ioved. during was ever made than that of last time, in which The Courier-Gazette the setting of their pots until Jan. 15 j
on account of the price being so
which refreshments were served.
estimates, what does fair play re
Christmas. The greater need seems was glad to play its small part. All cheap.
*1
of
the
lightkeepers
and
officers
in
to have loosened purse strings wider
quire?
” asked Judge Butler.
Mr. and Mrs. Adolph Stevens re
charge of the coast guard stations cently visited friends here.
NIGHT OF INTEREST than ever.
“Small game is going to suffer,”
And those who have received wish have been asked to cooperate, and al
Manana Fog Signal has been blow
declared President Walter T. Conley.
to express their appreciation of the though the letters have recently gone ing all day for rain and fog.
Legion Get-Together Marked spirit
“The scarcity of rabbits is due to the
and unselfishness shown, and
* • • •
increase of foxes.”
By a Number of Pleasant they do so at this time. As individu forward, a number of highly satisfac
Portland Breakwater
als. it would be impossible for us to tory replies have already been re
“I would oppose planting pheasants
Happenings
Mr. and Mrs. Preston L. Marr were
thank you. To the Elks. Salvation ceived. They came from W. H.
.4*
in The Bog game preserve under
Army Boy Scouts, Miss Corbett, la Woodward, Manana Island; A. L guests of their daughter, Mrs. Herbert
There was an exceptionally large dies of The Thrift Shop. American Milan. Swan's Island; P. L. Marr, W Noyes ot Beacon street. Portland Some say that bunnies are disappear present conditions,” said Warden
ing in Knox County
over Christmas, dividing the remain
Brown.
attendance of Legionaires at the Legion, and the general public, we
Portland Breakwater; Arthur B. der of the month with two other
American Legion get-together Thurs .ssv "Thank you!” And may we, an
Wallace Spear remained insistent
Mitchell,
Fort
Point
Light
Station,
daughters.
Mrs.
Samuel
C.
Payne
of
other year, have the privilege of lend
day night.
ler
,
who
started
the
ball
rolling.
that
the fox hunters are not having a
ing a helping hand.
Stockton Springs; Charles W. Allen, Kennebunk and Mrs. E. Charles
A fine example in culinary art was
"The department has been up against fair show. “In the last five years,”
“One of the Bunch."
Whitney of Providence.
Doubling
Point
Light
Station,
Wool

displayed by the excellent supper pre
Miss Doris Marr of Portland and
wich; Albert Staples, Burnt Island Miss Hylda Payne of Kennebunk were unusual expense, and the handling of said he, “they have taken off 50 per
pared by George Jackson and Milton
A NEW INDUSTRY
Griffin.
Light Station; A. B. Hamor. Owl's New Year guests at Breakwater Light, vermin has been delayed in conse cent of the open time, still they claim
-------o
quence. If the commissioner feels that foxes are vermin and don’t want
Rev. Herman Winchenbaugh gave
Head Light Station; W. Robinson, Portland Harbor.
a verv interesting talk compliment Chamber of Commerce Is Loudville; Elmer Reed, Negro Light,
One of the grocers of South Port that the department cannot spare them around. Whv not give us 50
ing the Legion on the good work it
had his car stolen recently and money for a full time warden on the percent more time?”
Investigating—1932 Com Camden; F. O. Hilt. Portland Head land
is doing, not only in regard to local
has been using a saddle horse and preserve it might be that we could
“These matters are beyond our
Light Station.
affairs but nationally as well. As an
sleigh to deliver groceries. The horse
mittees Appointed
illustration of Legion activities he cit
' * * *
-is « high stepper and reminded one of get a permit from his office to trap control,” said “Cappy" Snow of the
ed their act of sponsoring the six
Maine Advisory Board. “If policing
vermin there.”
Manana Island
old times.
hour day and five dav week plan There is a possibility that Rockland
Vapor blanketed Portland Harbor
Quoting other hunters as saying was authorized for The Bog pre
Christmas
Eve
was
celebrated
here
may
have
a
large
stone
finishing
' for the purpose of providing work for
on the night of Jan. 4 and 5 being
j one million men now out of jobs all plant^emploving 100 men. The Ma (Monhegan Island! in the church very moderate; It was as thick as the that rabbits are not so plentiful as serve, the managers ot other pre
with
two
large
Christmas
trees
filled
guire
interests
of
Stonington
are
I
! over the country. The topic of diskeeper had ever seen. There was also usual this season Judge Butler ex serves would demand it there."
, armament was well represented, boil making serious inquiry as to location, | with gifts for everyone. Not one per a heavy fog in the early evening of pressed the opinion that here in the
The discussion Thursday night
son
on
the
entire
Island
was
forgot

power
and
tax
exemption
in
this
citv
ing down to the fact that if we agree
Jan. 6.
eventually gravitated into other
southern
counties
there
should
be
a
and
a
committee
from
the
Chamber
I
ten.
The
program
consisted
of
sing

to have disarmament then it should
• • * *
daily bag limit on bunnies, and per channels.
be only on parity with other countries. of Commerce has been appointed to j ing and recitations by the children
Negro Island
and
grown-ups.
All
the
children
confer,
including
K.
C.
Rankin,
P
A resolution was adopted which
haps a season limit. And it was vot
If not there should be adequately
Keeper Elmer Reed of Negro
armed forces to meet any contingency P. Bicknell, John Pomeroy and H. P ! were remembered by several of our
favors having the State Department
ed to ask legislation to that end.
Blodgett.
Island
Light
has
returned
to
duty
summer
friends.
Mrs.
Vinal
Foss
and
that might arise.
Warden Ralph W. Brown told of of Inland Fisheries and Game estab
Carl H. Sonntag yesterday took up) daughter Jeannette, Mrs. William after 12 days’ leave of absence.
Other remarks werp made bv Rev
E. Merrill Reed, instructor at three days’ intensive cruising in The lish a sinking fund for buying or
Georee H. Welch, E. Carl Moran, and his duties as president of the Cham Woodward and daughter Margaret
Col. Basil Stinson. Mr. Moran made ber of Commerce finding the organi-1 from Manana Fog Signal Station at Bordentown Military Institute re Bog last month, and said that he or leasing land to be used for game
tended the celebration and reported turned Friday after spending two
a strong argument for city manage
a good time. The weather was ideal weeks with his parents at Negro found traces of foxes and rabbits in preserves or public shooting grounds.
ment.
Support for Director Crie's attempt
about equal numbers. He saw where
for the time of year, the only thing Island light Station.
During the intervals
between
lacking being snow.
Miss Alice Hapworth of Rockland eight or 10 deer had been herding, to save the smelt fishery was sanc
speeches music was furnished bv the
Capt. Earl Field has a new 42-foot was a guest of Mrs. Reed for several and one family of moose. The part tioned.
Legion orchestra under the direction
cabin power boat launched recently days recently.
of Kenneth V. White.
It was voted to ask Commissioner
ridges seemed to be hovering around
In conclusion it was verv gratifying
Stobie to continue his fight for a
the
outer
edge
of
The
Bog.
Foxes
to the members of the Legion to see
A NEW EXECUTIVE
DEFENDS CARRIERS
are on the increase, there being now change of the woodcock season.
Rev. Mr. Welch installed as their
chaplain, knowing from past experi
Kenneth McCartney of Cum- Local Man Takes Up the
ence the interest and devotion that
the government's conservation pro
GERMANY PROSPEROUS is
he has displayed for the Legion.
gram.
berland Council To Head
Cudgels In Behalf of The
Visiting Rotarians included E. K.
Local Scouts
"Courier Boys”
E. L. Brown Gave Rotary Leighton of Waterville. I. R. Cutler
of Old Town and Col. E. A. Robbins
Club Impressions of Two of Camden, Kenneth McCartney, E.
A new order for Rockland Boy Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
E. Gillette and Charles T. Smalley
Scouts took effect at Thursday night's
I wish to say just a word concern
Countries
were guests.
annual meeting of the directors of ing your carrier boys. I haven't any
ihe Rockland branch when arrange interest in any particular boy but I
Edwin L. Brown, champion globe
FOUR POINT PLATFORM
FOOD PRICES
ments were completed for the Port do like to raise my voice for the un trotter of the Rockland Rotary Club,
land executive to sDend six or seven der dog and I get weary of the pan told that group yesterday of his re .Senator Spear Who Aspires To Gov
ARE LOWEST
, days a month in this citv. He was ning these youngsters get, more often cent wanderings In Europe with spe ernorship Announces His Program
present in person. Kenneth McCart than not, undeserved. I see them cial emphasis on the “gem of the
State Senator Arthur G Spear, has
ney, at the Copper Kettle Porch making their rounds in all weathers Adriatic,” Venice. He prefaced his
made public a four-point platform on
session, and plans to start at once on
remarks
with
a
brand
new
consign

and
marvel
that
they
make
so
few
which he will campaign for the Re
AU Home Cooking
a vigorous campaign of strengthening
Carl H. Sonntag Who Yesterday As- Scouting locally, having three new errors. As humans we promptly for ment of humorous anecdotes.
publican nomination for governor.
, sumed Office As President of the troops and 75 new scouts for the '32 get all the days we have received the
Try our 25 35, 50c Dinners
The chief impression gained en The platform is;
Chamber of Commerce
A “business-man's" administration
objective. At present Rockland has paper when once forgotten and claim route concerned the condition of Ger
three active troops and 75 Scouts.
we "haven’t had the paper for a many which ort the surface seemed by one familiar with the financial af
Breakfast, Dinner and Supper
fairs of the state.
Specials Served Daily
zation in good financial condition The excellent chicken pie supper week" regardless of the effect of such eminently prosperous with everybody
Promotion of industry within the
was
followed
by
the
annual
reports
unfair
criticism
on
the
boy.
with a strong membership. These which showed the Rockland division
busy, no beggars and all cities well state, thus providing additional em
I
happened
to
personally
note
two
committees were appointed for 1932: active with all bills paid and a small
ployment.
Steering Committee—C. H. Sonn cash balance left on hand. Harold cases in point. One of my neighbors maintained and immaculate. Very
"Prudent" expenditure of the tax
Foot of Limerock Street
complained
because
the
paper
was
few
automobiles
are
to
be
found
there
tag, president; Kennedy Crane, vice Whitehill who has been carrying on
payers’ money.
Opposite Perry’s Market
left
loose
on
the
door
step,
yet
the
however, the bulk of transportation
president; Homer Robinson, vice until the present arrangement could
Relief of those in distress.
storm door was kept fastened and
president.
Hours of Service:
he made, retires from the duties of there was no mall box. Another ira*e being bicycles and horse drawn
Budget Committee—M. R. Pills local executive to those of Scout Mas
5 A. M. to 7 P. M.
vehicles.
There will be special matinee at
bury, chairman; H. E. Robinson, A. ter. A. L. Whittemore was re-elected neighbor phoned a carrier boy's par
ents on a very rough, stormy day, de
Venice itself is a city of crumbling Strand Theatre for children Tuesday
F. McAlary, Harold L. Karl.
chairman; C. H. Duff, vice chairman:
a paper. The youngster grandeur, mystery and charm with a afternoon at 4 o'clock. The attrac
Program of Work Committee- D. C. Leach, treasurer and Hervey C. manding
trudged up through the storm with a background rich in history.
Its tion is “Over the Hill."
Henry B. Bird, chairman; Fred C. Allen, district commissioner.
second paper and there was the origi streets are canals through which
Black, J. F. Carver, E. F. Glover.
Herbert L. Patrick, head of Cum nal paper under the bottom of the numberless black water taxis and
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
Merchants' Committee—F. W. Ful berland Council, spoke briefly on
door where he had managed to freight boats glide silently. The
ler. chai’ man; W. I. Ayer. K B. Crie. Scouting activities in Maine, com storm
squeeze it.
buildings are pale ruins of great
If I had to live my life again I would
E. B. Crockett. L. W. Fickett, M. B plimenting Rockland on the fine rec
I'm for these lads. I think they do architectural balance and beauty have made a rule to read some poetry
Perry, Louis Marcus, V. A. Leach, ords made bv her boys who have this well.
I can remember when I was a which enchant the artist. Many and listen to some music at least once
Kennedy Crane, M. E. Wotton.
vear won 143 merit badges. Mayor boy and sometimes the skating field palaces, relics of the greatness which a week. The loss of these tastes Is a loss
Civic Affairs Committee—W. O. Richardson voiced his high regard for or
of happiness.—Charles Darwin.
the smooth hillside lured me away
Is now offering a
Fuller, chairman; Walter H. Butler. Scouts and scouting and Executive from duty. Let’s give these carriers a was Venice, line the Grand Canal and
contain
possibly
the
world's
greatest
OLD BLACK JOE
J. O Stevens, Alan L. Bird.
Pair of Extra Pants
McCartnev made his bow amid ap break—a word of praise instead of art treasures.
Gone are the days when my heart was
Lighthouse
Depot
Committee
—
plause.
Several
reels
of
motion
pic

complaint, and see the bovs respond.
With Every Suit Made To Your Raymond E. Thurston.
young and gay.
There is no noise of traffic in
are my friends from the cotton
tures illustrating life at Camp Hinds
R. A. Coe
Venice, yet its people are fond of fes Gone fields
Measure
Good Roads Committee—George L. were shown. A close up of Howard
away:
tivals
and
the
canals
are
truly
color

Gone from the earth to a better land I
Suits Run From
St. Clair, chairman: Dr. William El- Chase, one of Rockland's Eaele
know.
ful.
There
are
150
canals
extending
lingwood, LaForest A. Thurston, Scouts, was included. He was at the
I hear their gentle voices calling. “Old
in all directions but practically with
$22.50 to $40.50
Lloyd Benner.
Black Joe!”
meeting and received a fine hand.
NEXT WEEK'S PICTURES
out power boats. The people live
This Offer Good Until Jan. 31 Only
Industrial Committee—K. C. Ran There were 34 at table.
mainly
in
small,
poorly
lighted
houses
I
’
m
coming.
I’m coming.
Suits Made From Your Own Cloth kin. chairman; P. P. Bicknell. John
along the canals but are possessed of For my head la bending low;
Pomerov.
H.
P.
Blodgett.
Strand
Theatre
We Also Do
I hear their gentle voices calling. “Old
Owing to the bad weather our
a truly remarkable eyesight and have
Publicity Committee—F. A. Wins Dollar Day Sale will be continued
Black Joe!”
PRESSING AND REPAIRING
Monday and Tuesday, "Over the
low. chairman: E. F. Lynch, Raymond next week. New bargains have been Hill." James Dunne and Sally Ellers. a complete Immunity to fear from
262li MAIN ST.,
ROCKLAND E. Thurston, Ernest Davis.
germs. The masses resent efforts at Why do I weep when my heart should
.Wednesday and Thursday: “Dr. progress so the citv remains much as
added. E. B. Hastings & Co —adv.
feel no pain?
116 MAIN ST., THOMASTON
Membership Committee — Joseph
Jekyll and Mr. Hyde," Frederick in generations past. All the people Why do I sigh that my friends come not
again?
THE ANNUAL MEETING OF THE
Emery, chairman: J. M. Richardson.
2*4
March.
THOMASTON NATIONAL BANK
are notablv courteous and well be'- Grieving for forms now departed long
E. S. Levensaler, Dr. Neil A. Fogg.
Friday and Saturday; “The Mil haved. making Venice an ideal city
ago.
Notice Is hereby given thnt the «nr’’al
meeting of the stockholders of The lionaire," George Arliss.
I hear their gentle voices calling. "Old
for tourist visitation.
Thomaston
National
Bank
will
be
held
Black Joe!”
ANNUAL MEETING
Park Theatre
their banking rooms on Tuesday.
Italy is strongly behind Mussolini
The annual meeting of Stockholders of st
January
12.
1932.
at
10
o'clock
A
M.
for
Monday and Tuesday: “Compro who apparently is stronger than ever. Where are the hearts once so happy and
the Richards Cooperative Company will the purpose of fixing the number and
SENIOR SUPPER
so free?
be held at the office of the company electing a board of directors for the en mised," Ben Lyon and Rose Hobart. He rules with an iron discipline that
5 to 7 o’clock, at
The children so dear that I held upon
Commercial street. Rockport. Maine suing year and of transacting any other
Wednesday
and
Thursday:
“
Secret
has
apparently
profited
the
nation.
my knee?
UNIVERSALIST VESTRY
Monday. January 18. 1932 at 6 o’clock business that may legally come before
Witness," William Collier, Jr. and R. The people have gone back to the Gone to the shore where my soul has
p M. for the election of officers and to them.
SATURDAY, JAN. 9
longed to go.
transact such other business as may
K. O. Vaudeville.
soil and every arable acre is in use.
Per order
Benefit Washington Club
I hear their gentle voices calling. “Old
legally come before the meeting
L. S LEVENSALER. Cashier
Friday and Saturday: “Partners." A person is even forbidden to cut
R. H. S. Seniors
3-4
Black Joe!”
BURTON P RICHARDS. Clerk
Thomaston. Maine December 10. 1931
timber on his own property so strict
.
-Stephen C. Foster.
149-8-4 Tom Keene
Rockport. Dec. 26. 1931.
I55-S-4

♦ of refreshments. In games and cards Millie Thomas as installing officer old Alumni as well as several of re

Method, like perseverance, wins ••• honors
ln the long run.—Duclos.

Volume 87.................. Number 4

WATCH YOUR STEP, MR. FOX!

KNOX COUNTY GRADS

Subscriptions $3 00 per year payable ln Past Week Has Been Filled
Mrs. Millie Thomas Installs Sing the Praises and Tell the
advance; single copies three cents.
Advertising rates based upo* circula
To Brim With This Club’s
tion and very reasonable.
the Relief Corps Officers,
Needs of the University of
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Rockland Gazette was established
Activities
Headed
By
Mrs.
Barton
Maine
ln 1846. In 1874 the Courier was estab
lished and consolidated with the Gazette
In 1882. The Free Press was established
The Speech Readers Club held a
The installation of the officers of An interesting meeting of the
In 1855 and ln 1891 changed Its name to
the Tribune. These papers consolldaUd New Year party Wednesday after Edwin Libby Relief Corps, held Maine Alumni of Knox County was
March 17, 1897.
noon, and it was a most enjoyable af Thursday evening, was conceded to held at the Copper Kettle Wednesday.

♦

THREE CENTS A COPT

(Saturday)
| Issue J

cent years. Some of the new Maine
songs were tried cut.
The speaker was Charles Crossland
of Orono, alumni secretary, who sum
marized the alumni work on the
campus during the past year, which
included the new home-coming dav
in place of Maine night; athletics;
the awarding of the new emblem to
the outstanding alumnus each year.
He also explained some of the needs
of the University—a new union build- I
ing. a chapel and a larger library. ]
The University had this vear an en
rollment of more than 1600. and with
this increase in numbers more room
is needed.
The new gymnasium was men
tioned; also athletic plans for the
next few years. E. L. Toner, secre
tary received 14 new members. Plans
were made to hold the next meeting
May 12, which will be the annual
meeting. There was a great deal of‘
interest in the association and an
other year should see a strong organi
zation ln Knox County.

Foreword
The Courier-Gazette has long de
sired to put in operation a depart
ment which will have a special bear
ing on those institutions which were
especially designed to promote the
safety of the mariner—the light and
the coast guard station. The present
seems an especially opportune time,
in view of the cordial relations estab
lished through Capt. William H.
Wincapaw’s aerial visits at Christmas

Lunch or Dine Where

PEACE OF MIND
is always a good

investment
For most folks, a savings account is by

far the best investment when all elements
are considered. Money in a savings ac
count is always cash. Its market and loan

value is always I 00 per cent. It pays an
equitable rate of interest and pays it regu

larly.

It is protected by ample reserves

and well diversified, high grade invest
ments. Consider these advantages when
you are tempted to invest your money in
other mediums. For most people, there is

no substitute for a savings account. We
invite you to carry yours here. You may

'open an account with as little as $1.00.

ROCKLAND NATIONAL
i

Bank
ROCKLAND, MAINE

at PENOBSCOT GRILL

PENOBSCOT GRILL

SULLIVAN

THE TAILOR

I
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GEORGE F. RICHAN

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
Rockland. Me.. Jan. 9. 1932.
Persorfally appeared Frank S. Lyddle.
who on oath declares that he is Press
man In the office of The Courier-Gazette,
and that of the issue of this paper of
Jan. 7, 1932, there was printed a total of
6188 copies.
W. H BUTLER.
Notary Public.

Death of Rockland Man’s
Brother Who Was Promi
nent In Canada
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Our Boy Hoopsters Start
Victoriously—Girls’ Team
Overwhelms Waldoboro

Chimney Corner
Chat

Transplanted Unionite Hav
ing Time of His Life Down
In Florida

Adelia F. Veazie
/8w8i*/Si»ZiwSi'ftiviw iw Mi
St. Petersburg, Fla., Jan. 1.
George P. Richan. who died reThe Rockland High basketball team I
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
_______________ cently at his home in Ottawa. CanaFore Hupper of St. George sold iwon its third straight victory here 1M M M M MMMMMMiti,
We greet you and our dear northern
Peace I leave with you, my peace da> was one of the most prominent land in St. George to George W. last night at the expense of Higgins,
the ri»v Ifrlends with a wish for a llaPPv and
* vg‘ye ^vt0Ty0U.: nOt
?e ,W°rld fraternity men and civil engineers in Bean of Rockland.
; Classical Institute 26 to 13. The local, she came in the back way 'he day prosperous New Year. We say goodRodney S. Davis et als of St. girls’ outfit also won very easily over I aft€r Christmas so wearily and with bye (0 the
year Wjtj, aji its de_
heart be troubled, neither let it be
Dominion, and his funeral, under
ambitionless air that
afraid.—John 14:27.
\ full Masonic honors, was one of the George sold land and buildings in Waldoboro High 45 to 12 count, with such a
Friendship to William H. Hahn of Edna Howard scoring 41 of the total 1 thought she must be ill, and I said
—
'
- largest and most impressive ever Friendship.
points.
| 50 with a word or two of sympathy, I
TEARS FOR WASHINGTON
seen in Ottawa. The deceased was
Leon
Leighton
of
Thomaston
sold
Higgins
held
its
own
with
the
Rockwhereupon she dropped into the big
~
,
I a brother of Dr. J. A. Richan of this
land in Thomaston to Thomaston land team during the first period | roclling chair with a long drawn sigh ;
Citizens Of Thomaston Expressed ., ....... .
. .
,
Their Grief Over the Nation's Loss I Clty’ hlS Iast V1Slt here being about Rifle Club of Thomaston.
matching point for point, with the and a furtive dab of her handkerchief
_____
j eight years ago.
The following
Willard Philbrook of Vinalhaven
To the many readers who have obituary is from an Ottawa news sold land and buildings in Vinalhaven ! first a.uarter ending in a 3 to 3 dead-' which I pretended not to see.
lock. Two successive baskets by La^o, I am not sick , she explained.
been following the Knox Memorial paper:
to Nellie Philbrook of Vinalhaven.
articles the following clipping from
Crosse started the locals on their pace “but I'm so tired. I'm glad it is over,
Alexander C. Dority of Camden
Jenk’s Portland Gazette of March 3.
As one of the organizers of the
and Flanagan and Knowlton kept up for I don't think I could have pos-!
1800, dated Thomaston, Feb. 22 will Native Sons of Canada, Mr. Richan sold land and buildings in Camden the offensive drive, which, at half' sibly stood another day of it. You've j
to
Charles
H.
Dority
of
Stonington.
be read with interest:
was widely known. He had been
time put the Orange and Black out tn ■ no jdea bow bard j have worked to [
“Agreeable to the recommendations president of the Capital Assembly up
Elbert L. Starrett and Hollis G. front of the up-Staters 13 to 5.
. „
_. . ,
.
of the President of the United States, to last year, when he resigned owing Starrett of Warren sold land in War
Higgins came back in the third ,
aU my Christmas packages tied up ■
an unusually large number of inhabi to pressure of other duties, but re ren to Fred A. Starrett of Warren period, and sank several long shots and sent out.”
tants of this and the neighboring mained on the consulting board. and Elia A. Cannon of Malden, Mass. to keep in the running. The visitors
"And has it paid you?” I asked
towns assembled in the meeting- The Native Sons of Canada was one
were unable to penetrate the stone- quietly.
William
H.
Miller
of
Appleton
sold
house in this Diace, for the purpose. Of Mr. Richan's greatest activities, land and buildings in Appleton to' wal! defense that Rockland used and
"Paid?” She looked puzzled. "Why.'
of expressing their grief and mingling ■ and it is iargeiy due to his earnest
the greatest part of the field goals
their tears of unfeigned love, grati- j efforts that the movement has grown Robert E. Perry of Appleton.
came as the results of long shots. I don’t know what you mean.”
tude and respect, in common with | Wjth sucb rapidity.
Olive I. Pease of Camden sold land Rockland stuck to its slow breaking
"I didn't expect you would, for you '
united millions of America, on the j Many other organizations also owe! inl Al
Appleton to Jethro D. Pease of offensive, and with Art Flanagan do- young folks generally have the idea
death of their late beloved and ever a great deal to the energy and faith- Hope.
ing over half of the scoring set too 1 'pay' means money, while it more;
to be respected friend, General G fU] devotion of this native of Baroften means something entirely dif- i
Iral L. Smith of Camden sold land hot a Dace for the prep school boys.
Washington.
rington. Nova Scotia. At the time of and buildings In Camden to Charles
Brilliant work on the offense by the - ferent. It may mean health, happi- |
“Though the inhabitants of this , bjs death he was district grand prior D. Fillebrown and Louise J. Fille- Rockland team as a unit and defen- j ness, rest, or a good many other
district are not numerous, yet a very I
the Knights Templar, and was brown of Camden.
sive work by McAlary and Freeman things. Now stop and think carelully,
respectable number of free and ac- ; presiding officer of the Royal Arch
were outstanding for Rockland, while then tell me just why you have:
Laforest
A.
Thurston
and
Clara
P.
cepted Masons assembled and formed i Masons. He also had other Masonic
the work -of Bagiev and Malone on , worked so hard to send off all these
Herbert E. Messer
a procession in Masonic file to the' and engineering affiliations, includ- Thurston of Rockland sold land in offense and Thompson on defense i packages.”
meeting-house where, after an intro-1 jng the Civil Service Lodge. A. F. & Rockland to Mabelle E. Doherty of was the highlight for Higgins.
[ "Why, I had to, or they’d think me i------------------------------------------------- ductory prayer addressed to the I A M the Engineering Institute of Rockland.
The girls team, after its defeat from mean and stingy. Bess and Lou and pression and gloom and welcome the
throne of grace on this melancholy , Canada and the Professional EnAnn Sullivan of Rockland sold the Alumnae last week, started off at j Kitty sent me such lovely things last, new year 1932 with a feeling of opoccasion, a pertinent, spirited and gineering Institute. Mr. Richan was land and buildings in Rockland to a terrific pace over their weaker op- Christmas that I couldn't send them j timism, and hopefor better times
well adapted oration, eulogizing the; past presiding preceptor of the Mary A. Phillips of Rockland.
penents and rolled up a score that i anything cheap of course, and—”
ahead It is much easier to feel op
sublime virtues of their departed | Knights Templar. While in Winthe visitors were unable to come any“Yes," I replied, "and next year timistic and happy here in this wonfriend and brother, was delivered by, njpeg he was a member of the
where near equalling. Captain Edna they’ll do the same, until Christmas derful land of fair day- glorious
ELEVEN STRAIGHT
Brother Thurston Whiting, with his Khartoum Temple, A.M.O.S.
Howard was able to score 41 points , is getting to be that season of the year sunshine warm baI
br“e
anJ
usual elegance and oratorial abilities | Qne 0£ the origjnai members of
through the consistent feeding of her when yougo without things you really blooming flowers, carrying around a
concluding with an affectionate and j
Ottawa Temple Choir, Mr. Kickapoo
Bowling Team playing mate Miss Robinson While need, in order to buy your friend minimum of clothing and gettlng
impressive address to the Masonic , Ricban sang second bass in the choir,
Howard and Robinson were the most something she doesn't need because ri(1 f h,liIriin flrBS Parrvin„
forSits
Pretty
in Knox Coun outstanding players, the work of last year she bought you something ; Xs etc However we do
society and an earnest recommenda- j jjjs famjjy was a musical one, and
tion for the imitation of his virtues. was jntensely fond of all music.
Sundstrom
and
McAllister
was
also
|
neither
of
you
needed.
And
so
it
goes
j
{
’
.
,.
_
,
.
ty League
worthy -of praise. Miss Sundstrom., on, a sort of endless chain as it were
““ ®tate 0lts
The scene was not unattended with ! Qtber 0rgani2ations with which he
Rockland sidefenter. had a great until bye and bye you will wake up bl-°ge br‘0“ks and t^auti^"^ener;
tears and heartfelt effusions of sensl- | was conn€cted were the Canadian
Kickapoo. winning 12 points out of
. lri ~,mvnp__ .. y
bility from the audience."
Club and the Ottawa Hunt and Golf 15, was the feature of the Knox Coun deal to do witlwthe one-sided victory. ; and ask yourself the same question 11 , tb
° °U
------------ Club. Since coming to Ottawa 12 ty League the past week. These boys as she was in the thickest of the! just asked. Does it pay? Now it cer- £atbe
The monthly meeting of the Par- years ag0. Mr. Richan was a faith have not lost a match in 11 games. battle all evehing. Anderson. Wal- tainly hasn't paid you in health this After co manv vears nf lahnr
was the only visitor vear, for you look like a little white
°it abor'
ent-Teacher Association takes place juj member of St. George's Anglican The Federals won a 5-point victory doboro forward,
- - - .
—
j
•
j
, worry and business cares it seems
Monday evening at 7.30 at the High church, and was held in high esteem over the Boiler Makers and are now who excelled for her team, The sum- 1 ghost and I know it hasn't paid you almost like heaven to be so privileged
mary:
School auditorium, and the fine pro- by au the congregation.
in happiness or you wouldn't be sigh to spend a few months of enjoyment
tie for third place with Burpee Fur
Boys' Game
ing and saying you are glad it is over,
gram arranged under the direction
The family history of the Richans niture. Perry's Market lost a double
quiet in such a delightful cli
Rockland 1261
! so be honest and confess. Didn't you and
of A. F. McAlary, program chairman. goes back for many centuries to header and dropped to fifth place.
mate as Florida affords, especially
G
p get more real satisfaction out of the in the cold, dreary winter time. As
should succeed in calling forth a Danish royalty. The name was With only three games more to roll Knowlto rf ..........
5 box of paints which you gave the little I write I am sitting on my front door
large attendance. Speakers will in- originally pronounced Ree-can. The on the first half it looks like the
0 1 lame girl down the lane, and the red step in the warm sunshine and a
elude Durwood Heal, physical coach: pronunciation has gradually be- sailor boys were out to capture first
„
' ,/'*....... 9
Mrs. Esther Rogers, music super- come Ree-shan. Mr. Richan's fore honors. There are several double
4 mittens you gave her little brother mild cooling breeze from the gulf
~ '
..........
visor; A. L. Whittemore, teacherof bears came to Canada in 1780. Set- headers scheduled for next wreek and
0 than you have received from all this of Mexico. It is very hard to imag
, ............ c
14 useless flurry and flummery?”
manual training, and Mrs. Mary Ca ting out from Denmark, they were a close finish is expected. Some very £lana8an- c ............ »
ine such a thing as winter and its
rillio, teacher of English and debat shipwrecked on the Orkney Islands close matches are rolled every night freeman, lg ............ 1
3
At this her face lighted up and chilling blasts. Let's hope you do
ing. Their talks will be devoted to It was from the latter locality that, and the crowds ]00k forward to a Thomas, lg ............ 0
0 ' showed more animation than at any not get too much of it. We wish all
McAlary. rg ............ 0
0 , time during her call.
describing their respective vocations they came to Canada, settling in week of upsets. The standing:
of you could be here to enjoy it,
so that their hearers may become Nova Scotia. Mr. Richan was born
“Oh, I meant to tell you,” she ex especially those who are unavoid
P.F. Yeager, rg ............... 0
claimed,
“
You
ought
to
have
seen
better acquainted with their work at Barrington, N. S., 62 years ago.
I Kickapoo
43
15,477
26 those two children. It seems the girl ably kept at home. To those who
6
10
and realize the value to be obtained
His first work was with the New ' Bojjer Makers, 33
13.716
could be here as well as not, but
Higgins
Classical
Institute
113)
from each line. A particularly valu York Central Railways. He returned Federals.
has always wanted some paints, for can't seem to make the break, you
29
12,749
G
F
P
able feature of this meeting is that to Canada in 1905, going to the West Burpee Furn. Co.. 29
she can really draw quite well, and
12,273
We have for near
1
3 the little boy has had to stay in the are the big lose
at the close of the talks opportunity for the Canadian National Railways Perry's Market.
14.835 Webber, rg .......... . 1
neighbors some of our northern
Bagley,
lg
..............
0
0
0
will be provided for an open discus He was on the transcontinental A. & P..
house because he had no mittens, and home folks and enjoy their company,
10.831
sion. Special music will be given location and construction for many 'Thomaston,
11.853 McLain, lg ............. 113 I left them both so perfectly happy Mr. and Mrs. Charles Hoyt and Mrs.
2 that it would have done you good to
by the harmonica band under the years, as a divisional engineer.
Barbers.
10
8.078 Thompson, c ............ 10
0
4 have %een them. The little fellow was Emma Jones and nieces. Others are
direction of Mrs. Ruth E. Sanborn.
Twelve years ago Mr. Richan came Texacos',
14
11.845 Malone, rf ............... 2
0
0 i out snowballing the hens away from coming soon.
-— -------------to Ottawa to make his home and to qur Refining Co. 12
11,289 Violette, If ............ 0
Toss., If ................. 0
1
1 the door steps and the girl was look
"The Rainbow Hour” sponsored by enter the service of the reclamation ,
» » •
the local First Baptist Church,
pre- ; branch, Department of the Interior, , A. & P. made a clean sweep in its
I went fishing for sea trout Christ
....
5
3*13 ing over catalogues to color, so happy
sented Wednesday over Station He was later transferred to the parks match with Perry's Market Wednesshe almost cried. I see what you mean i mas afternoon; got a good one near
Referee, Macomber of Augusta now. The things that give the most I ly landed when whiz bang he broke
WLBZ from 6 to 6.30, was listened to branch when the reclamation branch day night and Shute. the anchor
with much interest. Music was fur- j was closed. Popular with department man. was the hero of the occasion, Time four eight's.
pleasure to us are those we give with ! away and is now probably in Cuba
Girls’ Game
nished by a quartet composed of Mrs. heads and co-workers, he will be making a new record for the season
no thought of getting anything in re- ' or possibly with the Japs in ManRcckland High: Howard, rf: Rob
P. L. Havener, soprano; Miss Gladys | sadly missed.
on totals, and having high string inson, If: Annis, If: Hapworth. If; turn, things that will make somebody (churia. Two days later I went again
Orant, contralto; Carl Fredrickson,
Besides his widow, he leaves three (138) Alley also had a very hand
happy. I'm going home and »est now ] and landed a beauty, and as we do
Breen, Mahoney, c; Sundstrom, Mul- and I mean to do a lot of thinking not care much for fish diet, he land
tenor; and R. K. Green, bass, the brothers, William M., Washington, some
summary:
ine total.loiai.' The
mr nuiiuim
,•
:,
T pptprc re. Billardo. Macbefore another Christmas arrives. I ed in Charlie's dinner plate. We
A. & P -Alley. 320; Woodcock.
s®'
r8quartet being augmented on chorus j d. C,„ Charles, Boston, Mass.; Dr.
ig.
never want to feel so tired and dis
numbers by Osmond Palmer and P James A., Rockland, Me.; one sister, 235; Clark, non.
280; D^nv
Bray, OQQ238; CHiito
Shute I AJllbier.
rf: couraged again. It surely doesn't pay.” subsist bountifully and very cheaply
Waldoboro
High:
Colwell.
L. Havener. Miss Grant ilso sang i Mrs. Annie Raymond, Lynn, Mass., 350: total, 1423.
on vegetables fresh from the gar
Burns,
rf;
Anderson,
if:
Benner,
c;
a solo, her voice being ptrticularly ‘ and a number of nieces and nephews.
dens every day, fruit salads, etc.
Perry's Market—Schofield. 252; Brooks, sc; Rider, rg; Ellis, lg.
pleasing for radio purposes. Miss
Meat is quite cheap here but not
Abbott, 282: Melvin, 227; Black. 291;
Points
made
bv:
Howard.
41;
Rob

Two Trips From Avignon
Edna Gregory at the piano was asmuch of it is required in this climate.
Gardiner, 258; total, 1310.
inson.
3;
Annis,
1;
Anderson,
8;
♦ * » •
sisted by Nelson Rokes in charge of
Good plump ripe strawberries are
When at Avignon, the medieval
Burns, 4.
now in the market, and very cheap,
music, etc. Rev. J. Charles Mac exile home of the Popes in France, it
Kickapoo picked up four points
Donald's brief address was on "The is well to recall that the city is a good when it defeated Perry's Market 83
20 cents a quart; fresh eggs 35 cents
AMQP1 AMTIMC FISH
center for excursions. Of course, you pins Wednesday night. There was a ! 1 K/ArNDrC/AlN 111NL« r ion
a dozen. Fruit is very plentiful.
9ecret of Joy."
Large, sweet, juicy oranges, ripe from
will cross over to Villeneuve, which pretty battle between Rogall and \
-------the trees are one cent each and
The familiar features of Freder was the residence of many prelates Dickinson for high total, the former Nearly 8,000,000 of Them
grapefruit is very cheap. Oh, boy,
ick H. Gabbi looked down from the and has many relics of the papal winning by one pin. Dickinson had i
Placed In Maine Streams
if you never ate an orange ripe off
front pages of the Portland news days. The Hospice, once a convent, high string—127. The summary:
the tree you never ate a real orange.
Kickapoo—Rogall, 318;Folan, 283;
papers yesterday due to the fact that contains the tomb of Innocent VI.,
and
Ponds
Last
Year
Moses Band opens its dailj’ concerts
he has been elected president of the and a small museum. We can go to Dickinson, 317; Sukeforth, 273;
in the City Park Sunday. Next to
Lincoln Club, Maine’s foremost po Fort St. Andre for a fine view and Drinkwater. 273; total, 1464.
Game
fish
—
7.865.363
of
them
—
were
fishing this is our favorite pastime.
Perry’s Market — Schofield. 294; taken from 31 hatcheries ad rearing
litical organization. He succeeds in thence to the ruins of the Chartreuse
There are many excellent churches
that important position the late Col. du Val-de-Benediction founded by Abbott, 251; Melvin, 269; Black, 260; pools and planted in Maine lakes,
here, with very nice preachers whom
Frank B. W. Welch, who had held Innocent in 1356. Another good trip Gardner, 301; total, 1375.
ponds
and
streams
by
the
Depart

we enjoy very much. The community
the office three years. President is to the Fontaine de Vaucluse, im
ment of Inland Fisheries and Game
sing and entertainment by artists
The Boiler Makers defeated the during 1931, with the hope that
Gabbi is a well knowm traveling mortalized by Petrarch, the spring,
,
vocal and instrumental at the milsalesman, a former district governor which is the source of the Sorgne, is Barbers only 33 pins Thursday night ! eventually everyone will make fast to
"The
Route
Des
Alpes"
lion-dollar
pier each Sunday afterbut took,It
I a fisherman's hook.
cavern doubtless fed by a subterran
Two days of scenery both extraor- noon is all that could be desired—
of a half-way Rockland man by ean river. Petrarch retired to this tion of this contest was Nye, who had ( And there are more than 3,000.000
been sold by Bqrpee to the Barbers 1 remaining in the hatcheries to be lib- dinary and beautiful awaits the mo- high class and appropriate for the
virtue of the fact that his wife hails spot in 1337.
and who celebrated his new appli-,I erated next spring.
. torlst who, spending the winter on day.
from this city.
As to cur trip down we left Union
cation bv high string (112) and high 1 Trout planted numbered 4.544.453, the Riviera at Nice, turns his car
total. The summary:
Local music lovers will be afforded
j of which 5000 were of the rainbow northward on the famous Route des Monday, Dec. 7 with fair weather. In
Boiler Makers — Simmons, 281; I variety. Salmon, 3,215,710. Togue. Alpes to Chamonix. It is one of the the afternoon we ran into a blind
a treat by attending the presentation
Ames, 272; Brault, 286; Willis, 265;
grandest -highways in Europe. At ing snow squajl and had put up early
of the cantata J'The Slumber Songs
105,200.
Carr, 284; total, 1388.
of the Madonna” by the Rubinstein
The new Appleton rearing station times, miles of gorges are driven in Rye, N. H. We stopped at a tourBarbers — Raye, 232; Cavanaugh, contributed 248,675 trout, and the through-on. narrow rock hewn shelves 1st house, a very nice place. The
Club Sunday afternoon at 3.30 in the
^Originals”
265; Shute, 274; Danielson, 270; Nye, Camden Fish Hatchery furnished of roadway above depths five thous- lady of the house had on display and
Universalist vestry.
This cantata,
and feet below. The shale rocks bor- for salp many kinds of curios from
314; total, 1355
written by May Strong, the words by
174 000 trout and 429,000 salmon.
» ♦ ♦ *
row the glints of the sun and reflect China which were very interesting,
Back of nearly every
Sir Alfred Noyes, is of great beauty,
maroon, pink and golden hues. The Next day, after we had been on the
The Barbers took four falls out
and will have Mrs. Helen Wentworth
ROCKPORT
night can be spent comfortably at road about an hour, we ran into anof
five
from
the
Texacos
Thursday
character
in
fiction
and
as soloist, Mrs. Faith G. Berry as
Barcellonette. and the next day the other snow storm which stayed with
night scoring 511 points in the sec
conductor, and Mrs. Nettie Averill as
The date set for the high school snow-capped Alps come into view us until we reached New York at
every symbolical figure
ond string. Nobody saw the 300accompanist.
Other numbers of
mark, but Shute was on the thresh senior play, “Fast Colors,” is Jan. 29. with distant views of mighty Mont noon, then turned into rain all the
varied nature will be presented. A
in history, there was a
old of it with 298. Danielson had This play, a bold mystery in three Blanc. Alpine huts and chalets dot rest of the day. It made very diffisilver collection is to be taken at 1
acts, combines comedy, tragedy and the mountaip side, enhancing the j cult and dangerous driving. We
high string—116. The summary:
intermission, to be turned into the
real person, an “origi
crossed the Hudson Into New Jersey
Barbers — Cavanaugh, 252; Nye, romance. There are many good beauty of the trip.
local unemployment fund.
over the new George Washington
273; Danielson, 287; McDonald, 267; laughs at Pep White, Steve Black, In
nal.”
spector Burke and Dixie Jones.
i memorial bridge.
—
Shute, 298; total, 1377.
MICK1E SAYS—
Dr. Howard C. Hanscom of Dam- ;
The Trytohelp Club will be enter
Texaco—Alley, 245; Fogg. 256; A.
And in most cases
ariscotta has been designated acting
C. McLoon, 274; Meade, 265; J. Mc tained Monday evening at the home
, After the third day I was able to
director of the State Institutional 1
of Mrs. Hildred Rider with Miss
these “originals” were
Loon, 259; total, 1299.
i cut out the heater in car and discard
service under the terms of the ad- |
TUP/S JUST OWE THIUG TO
• • * «
Helen Small as hostess.
my 'flannel shirt and overcoat and
mlttistrative Code Bill. The selec
quite as interesting as
TMIS
ADVERTISING
GAME
=>
Mrs.
Ibra
Ripley
of
Auburn
and
Last night's results at the Recrea
hope not to use them again until
tion was made by George W. LeadYOU
GOT
To
HAVE
SOA4EYHIUG
mother
Mrs.
Ada
Orff
of
Rockland
tion alleys: Forty Club three points.
(next spring in New England. The
the fictitious persons
better acting commissioner of the
were
guests
this
week
of
Miss
Marion
WORTH
ACWEftriStlJG
«
SO
IF
Star Alleys two: Federals five points.
rest of the way we had good weather
Health and Welfare Department,
YOU PEEL THAT VOU CAW SELL
Weidman.
Boiler Makers none.
whose names are fa
and a very pleasant trip. At Chewith the approval of Gov. Gardiner, I
CUSTOMERS
YOUR.
GOODS,
W£
The annual business meeting of the
1
raw, S. C„ we put up at a tourist
and will come before the Executive I
CAM GET THEM 1HTO
Baptist ladies' sewing circle was held
miliar to all of us.
STRAND THEATRE
V house—an old southern mansion well
Council for approval, Jan. 20. The
1
YOUR STORE
Wednesday at the vestry and officers
lurnished with old fashioned colonial
A drama that takes love from the elected: Minetta A. Paul, president;
Council also will fix his salary.
This is the theme of
furniture. We slept in a high posted
cradle to old age and deals with Maude Walker, vice president; Au
I canopy topped bed. There was a
many of its most important mani gustus Shibles, secretary; Christie
the new series—
The Hancock County Agricultural .
■ footstool to use if needed to get up
festations, “Over the Hill,” marks Whitney, treasurer; Mrs. Christine
Society, whose Bluehill fair always1
' into it. I had no trouble without
the second screen appearance of that Currier, chaplain; Ellen Shibles, as
draws patrons from Knox County,'
it as I am light weight and pretty
delightful cair of lovers, James Dunn sistant chaplain; Josephine Wall, |
held its annual meeting this week and )
I spry yet for an old fellow. We were
and Sally Eilers and the return of the chairman apron committee; EHa
if a
elected Dr. R. V. N. Bliss as presicareful about eating too hearty a
silent dav favorite. Mae Marsh. The Overlock, fancy work; Nancy J. Tri(juu/
dent. The dates of the 1932 fair
supper for if we should have a nightcentral story itself is two-fold, tell bou, Ada Clough, visiting committee.
4
were set for Sept. 5, 6 and 7. The
I mare and fell out of bed we might
ing the boy and girl romance between It was voted to devote the last meet
Society is in good financial shape
j not get to St. Pete.
James Dunn and Sally Eilers. a ro
IS
and is planning to make this year's i
We reached our home here Dec. 15
mance that is said to exceed in heart ing of each month to missionary
service,
also
to
hold
the
midsummer
fair the best in its history.
By Louise M. Comstock
touching appeal their magnificent
at noon and were kindly received by
fair
Aug.
3
and
the
Christmas
sale
portrayals in "Bad Girl" and the
all our good neighbors and friends;
•fff’llliufto
The greater part of the holiday
| also by a temperature of 85. It has
mother and son tie that binds Dunn and supper Dec. 7. Reports were
The articles in this
d eorations have disappeared, and
to "Ma," the character played by given of the past year’s work.
held well to that mark up to the pres
StehAa,
the Central Maine forces have
series will appear soon
Miss Marsh. B»sed on Will Carle
ent time. The lowest temperature in
Dollar
Owing
to
the
bad
weather
our
1
begun their attack upon the trolley
ton’s classic poem, the theme of
the daytime was 77 deg., the 16th,
Dollar
Day
Sale
will
be
continued
in this newspaper. You
toinaUc
wires, themselves. Soon the "broom
“Over the Hill" Is as true today as
25th and Jan. 1. The highest at
next
week.
New
bargains
have
been
stick’' will be only a memory.
when it was originally written.
1 night was 71 deg. and the lowest at
will find them interest
In addition to Dunn, Sally Eilers added. E. B. Hastings & Co.—adv.
1 night (one night only, Dec. 25) 59
deg.
and Mae Marsh, a hand picked cast
ing. Watch for them in
Mrs. Gabber—Dear, this is your
Maine
Range
Oil
Burner;
a
reliaEdward uranaau,
Crandall, viun»
Claire
D
j includes toward
The water is fine for bathing and
birthday jind I couldn't think of a
n
1 Mavnard. Olin Howland. William, ble burner;
properly installed;
= ! feels lukewarm. The old year went
thine to "
"n”
Pawley and Joan Peers. The picture | prompt service. A fair price. $26.50.
out with a good old fashioned thunGabber—Nothing could please me |
I comes for Monday and Tuesday.— G. A. Lawrence Co., 507 fain street.
der storm. When it thunders here
more than a lew minutes oi silence — I
________ _.
—adv.
1 “We keeP y°ur house warm."—adv.
I it has no excuses te make and when
The Pathfinder.

Include

VENICE, FLORIDA

j

n your vacation plans:
On the Gulf of Mexico, 80 miles south
of Tampa on the Tamiami Motor Trail.
Golf — Fishing — Bathing.

PARK Vic W
Spanish style, new, each room with pri
vate bath, twin beds and steam heat.
Fresh fish from the Gulf also vegetables,
poultry, fruit and strawberries from our
own farm served every day.
Radical reductions in rates:

American Plan $ 9.00 Daily Double
American Plan $50.00 Weekly Double

SAN

MARCO

HOTEL

(under same management—
European Plan)

rooms with
steam heat,

private bath, twin beds,

All

$ 2.50 Daily Double
$14.00 Weekly Double
Popular priced restaurant maintained.
An economical way of spending the win

ter in the tropics.

Florida's famous sunshine
Venice.
Booklet sent free

dwells

in

FRED J. FULLER. Proprietor.

COLUMBUS
HOTEL
On Biscayne Bay

MIAMI, FLORIDA
Sixteen floors ol luxurious comfort

where modern appointments and

thoughtful service contribute a more
ample measure
smart living.

of h appiness to
Convenient to every
Biscayne Room

important attraction in the greater
Miami area.

«

«

« . <

«

Dining salon de
luxe. Rendezvous
of the smart cos
mopolitan group,
p Overlooking Bis
cayne Bay, Bay:
front Park ai*o
the Atlantic Ocean.

«

* European or American Plan
Wm. M. Gale, Manager

You'll enjoy stopping at
this ultra-mooern hotel.
Located ”a step from
Broadway”, overlooking
wortd-renown Times
Square. The city’s most
interesting places, thea*
tres, smart shops, busi
ness centers are all near
by. .. 1400 outside rooms,
each with a private bath
(tub and shower), • radio
and servidor. Note sur
prisingly moderate rates.

Trip-a-lpDaij

s (HI

Si.'iGLt H3-«3.SO-»4

iiuvblk.

34-SS-fttt

Tales-

SS to 45 Sts.
ot«thAva.N.L

FLORIDA

Historic

Who was
Who?

I he Courier-Gazette I

af’

MIAMI’S*

Ideal Resort Hotel
Convenient to all points of interest—Modern in every way.
An enjoyable view from our spacious ground-floor porches, which
surround the hotel Many rooms with private balconies.

HOTEL

GRALYNN

Corner Second St. and First Ave.
RATES: (European)
Single
$8.00 dally
on
. 12
-*4f50 to ------APDlication
Double $4
00 to $12.00 dally

Booklet

it rains it pours, which is not very
often. This was the first rain here |
in two months and was much needed
for the gardens and fruit trees.
Newspaper writing is not in my
line, so please excuse me for any bad ,
breaks.
See you when the geese come back, j
and as some of my good friends in
Union say to me, I repeat, St. Pete j
or bust.
Herbert E. Messer.
4659 Queensboro avenue south.

ST. GEORGE
Sunday services at the Eaptist j
Church: Sunday school at 1.15; |
preaching service 2.15 subject “The '
King's Messengers;” regular month-'
ly evening service at 7, when Mr. Bar
ton will speak on the “Coming Again
of Our Lord Jesus Christ.” The ]
weekly Tuesday evening prayer serv
ice will be omitted.

_______

♦

(June re
October)

Untol

Florida’s Best Climate
More Sunshine
Less Rain
WonXrr/uI Place for
Recuperation

r
Superb fishing from pier
or boat. Surf beach, no under
tow. 18-hole golf, grsss green*.
Club house on the beach, h’vwning
ol. 100 rooms, 1OO baths. Orchestra*
W-class patronage. Reasonable rates,

GEORGE KREAMER
| Summer: Wyandotte Hotel, Bellport, LX

For Accident
Cuts, Scalds, Burn;
Sprains, Bruises, Ml
squito Bites.
APPLY FREELY

MONEY refunded
The great problem of a Democratic !
---- ~~~ *’
"swl
direct.,
Congress is to save the country with cprepared by Norway Medicine Co
out saving Mr. Hoover.—Passaic News Norway, Maine.
All Dealen

TALK OF THE TOWN
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
Jan. 9—Limerock Valley Pomona
meets with Megunticook Grange. Cam
den.
Jan. 10—"The Slumber Songs of the
Madonna," presented by Rubinstein
Club.
Jan. 11—Parent-Teacher Association at
R H. S. auditorium.
Jan. 12—Progressive Literary Club
meets with Mrs. Prances Norton.
Jan. 15—Educational Club meeting.
Copper Kettle Porch.
Jan 17—Onion temperance service at
Methodist Church, auspices W C. T. U.
Jan. 22—Installation of Golden Rod
Chapter, O. E. S.
Feb. 1—Monthly meeting of the City
Government.
Peb. 2—Candlemas Day.
Peb. 12—Lincoln’s Birthday.
Peb. 14—St. Valentine's Day.
Peb. 19—Ktppy Karnlval.
Peb. 22—Washington's Birthday.

WEATHER
The early January thaw which re
moved good-sized snowdrifts in rec
ord time here was not a local mani
festation, but all over New England
abnormally high temperatures have
been reported this week. Thursday
here was like a spring day, mercury
nearly up to 50. Heavy rains washed
away the snow at Maine and New
Hampshire sporting centers so that
the Bosson & Maine Railroad was
obliged this week to cancel its popu
lar "snow train” which carries
throngs of skiers and snowshoers
out of Boston each weekend. Yes
terday noon temperature here was 33
and this morning at 7 o'clock was the
same, skies overcast and threaten
ing a drizzle, but the forecast for to
morrow is fair and much colder
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Every-Other-Day
Fred T. Veazie of the Veazie Hard
The annual meeting of the Rock
ware Co. is having his annual vaca land Loan & Building Association is
tion.
scheduled for next Monday night.

The Legion sparring exhibitibn
Miss Ellen Daly. R.N., superintend
planned for this month has been can ent, and Miss Lillian Nash, R.N., in
celled.
structor of Knox Hospital, are in
Portland attending the annual meet
Fred Harden has been elected cap ing of the Maine State Nurses' Asso
tain of the Rockland High School ciation.
hockey team.
Mrs. C. M. Thomas received word of
Mrs. Almon Brown (Faith Ulmer) the death Thursday of her brotheris driving a stylish sports coupe— in-law, B. P. Wilber in Great Neck,
Pontiac brand.
Long Island, -N. Y., of heart trouble.
Mrs. Wilber will be remembered as
The Boy Scout whaleboat is lying Jennie Robinson formerly of this
^t its mooring near the public land city.
*
ing partly submerged.
Edwin Libby Post, G.A.R. has
The R. R. Relief Association will elected these officers: William P. i
have a meeting at the Northend dis Hurley, commander; Eugene Ryder, j
pensary at 7 .p m. next Monday.
S.V.C.; William H. Maxey, J.V.C.;
John H. Thomas, officer of the day; I
The last storm so badly damaged F. S. Philbrick, adjutant; Capt. H.
the raft at Community Yacht Club R. Huntley, chaplain; F. S. Philbrick, j
that it was towed to the Snow yard quartermaster and patriotic instruc- ■
for necessary repairs.
tor; delegate to State and National
Encampment, H. R. Huntley; alter
The annual meeting of the Knox nate, F. S. Philbrick.
County General Hospital Alumnae
Association takes place Wednesday
King Solomon's Temple Chapter, j
at the Bok Home.
R.A.M., held its annual meeting
Thursday evening, at which time:
It looks as if Rockland is again in these officers were elected: Almon B. ■
the grip of that ever fascinating sport, Cooper, H.P.; Ralph U. Clark, K.; 1
roller-skating. Manager Clukey is Leroy A. Chatto, S.; Homer E. Rob
mustering in new recruits at the Ma inson, treasurer; Charles L. Robin
sonic building.
son, secretary; Harold L. Racklifle,
C. of H.; Louis A. Walker, R.A.C.; |
Rev. H. F. Huse of North Haven M. F. Lovejoy, M. of 3d V.; Howard!
was a visitor in the city Thursday E. Crozier. M. of 2d V.; Charles W.
homeward bound from Dover-Fox- Schofield, M. of 1st V. Plans for in
croft, where he attended the funeral stallation have not been perfected;
of a former parishioner.
due notice will be given.

IN THE

SERMONETTE
Prehistoric Men
Tell me. lump of carbon.
Burning lurid In the glowing
* grate.
As thy red Barnes rise and sink
Ages past elucidate.

Deep in the mountains before
a glowing campfire, stars out in
great numbers overhead, and
dense darkness all about, is a good
time to wonder about the past.
Why is it that we are always
measuring the skulks of the early
men and comparing them with the
ape? We do not believe they
were of inferior mentality, with
out personality. Yet this is the
common conception. In a little
book published by Funk & Wagnalls, "Outline of History” the
writers set forth a truer picture.
Maine is so near to the pre
historic past that it is good to live
here. One has a better perspec
tive; a more sympathetic under
standing of man's struggle up
ward.
Writers with keen imagination
picture the early stage of evolu
tion, but the practical mind
takes man as he emerges into his
tory a reasonable human being,
with history and experience
ahead of him. He had far to go
and much to learn. It is so easy
for us with so much of history
and experience • behind us to
look back with our greater knowl
edge and think of these early
strugglers with nature as child
like idiots. They thought pro
foundly, taught in nature’s uni
versity. and produced us. Fur
ther, they sought out and knew
God. Before the smouldering fire,
we may well wonder if we will
pass on the torch as faithfully as
those prehistoric men.
W. A. H.

not mocked." Mrs. Evelyn Hart will
sing a solo. Tuesday evening at 7.30
is the mid-week prayer service.
At the Congregational Church to
morrow morning Mr. Rounds will
preach on the subject, “Those For
Whom Jesus Came.” The Sunday
School will convene at the noon hour.
The Comrades Of the Way will meet
for a social time at 6 o'clock. Pro
gram at 6.30.
• • • *
A series of sermons on the theme,
“A Winning Partnership” is to begin
at the First Baptist Church on Sun
day morning. The subject Sunday
will be “Christ and the Christian;”
Jan. 17, “The Christian and Christ;”
Jan. 24, “The Purpose of this Part
nership;” Jan. 31, “Is This Purpose
Worthwhile?” The choir will sing.
“More Love To Thee,” and “Love Not
the World." A glqwing, growing
church school will meet at noon. The
Endeavorers will hold their service at
6 o’clock when Millard Hart will dis
cuss the topic, “What Shall I Do With
My Money?" The people’s evening
service comes at 7.15. Many are join
ing in the “big sings” conducted at
this hour by Mr. Fredrickson. The
choir will sing, “Songs of Praises,"
Young. A duet, “Jesus Will," Ackley,
will be sung by Miss Gladys Grant
and Mr. Fredrickson. Mr. MacDon
ald’s subject will be, “A Short-Sight
ed Bargain.” The happy prayer and
praise meeting is held on Tuesday
evening at 7.15. This church will
broadcast the “Rainbow Hour” over
WLBZ. Bangor, Wednesday evening
from 6 to 6.30.

BETTER
COAL

,

Others, $7.00 to $8.00 Values

Our January Sale is always a great event
—but this year reductions are the most
drastic in our entire history—to make
way for the most amazing line of Spring
Shoes ever offered in Rockland.
Beautiful
Shoes
For

ear s

Men
and
Women

BOOT SHOP

STARTING TODAL, CONTINUING ALL NEXT WEEK

New Chevrolets Now Displayed
Aid Employment Throughout U. S.

McCARTY’S

COUGH STOP

d.

ROCKLAND COAL CO.
ROCKLAND, MAINE

blue coal’
AMERICAS

$5.00 and $6.00 Values

Don't Cough

Nt;

Maine Range Oil Burner; a relia
ble burner;
properly
installed;/
prompt service. A fair price, $26.56.
G. A. Lawrence Co.. 507-Main street.
“We keep your house warm."—-adv.

Hundreds of Pairs

WARREN

Mr. and Mrs. Harold Pease are
Harry Thompson of the Maine
CAMDEN
being congratulated on the birth of a
State Police has returned from a
The next meeting of the C.C.H.
son, Dec. 31. Mrs. Mildred Pease is
The Speech Readers Club meets fortnight's vacation spent at his
caring for the mother and little one.
home in Bath.—State Patrolman Club will be at Green Gables with
Wednesday afternoon at 2.30.
Good attendance in spite of the
George I. Shaw was in Richmond Mrs. John T. Hughes as hostess.
Seaside Chapter, O.E.S., meets
snowy traveling marked the January
L. A. Thurston has sold a lot on Thursday to attend a funeral.
Monday evening. Roll call and elec
meeting of the Woman’s Club Tues
North Main street to Mrs. Mabel
day evening. The two papers, by Mrs.
From up river comes a well ground tion of officers.
Doherty.
Mrs. Harry Pendleton entertained
Grace Wyllie and Mrs. Rosina Buber,
ed report that the Mt. Waldo gran
respectively, the former's subject
Congregational ladies hold a ite plant has a large contract to the Friday Reading Club Ulis week.
Mrs. Leo F. Strong entertained the
"Kate Douglass Wiggin,” that of the
cooked food sale this afternoon at furnish stone for the Senate office
latter “Edna St. Vincent Millay,"
the Senter Crane store, wit# Mrs. building in Washington. Hopeitis- Contract Club Friday afternoon at
her home on Pearl street.
were very interesting and the solo?
true.
A. J. Murray in charge.
Mrs. Roger McCobb, R.N.. was
sung by Mrs. Marjorie Allen a pleas
The brook, westward from Union operated on this week at the Camden
ing addition to the program. Mem
The R.H.8. Press Club conducts a
bers responded in a gratifying man
candy sale this afternoon and eve street, near Beech is being widened Community Hospital for appendicitis.
Mrs. Bertha French is having a
ner to the roll call with quotations
ning at the Palmer jewelry store, and straightened. Granite from one
various Maine poets.
with Miss Virginia Proctor as chair of the abandoned Case kilns is being camp built at Hosme? Pond.
At St. Peter's Church (Episcopal) from
The annual supper of St. Thomas
used. Former Road Commissioner
The ceiling in the town hall looks
man.
Rev.
E.
O.
Kenvon,
rector,
services
for
parish wil! be held at the parish
clean and nice in its new coat of
T. E. McNamara is overseer.
tomorrow will be aopropriate for the cream color and the result promises
house next Wednesday evening.
Rev. Walter S. Rounds is to
first
Sunday
after
Epiphany:
Holy
Miss Dorothy Keller is in Rock
Fred M. Blackington of Waldo
to be an attractive looking hall when
speak Monday evening before the
Communion at 7.30; church school at
Baraca Class of Young Men recent avenue, who has been a patient at land where she will spend the .winter 9.30; Choral Eucharist and sermon at the painting is finished.
Carl Moody who has spent the
ly formed at the Chestnut Street Knox Hospital the past five weeks, is with her aunt, Mrs. J. F. Burgess.
The W.C.T.U. meets Tuesday aft 10.30; vespers and address at 7.30.
again at his home, still in the care of
greater part of two weeks with his
Baptist Church, Camden.
♦
♦
*
#
a nurse, biit making gradual re ernoon with Mrs. Albert Decker,
parents Mr. and Mrs. C. T. Moody,
■
X
At the Pratt Memorial M. E. returns today, Saturday, to his posi
Knowlton street.
Clerks and shoppers should re covery.
Capt. Curtis Weed is having a camp Church, Rev. H. H. Marr, services for tion with the International Harvester
member the senior class supper at
When the name of Job H. Mont built at Hobbs' Pond.
tomorrow will be: Morning service Co. at Albany, N. Y.
the Universalist Church tonight
The Ladies of the Methodist So at 10.30, subject, “John the Baptist;”
Mrs. Charles Overlock and family
from 5 to 7, the proceeds to go gomery appeared in the jury list the
toward the Washington fund. Mrs. natural supposition was that the vet ciety will meet Wednesday afternoon at 7.15, "Pharaoh's Ignorance of spent Thursday with her mother Mrs.
eran Camden attorney was the man with Mrs. Grace Anderson.
God;” Sunday School at 12; Epworth Isa Teague.
E. W. Pike is acting as chairman.
drown. But it was his nephew, who
Officers of Megunticook Grange are League at 6; mid-week prayer meet
Mrs. Fred Miller is reported to be
improving in health.
It has been many years since is better known as J. Hugh Mont tc be installed at a special meeting ing Tuesday at 7.15.
this Saturday evening.
Charles Overlock who has been
♦ * * •
Rockland's first snowstorm left such gomery.
Annual meeting of the Masonic
'the guest of Dr. and Mrs. A. H.
a big crop as that of last week. Cer
At
First
Church
of
Christ,
Scien

The George Washington bi-centen Club takes place tonight.
tainly nobody ever saw big drifts
tist, corner of Cedar and Brewster St. Clair Chase at Newton Centre,
Roger Tripp has bought of Frank streets, Sunday services are at 10.30 Mass., the past week, returned home
vanish so completely and rapidly as nial committee held a preliminary
those did, under the influence of meeting Thursday night and a nomi L. Kennedy a lot of land at Coleman and the subject of the lesson sermon Thursday.
nating committee was appointed. A Pond and later will erect a camp
Word has been received by Warren
Wednesday's rain.
tomorrow will be "Sacrament.”
permanent organization will be there.
friends of, the serio'is illness of Mrs.
Sunday
School
is
at
11.45.
Wednes

Mr. and Mrs. Frank E. Morrow ex day evening testimony meeting is at Ida Davis Briggs at Burlington, Vt.,
The sewing circle of the Auxiliary formed at the City Government
pect to leave the latter part of the 7.30. The reading room is located where she went to spend the winter
of Winslow-Holbrook Post meets rooms next Tuesday night.
month for Fruitland Park, Fla., where at 400 Main’street, and is open week : with her sister, Mrs. Nannette Evans.
Monday afternoon at 1.30. Junior
A. C. Jones, Harry Cohen, Robert they will spend a few weeks.
After becoming dangerously ill she
Auxiliary after school, the members
days from 2 until 5 p. m.
Capt. Curtis Weed leaves this week
to work on patchwork for Miss Cor- Brewer and Hill Dane, bridge ex
was taken to the hospital in that
perts,
played
five
games
at
the
Elks
for a business trip to New York city.
place and an operation performed,
bptt. The Senior Auxiliary will hold
Non-denominational Sunday will but heart conditions are causing much
William Simmons is spending the
its business session at 7.30 with Mrs. Home this week before discovering
(that
they
had
only
48
cards
in
the
weekend
with
his
family
at
Sargentbe observed at the Universalist anxiety at present.
Clara Kelsey and Mrs. Blanche
deck. It is reported that they now ville
Church at the morning service at
Word comes from Woburn, Mass.,
Morton as hostesses.
wish to try the new system with Cul
The Bethany Class will be enter 10.45, Rev. George H. Welch having of the birth of a daughter, Jan. 2, to
tained by Mrs. Alice Winslow, Tues chosen as his topic "Our Church and Mr. and Mrs. Irville Spear. Mr. and
At the annual meeting of Rock bertson and Lenz.
day evening.
Its Doings.” Music will include “O Mrs. Arthur Perry are proud to be
land Lodge, F.A.M., Tuesday night
The new officers of Ralph Ulmer
Mrs. Walter Joy will entertain the God, the Rock of Ages.” Hamilton come the great-grandparents, and
these officers were elected: John A.
Gray, by the chorus choir, and “O four generations are not too common
Stevens, W.M.; Harold L. Karl, S.W.; Camp, Spanish War Veterans were Twilight Twelve Thursday evening.
Maiden Cliff Rebekah Lodge meets Rest In the Lord" Mendelssohn-I fn thfs vicinity.
Arnold L. Wright, J.W.; Willis R. Installed Wednesday night by Past
Harris, by the quartet.
Church t The parm Bureau will meet TuesLufkin, treasurer; I. Lawton Bray, Commander George T. Stewart, who j Wednesday evening,
secretary; Emeral E. Duplisea, S.D.; was assisted by the retiring com- i Mrs. George Boynton entertained School, Knickerbocker Class and the day at the Montgomery Rooms at
Kenneth F. Searles, J.D. Installa mander I. Leslie Cross. Light re- j at bridge last Thursday evening at adult woman’s class will meet at, io.30 sharp, for an all-day session,
noon; junior Y.P.C.U. at 5 p m. and! Ralph Wentworth and Miss Jessie
tion will take place Tuesday evening, freshments were served. The new I her home on Norwood avenue.
commander is Alderman E. Howard
Howard Weed and family have senior at 6. The week’s activities in-; Lawrence will both be present. Slides
Jan. 12.
Crockett.
moved from the Butler rent on Me elude Chapin Class supper Tuesday
occupy the forenoon and the
gunticook street to the Prescott rent in the vestry, and the Mission Circle, planning meeting will come in the
The installation of Ruth Mayhew
The
Rockland
Community
Yacht
tn Chestnut hill.
Wednesday at the home of Mrs. H. O afternoon. Everyone interested is
Tent. Daughters of Union Veterans
Mrs. W. J. Rich was successfully Gurdy, Masonic street.
welcome to attend.
was held at Grand Army hall with Club last night elected these officers:
Commodore.
J.
N.
Southard
(for
a
operated on at Camden Community
Past President Mrs. Irene Winslow'
• • » «
Mrs. William Lawry is ill.
third
term);
vice
commodore,
John
Hospital, Friday.
as installing officer. She was assist
Rev. L. G. Perry, pastor of the Llewellyn Harriman of Cushing is in
ed by Mrs. Carrie Brown as guide G. Snow, (who is also chairman of
Littlefield Memorial Church will take town this week visiting friends and
APPLETON RIDGE
and Mrs. Alta Dimick as musician. the house committee); secretary and
for his morning subject, ‘‘The bless- relatives.
E. K.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Whittier of ings of Christ.” The choir will sing
The officers are: President, Mrs. treasurer, Donald Leach.
Donald Farris and family are with
Eliza Plummer; senior vice president, Leiahton, C. M. Washburn. Rhamn E Rockport were recent visitors at Mrs. an anthem and there will be a solo bv Mr. and Mrs. Charles Huntley at East
Mrs. Carrie House; junior vice presi Philbrick, Charles H. Berry, Sumner I Hazle Perry’s.
Norman Crockett. There is a service Union while Mr. Farris is chopping
dent, Mrs. Helen Paladino; secre Perry, J. A. Jameson, Walter E. j Robert E. Perry has bought the for children in the vestry at 10.30 there.
Weeks
and
Willis
H.
Anderson
were
I
house
formerly
known
as
the
Harry
tary, Mrs. Lizzie French; treasurers
under the direction of Miss Olive
Mr. and Mrs. L. D. Gammon, callMrs. Josephine Lothrop; chaplain) added to the board of governors An pease place and will soon move his Bragg. Sunday School meets at 11.45. ing Monday evening on Mrs. Arthur
important
adjourned
meeting
will
be
;
family
there.
‘
Mrs. Bessie Sullivan; guide, Mrs.
New members are gladly welcomed C. Perry, who has been ill at the home
'Carrie Brown; patriotic instructor held in the City Government rooms j The prayer and praise service was B.Y.P.U. meets at 6.15 with Howard of her daughter Mrs. Ella Wincapaw
next
Friday
night.
I
held
at
the
Baptist
Church
Thursday
Mrs. Mary Cooper; council No. 1,
Chase as leader. The topic will be, in Rockland since Christmas, found
■-----------------I evening.
Mrs. Irene Winslow; council No. 2,
"What shall we do with our money?" her somewhat improved.
Owing
to
the
bad
weather
our
j
T
he
broadcast
of
the
Rainbow
The evening meeting at 7.15 opens
-----------------Mrs. Stella McRae; council No. 3,
Mrs. Susie Karl; guard, Mrs. Belle Dollar Day Sale will be continued Hour from WLBZ Wednesday eve- with the usual praise service accom RETURNED TIIE COMPLIMENT
Bowley; assistant guard, Mrs. Bes next week. New bargains have been j ning was much enjoyed here,
panied bv the orchestra. The pas
Mrs. Hazle Perry and Norman and tor's sermon subject will be “God is
sie Haraden; flag, No. 1, Mrs. Mary added. E. B. Hastings & Co.—adv.
Rockville A.
C.’s
Basketeers
Brewster; flag, No. 2, .Mrs. Allie —----------------------------------------------- 1 Marie Perry were supepr and evetrimmed Battery E, of Rockland
ning guests of Mr. and Mrs. Ernest
Blackington; flag, No. 3, Mrs. Ava
Thursday night in a rather slow
Young in Pleasantville, Warren New
Jackson; flag. No. 4, Mrs. Lena
game. After an even first quarter
Year Day.
Rokes. Mrs. Winslow was presented
Rockville won, quite easily. The
Our mail man has been finding
with a bouquet of flowers on behalf
summary:
very hard traveling along his route
of the tent. Preceding the installa
Rockville A. C. (38)
the past week.
tion suDper was served under the
G
F
P
Ruth Demuth is spending the
chairmanship of Mrs. Ava Jackson.
G. Starr, rf ........... 3
0
6
weekend with her schoolmate Ethel
USE
Fd Lofroan, If ...... 7
0
14
Marie Perry.
At the annual meeting of Golden
Al. Starr, c .... _...... 8
0
16
Rod Chapter, O.E.S., these officers
T. Helin, rg ........... 1
0
2
LONG COVE
were elected: Worthy matron, Mrs.
Oky. Lofman, rg.... 0
0
0
At St. George's Church: Church
Vivian Hewett; worthy patron, I.
Hamalainen, lg .... 0
0
0
school at 3 o'clock and evensong and
Lawton Bray; assistant matron, Mrs.
Salminen, lg ........ a 0
0
0
Helen Chapman; assistant patron,
Viet \>rouqlMabove Ground, sermon by the priest-in-charge at
3.30 o'clock.
Donald Chapman; secretary, Mrs.
19
Susie Campbell; treasurer, Mrs.
DIED
Battery
E
(27)
Nellie Dow; conductor, Mrs. Maud
SEPPALA-At Friendship. Jan. 7. Jacob
It is an old fashioned ccugh mix
F
G
J Seppala. aged 54 years. 25 days. Fu
Blodgett; assistant conductor, Mrs.
»
ture made from a formula handed Quinn, lg
0
neral Sunday at 130 Ironi the Fin
Carolyn Stewart; chaplain. Mrs. lv* Put IB Q load Of bluecoal now.
nish Church. St. George road.
2
rg
Chatto; marshal, Mrs. Alice Corn- _/|«nty of nippy weather ahead BENNER—At Rockland. Jan. 8. William down from our grandmother’s Richardson,
4
stock; organist, Mrs. Amy Tripp; ~
- - - - time. Used for coughs and ordi Day, c
Nelson Benner, aged 90 years. 7
1
Bisbee,
months. 5 days. Funeral Monday at
Adah. Mrs. Harriet Lufkin; Ruth, ... plenty of changeable days,
nary
Throat
Irritations
0
Smith,
2 o'clock from the residence. Mountain
Miss Katherine Veazie; Esther, Mrs. too. Just the time to find out,
road.
Lillian McCurdy; Martha, Miss Eve by experience, how much bet
10
Price 50c Bottle
lyn Green; Electa, Mrs. Thelma
BORN
Referee, Nash. Time, four 10’s.
Stevens; warder, Mrs. Hazel Atwood; ter 'blue coal' is.
PEASE—At Warren. Dec. 31. to Mr. and
SOLD BY
sentinel, Clarence Haraden; soloist. We believe it to be the finest
Mrs. Harold Pease, a sou.
Mrs. Evelyn White: finance commit- coal that has ever been SPEAR—At Woburn. Mass.. Jan. 2. to
Mr. and Mrs. Irville Spear, formerly of
te, Milton M. Griffin, chairman, Mrs.
185S
1931
Warren, a daughter.
Hester Chase and Mrs. Belle Frost. brought above ground. We are
E. A. GLIDDEN & CO.
THE NORTHEND DRUGGIST
The retiring worthy matron, Mrs. staking our reputation on it.
MARRIED
Waldoboro and Rockland
ROCKLAND, ME.
Evelyn Orcutt, was presented with a We* know you'll like it. Phone SIMMONS-SIMMONS—At South Port
Highlands
floor lamp by officers and substi
land. Jan. 7. Ralph Simmons of
Mail
Orders
Filled
Artistic Memorials in Stone
Friendship and Miss Myrna Simmons
tutes, Mrs. Orcutt responding in a your order now—it's available
4-6
of Dedham, Mass.
1228-tf
happy manner.
Installation will in all sizes.
take place Jan. 22. Homer E. Rob
IN MEMORIAM
inson retired after service of 14 years
In memory of Annie S.’Babbidge, who
died Jan. 8. 1931.
as chairman of the finance commit
Away
tee, a position he has held with
I cannot say. and I will not say.
marked efficiency. A rising vote of
That she is dead. She is just away!
thanks was tendered Mr. Robinson.
With a cheery smile, and a wave of the
A NEW LOT OF SPRING DRESSES
Telephone 72
Wanted: For home work, typing,
sending out circulars,, etc. Good
work guaranteed. Gladys S. Mor
gan. Tel. 794-W.
3*5

Here’s a Sale that is a Sale in the truest
meaning of the word! It involves hun
dreds of our finest pairs of Footwear,
now regrouped and repriced so low that
quick disposal becomes a certainty. If
it’s quality you want... if it’s low price
you seek . . . then this Sale is for you.

FINEST

ANJWRACITE

4A7

L.

McCarty

SPRING DRESSES

hand.
She has wandered into an unknown
land.
And left us dreaming how very fair
It needs must be. since she lingers there.
And you. O, you. who the wildest yearn
For the old time step and the glad re
turn
Think of her faring on. as dear
In the love of there, as the love of here
Think of her still as the same I say,
,She is not dead, she is just away.
Her Sister, Daughters and Grandchil
dren.

JUST RECEIVED

$10.00 and $15.00
JOSEPHINE WENTWORTH
MILLINERY
CAMDEN. MAINE
4-6

Chevrolet’s new car for 1932, em
bodying silent Syncro-Mesh trans
mission in combination with selective
free wheeling as standard equipment
at no extra cost, and practically every
proven automotive advance or recent
years, is now displayed at dealer show
rooms throughout the country.
While remaining in the price class
in which it won world leadership this
year, the new 1932 models offer fea
tures heretofore considered exclusive
to the high price field, as well as a new
front end mounting never before
shown on any car.
(’ailed "Tho Great American Value
for 1932,” the line offers in support of
this slogan a twenty per cent increase
in power, faster acceleration, top
speeds of 65 to 70 miles an hour, new
Fisher bodies with a modern stream
line styling, down-draft carburetion,
counter balanced crankshaft, fingertouch front seat adjustment and
many other refinements over the 1931
models, which, from the standpoint of
public acceptance, were tho most suc
cessful in the history of tho company."
Twenty standard and do luxe
models are In tho new line, of which
the Special Sedan, pictured above, is
tho aristocrat. The lower view shows
tho new front end and the massive,
powerful appearing hood enclosing
tho improved engine.
In addition to interest centering on
tho cars themselves, the announce
ment at this time has national sig
nificance in that activity brought on
by production of tho new cars is
expected, at conservative estimates,
to add materially to the earnings
of 200,000 people throughout the
country just before tho holiday season
and before the sever© winter season
sets in.
The company’s 21 domestic plants
all are busy prodin ing cars as fast 88
precision manufacturing limits will
permit so that deliveries may bo made
with the least possible delay. More
than 30,000 of tho new cars already
have been built for dealers’ showroom
displays, and more than that quantity

Above: Special Sedan
Right: Head-on View

are expected to roll off tho assembly
lines during the present month.
Tho new car is the first in the lowprice field to offer the combination
of silent Syncro-Mesh transmission
with selective free wheeling as stand
ard eauipment at no extra cost. A
control button on the instrument
panel enable.s the driver to use the
free wheeling device only when he
desires, and ne is thus able to utilize
the full braking power of tho engine
when desired.
Tho front end offers a radically
changed appearance, with a new type
radiator, a radiator grille built integral
on all models, a double tie-bar arch
ing gracefully between the fenders, on
which are mounted bullet-shaped
headlamps and a trumpet,-type horn
just beneath the left headlamp. All
tnodvU have adjustable hood ports

«

chromo plated on all the eporl and
do luxe models. and all have cowl
ventilators controlled from the dri
ver’s seat.
With the new streamlined bodiea.
the external sun visor has been elimi
nated, and its purpose is now served by
an internal visor adjustable to any
xiRition in front of tho driver. Tho
eft front window also has anequalizer
built in so that the driver may adjust
the window with little effort. On the
top rail of tho instrument panel is a
removable ash tray for the con
venience of front seat passengers.
Robe rails, silk assist cords, window
shades, arm rests and ash travs on
both sides of the rear seat, dome light,
foot rest.8, largo door pockets and
many other big car refinements are
standard with various models in the
new line.

Every-Other Day
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Indebted to;you for consideration
they couldn’t make a case. Pe says
VINALHAVEN
and kindness. Am playing the game
the chances are a hundred to one
trvmbull
safe and will win. R."
Lafayette Carver Corps held instal- J
no one would identify him as hav
The telegram had been sent from
ing been in the county, and if they lation of officers Tuesday night In the
Elkhard, Ind.
did, how would that prove he took GAR. rooms. The ceremonies were I
- 11
1
"That’s where he left the train,”
10 II
the lights out? There’s the farm preceded by the usual supper, the
2.
6 9
6
3
7
5
1
said the lieutenant, laying the pa
A fellow I know, who was a cap
er's story that they were taken housekeepers Addie Magnuson, Ada
Creecf and Lucy Coombs. Officers
per in front of tlie state’s attorney.
12.
13
away and put back. As he sees It. | were installed by Past President Pearl tain In the late war, got on a street
I
“Who is It? And why did lie leave
that doesn't make a case, and if j Fifield, assisted by Josephine Mac car the other day in a part of Great
the train?”
18
IM
Isn't worth the expense of trying Donald as conductor, as follows: Nel- er New York unfamiliar to him, to
17
•5 lb
to make anything of it and then hav ! lie Wilson, president; Lillian Greg- receive a warm greeting from the
“R is Roberts. He is one of the
22
20 -J
21
ing nothing. They’re content to let j ory. vice president; Carrie /lassie, conductor.
19
three survivors of tlie Turner will.
it go as reckless driving with fatal secretary; Cora Bunker, treasurer;
“Don’t you remember me?" said
He left the train while I was sleep
1 23
1
2*1
ing, to get away from Blair and
results unless better evidence turns Marion Sholes, conductor; Abby the latter. “I was in your outfit.”
Hutchinson, guard; Addie Magnuson, |
After talking to him for a mo
Ashley, the other two survivors.
up."
1.
patriotic instructor; Claudine Dyer,
31
29 30
They have him marked for m.mber
26 27
“That’s all right with this office,” Fraternity; Della Simmers. Charity; ment, the former officer did remem
four. They were on the train. They
I'l
said the state's attorney. “I think Eleanor Conway. Loyalty: Madeline ber him. He was a man he had de
ri
32
are over at the bureau now. That's
they are right, don’t you, Stanton?” Smith, past president; Annie Benner, moted to a private because he was
i
what I came to talk to you about.
"I suppose they are,” said tlie ! chaplain. A social hour with a fish no good as a corporal. But he was
3M
35
It will all seem crazy to you. but I’ll i lieutenant. “Blair, of course, did it. pond and games was followed by re glad to see him and glad the man
tell it as it happened. First I'd sug
He doesn’t have to say he did, but freshments, entertainment committee, remembered him kindly. He prof
36 37
HO Hl
38|
gest you have Mr. Horde telephone
39
outside a courtroom no one would Josephine MacDonald. Claudine Dyer fered Ids nickel.
W
and Cora Peterson
“Oh, no, captain!" exclaimed the
have any doubts.'
the
bureau
to
send
over
exhibits
A
"Nothing at all. If he wanted
Mb
Ethel and Dorothy Polk, who have conductor, with a royal gesture of
MM M5
M2 M3
"And you think they will kill Rob
and B. You might do well to talk
to get off it was his business. If
THE STORY
been
spending
the
holidays
with
their
generosity,
“
I
couldn
’
t
take
money
erts?"
to them.”
lie didn’t want to tell me that also
M/
MB
“I'm not so sure. They’ll try to, parents, have returned to Wellesley, from you."
“Do that, Horde, will you? Spin
was his affair. He probably made
i Mass, where they have employment.
There didn’t seem to be any way
CHAPTER I.—During a frustrated
but
Roberts
isn
’
t
helpless
and
he
your
yarn,
Lieutenant.
”
Albert
Carver
returned
Wednesday
a
sudden
decision
and
didn't
want
w 55
"holdup" at the Dutch Mill, a fash
5M 55
52
5b
50 51
M9
For a half-hour Stanton gave a ' may take them to get rid of his i from Knox Hospital where he under gracefully to refuse such a striking
ionable Chicago night club, a patron
to disturb me.”
W?
courtesy,
but
the
former
officer
later Identified as Dunn Clayton Is
dread
of
them.
A
tip
you
’
re
wel

narrative.
concise
went
an
appendicitis
operation.
"Have you—" the porter cheeked
•hot and killed. Lieutenant of Po
GO
59
57
58
come to."
"And there you are,” he conclud
At the Girl Scout meeting Thursday hopes there was no inspector on the
lice Stanton. Investigating, questions
himself.
a voluntary witness, calling hlm“It would astonish me If he tried night at Union Church vestry. Mrs. car.
ed.
“
I
’
ve
always
told
you
I
was
j
\\\\ fe-2
“Have I what 7”
■elf "Buck” Trembly. His testimony
ess
fel
no detective. I've got my birds and I to." said Ashley. “He knows we are .George Swears. RN„ gave a talk on
Is apparently straightforward.
“What I started to say might not
There is a middle-aged man of
1 first aid.
his friends."
no cage. I’ve just let a man slip
sound so good,” said the porter,
6M
(.5
CHAPTER II.—Stanton had known
Malon Holmes of Swan's Island was Manhattan whose business Is making
63
"Mr. Blair does not say anything,"
me. He’s dodging his own murder.
Clayton ln France during the World
smiling. “So I’ll not say it. 1
a recent guest of Alden Miller.
maps. Every time some adventurer
I’ve got a murderer, or two of them. I said the state's attorney.
war, and is personally interested In
Mrs. Herbert Patrick entertained finds an unknown jungle village, or
was thinking that your friend might
the case. In Clayton's pocket he had
“And why should I?” I’ll be glad
and we can't lay a finger on them."
found a note signed "Maisie." mak
VERTICAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
Mondaj' evening at cards at her home a new river, mountain, valley or
HORIZONTAL
have left a message witli me for you
when you are tired of this.”
A sergeant came to the door to
ing an appointment with the dead
23- Awakened
on Pleasant street.
53- A State of U. S.
1-A large lake
and since he didn't—”
man at the Dutch Mill. Stanton
plain,
this
man
makes
little
dots
or
“There's no use keeping them,
say
that
the
bureau
had
sent
over
24- A covering for the
Wednesday evening at their home
(abbr.)
5-Suddcn wind
does not believe the holdup men
“I'd better see whether I have all
Stanton. We can’t charge them, on High street Mr. and Mrs. Nelson lines on his maps, and does a bit of
the two men.
killed Clayton, and Is Inclined to
foot
54- lnsect
8-Death
my belongings? That's all right. I
suspect Trembly.
and it's foolishness to hold them Bunker entertained friends, the oc lettering in spaces which have been
25- Protective covering
’Bring them In,” said the state's
97-On the Sheltered
12- Delicate
didn’t have enough to worry about,
for clothes
merely to make them get a writ. casion being in honor ot Mr. Bunk- blank since map making commenced.
attorney.
side
13- A text-book
*
CHAPTER III.—At a Wisconsin
and I guess he wouldn’t want any
26- Slumber
58-Bury '
14- Stake in poker
' cr's 56th birthday anniversary. Cards Sometimes he is the first, aside from
winter camp a boisterous crowd is
Blair and Ashley were handcuffed ’ Turn them loose.”
gathered, including Preston Brown.
of them. I’ll go to breakfast."
27- Electrleal Engineer
15- Stockade in Russia 60- Male voice
“Gentlemen,’’ said Stanton, “you're i featured the evening's program, and the explorers, to know what lies
to each other when they were j
An apparent stranger arrives. Later,
(abbr.)
. .
“Yes, sir,” said the porter.
61- Feminine name
18- Prefix. Half
______________
you I’d take | a handsomely decorated birthday beyond the mountains, across the
two men. driving, appear to be deep
brought in with a policeman at each j loose again. If I were
29- Preposition
19- Masculine name
62- A bird.’(pi.)
ly, though secretly, interested In the
B.v the time Stanton was seated
care of Roberts' health or allow liliu • ca^e had its place in the lunch served. rivers. As he puts in his dots and
side
of
them.
party. The stranger leaves the camp
63-Greek god of love
30- Small island
20- Associate of Arts
The Mother and Daughter Club his letters his imagination must
In the dining car the whole episode
in his car, and ths two men hear
“That isn’t necessary," Stanton [ to cherish it himself. I've given
31- Amend
64- Nominated
(abbr.)
met
Friday
evening
with
Mrs.
Charles
that Preston Brown has been acci
had become amusing. His own part
show him wild woods and hills,
him the advantage of this little inexclaimed. “Take those cuffs off
65- Part of head (pi.) 37- Boy’s name (short)
21- Each (abbr.)
dently killed. They follow the
Chilles, Atlantic avenue.
In
It
as
much
as
any
other.
His
ward
terruptioh. Take it as a suggestion
stranger's car, passing It. A viaduct,
them, you men, and you can wait
38- Pertaining to Aesop
22- English street-car
14.
Mr. and Mrs. Sumner Gray re great stretches of ice. sunbaked
undergoing repairs, is out. and one
had absconded. He was returning
to let him alone, i'll have you safe turned Wednesday from Rockland veldts, queer birds and tbeasts.
outside.”
VERTICALt
39-Tie again
23- Classifies
of the two men removes the red
home witli some fantastic stories
41-Suffix, general sense
lanterns.
danger
signals.
The
1- And elsewhere
25-Affirms
“That's a good scout. Lieutenant," ; ly conducted to the street. I’d not where Mrs. Gray recentlv underwent Vicariously, he is tlie greatest ad
stranger, in his car, goes over the
and nothing else. He knew one of
(Lat.. sbbr.)
venturer of them all. He had been
“like”
28-Feminine name
seek another way of coming in here an operation for appendicitis.
said Ashley. "I didn’t like the d—n
embankment. He is dead when found.
A
the
murderers
and
had
talked
to
2- RegenerXtes
43-Deer’s horn
32- A constellation
again, if advise is admissible.”
Mrs. Lora Hardison entertained the working hard, so they gave him a
The lanterns are replaced in Brown's
things, not with Blair on the other
3- Prepo$ifIon
papers Clayton's name Is found and
45- Shouted
him, but was not aide to lay a linger
33- Publishes
vacation, a whole month to spend as
4
A's
Wednesday
evening
at
her
home
"We
welcome
It,
Lieutenant,
”
said
end:
not
at
all,
anyway."
Btanton connects the two deaths. At
46- Church holiday
34- Fish eggs
4- ParadiM
on him. He conld not bring him
he liked, go where he wished. The
Ashley. “Blair, we have the air on Chestnut street.
his request he is assigned to the
Blair scowled and then forced an
5- Encounter
;48-Prefix. Not
35- Falsehood
case, recalls the names ln connechome, and It was a Wisconsin case
Lincoln's Bakery is closed until first thing he“tlid was to head for a
again.
Adios.
gentlemen.
We'll
expression
of
boredom
and
indiffer

the dead man. as he had suspected.
36- A frame for holding 6- A constellation
49-Satisfy
even If anything ever could be made
boat. It hapened to be a ferryboat.
ence.
give your regards to Roberts. further notice.
Is Trembly.
Trembly had caused
7-Applied remedies to 50-Combining form.
a picture
A
new
patrol
of
Girl
Scouts
was
Brown's death, aPDareotlv »n rupUof it He had been returning with
He
journeyed
to
New
Jersey
and
Adios."
“This is the state’s attorney, gen
40-Pastry
8- Part of ship
Air
dent, during a piayrui scmm.
formed Thursday night with Miss spent his vacation in Newark.
a possible victim who had run away
tlemen. The big boy Is Mr. Blnir.
9- River ii» Germany 51-An insect (pi.)
42-ltalian city
Doris Clifford as lieutenant; members
from
him.
• • *
CHAPTER IV—-A Vermont law
10- Stay ?j
54- Boy in livery
He took the lanterns away. The
44-Constructed
Miriam Greenleaf, Elizabeth Hopkins,
TO BE CONTINUED
yer, John Whlttlesex. reading of the
He thought he knew why Rob
47-One who gives
11- Cut
55- Girl's name
smiling lad is Mr. Ashley. Blair, I’m
There are always discouraged
Dorothy Conway, Rebecca Duncan,
case, goes to Wisconsin, and finds
erts had bolted. The man was con
16- Drinking cup (Fr.) 56- Pitch
49-Pierce
tion with an odd will he had been
quite convinced, is a murderer. Ash
Charlotte Webster. Norma McDonald. persons in any large city who pick
asked to draw by a man named
vinced Blair and Ashley were on tlie
52-ltalian river
17- Preposition
,59—Child's hat
ley may be. And here we are and
Richard Geary, son of Mr and Mrs. the lock of the gates at night be
BURKETTVILLE
Turner. In the will Turner had be
train. He also was persuaded that
queathed the interest on $6.000.000
Fred Geary, celebrated his. eighth fore the dark angel Is ready to
what to do? Their present police
to six men, Blair. Ashley, Roberts.
(Solution to Previous Puzzle)
they thought he didn’t know it. They
status is that of vags.”
Mr. and Mrs. Lorenzo Linscott and birthday by entertaining a number of open them. If they waited one
Brown. Trembly, and Clayton, "old
would expect him to get off at the
friends." By the will, the income, at
"We can ask the sheriff up In Mr. and Mrs. Roy Turner of South friends. After the arrival of the more day, most of them probably
PORT
CLYDE
A V E N
he death of each beneficiary, is to
La Lalle Street station without any
Vilas county it he cares for Mr. Liberty were in Rockland last week. guests, the pony was brought to the wouldn’t do it. But there was a pe
Miss Edith Wilson, Mrs. Mary
be divided among the rest. Turner's
B E T 4
door
and
shook
hands
with
Richard,
suspicion that they were hack of
Medomak Valley Grange held in
•on Is left a small Income, though at
Blair,” said the state’s attorney.
culiar suicide in New York not long Overlook and Miss Hortense Wilson ; B E E T
which
pleased
the
children
very
much.
stallation
of
officers
last
Saturday
R
the deaths of ths six beneficiaries of
him. Therefore it would be easy
“Horde, go and see if you can get
the will he Is to Inherit all. Turner
Games were played. Marion Little ago concerning which I didn't see of Thomaston visited Thursday with ■
to deceive them, get off and make
him on the wire. Tell him we are evening and although a rough, stormy field winning the prize in the peanut much in the papers. A man who had Mrs. R. D. Seavey.
dies shortly after making the will.
night there were about 70 members
Whlttlesex suspects foul play ln the
a dash b.v any route he wanted for
holding a suspect with some strong and visitors present.
Mrs. Clara F. Clark has been visit
Hunt, and Ruth Wadsworth and lost considerable money in the crash,
deaths of Clayton. Brown, and Trem
the Pacific coast and his dive into
circumstantial evidence.”
bly. Inasmuch as their Incomes are
Betfv Brown being tied in the tjonkey but who still had earning power and ing friends in Willardham the past
Charlie
Miller
has
recently
installed
added to those of the eur.ivors, and
the obscurities of the Far East.
The state’s attorney looked the a lighting plant at his home.
game. Lunch included ice cream, apparently no more immediate trou week.
writes to the Chicago police. Stanton
After breakfast Stanton sat In
Miss Celia Chadwick has returned
oss to Newburgh to Interview Asa
two men over for a moment of cool
Schools have reopened after the two large decorated birthday cakes, bles than the average, laid a velvet
arling, one of ths executors of the
his room reconciling himself with
candy and popcorn. Richard received portiere on the floor in the kitchen home after spending several weeks in
Silence
which
was
Intended
to
he
Christmas
vacation.
Wilt
. £
amusement to his predicament. I
Several farmers have harvested many presents. A car brought the of his bachelor apartment, and laid Thomaston.
minatory and which was not. Btair
Miss Hele/i Davis has returned to
never
said
I
was
a
detective,
he
their
ice.
guests
to
and
from
the
party.
Mrs.
CHAPTER V.—Darling tells Stan
Stared at him and then laughed. Tlie
himself on the portiere, after shut Rockland where she attends high
ton he believes Turner, knowing
The young Homemakers’ 4-H Club Geary was assisted in serving by,
thought to himself as an answer'to
laugh was short and derisive. It
ting tlie windows and turning on the school.
them well, wanted and expected the
Richard's
grandmother
Mrs.
David
met
at
Mrs.
Florence
Calderwood's
tlie whole thing.
six beneficiaries of the will to kill
could be taken in any trade of opin
gas. But the peculiar tiling was that
Miss Rosamond Wilson of Boston
last
Saturday
afternoon.
Geary
and
Mrs
Harlan
Gregory
of
one another, they having in the past
“Is everything all right?" the |W*rion as an insult. Ashley was cheer
'Injured him beyond forgiveness. The
Elmer Light was a recent visitor at North Haven. Those present were tliey found scattered about him, like spent the weekend with her sisi^t
ter
asked
when
fie
came
to
take
tlie
ily interested.
will is his method of revenge. Stan
*>»$
the home of her sister. Minnie Charles and Ruth Wadsworth. Evelyn fresh green leaves, 1,900 new nne- Mrs. Frank Simmons.
ton visits Turner's son. The youth
bag out of the room.
“What are yon fellows doing?” Light.
Mrs. Madge Pratt and daugHter
doilar bills.
i
Dunlap.
Joseph
and
Burton
Dyer.
'Is contented and happy with his
"Everything." said the lieutenant.
• • •
Margaret spent Tuesday with Mr.
the state’s attorney asked. “What’s
small Income.
Ellen Burgess. Jean Strachan, Betty
As he walked through tlie train
| and Mrs. Walter Simmons.
your reason for being in Chicago?"
Brown,
Ruth
Lyford.
Charles
and
Charles
Chaplin
and
Maurice
LIBERTY
CHAPTER VI.—Roberts, one of
shed toward the gate lie decided to
Mr. and Mrs. Theodore Davis visi$-» Keys made to order. Keys
"Ask the lieutenant," said Ashley.
Madeline Newbold, Robert Tolman, Chevalier were at Juan les I’ins this
the three survivors of the six cared
ed Mr. and Mrs. Forrest Davis, Mon*
stand there a moment and satisfy
for by Turner's will, visits Darling,
Edward
Smith,
Malcolm
Whittington,
“He's detaining us. We were trav
to fit locks when original keys are
summer.
One
naturally
would
ex

Mr. and Mrs. Linwood Richardson
greatly perturbed at the series of
himself as to Blair and Ashley. If
lost. House, Office or Car. Code
eling. He said something about giv and family of Massachusetts visited Everett Tolman. Muriel Baum. Albert pect the children to go crazy over day.
deaths. He tells Stanton and Darling
Several
from
this
place
attended
j
they were on the train Robots
that Blair and Ashley, supposed to
ing Roberts a break. We don’t crave his mother Mrs. Lolie Powell over the Ames. Marion and Billy Littlefield. Chaplin, but they tell me that Chev the Grange installation in Martins- ] books provide keys for all locks
be abroad, are in this country. He
Marion Webb and Evelyn Gregory ot
without bother.
Scissor* and
would have to be .conceded some
Roberts’ company, Lieutenant. He weekend.
alier was their beau Ideal. One day ville Monday evening.
will not tell of his association with
Knives Sharpened.
thing more than agitated romanc
Isn’t very interesting, not for hours
Mr. and Mrs Maynard Whitaker North Haven.
Turner.
a small girl went in great excite
Miss Elsie Puffer returned to Low- I Prompt Service, Reasonable Prices
ing. The lieutenant was not re
at a time. You ought to have found and Mrs. Laura Fuller of Bangor were
ment to her mother.
ell. Mass.. Monday after spending two
CHAPTER VII.—Ashley and Blair
quired
to
wait.
The
two
had
pre

WALDOBORO
visitors
in
this
place
Sunday.
that “out last night."
arrive at Mr. Darling's abode. They
“I talked with Mr. Chevalier,” weeks with Mrs. Alice Trussell.
Mrs. Lolie Powell recently made a
ceded him, and they were waiting
Mrs. Dora Howard Yorke and Miss
feign uneasiness at their friends'
“Why did you send that fat man
Miss Arlene Morse of Montville is
she said.
deaths, alleging they are placed in
business
trip
to
Belfast.
Grace
A.
Yorke
were
recent
Portland
at the gate.
up to our room in the Palatine?”
ROCKLAND
an anomalous position, if not being
“Yes?" said her mother. "What a guest of Mr. and Mrs. Clifton ‘ 408 MAIN ST.
Frank
Sukeforth
recently
visited
visitors.
Blair's expression was puzzled
actually suspected of complicity in
Morse.
Stanton asked.
Telephone 791
did
you
talk
about?"
his
sister
Mrs.
Inez
Leigher.
A
baked
bean
supper
was
served
in
the mysterious fatalities. They evade
when he saw only Stanton, but Ash
Mr. and Mrs. Sherman Benner artd'
M-tf
"That’s a sensible question," said
Stanton's questioning, though Ash
“Well,” answered the daughter,
Willard Whitaker and Edwin Whit Grange hall Thursday for benefit of
ley was grinning. The lieutenant,
daughter Arlene are spending a few J
ley tells him "Maisie" is Mrs. Trem
Ashley. "Not insinuating that your aker were in town last Monday.
“
he
said,
‘
Look
out
!
I
am
going
to
the high school.
bly, and leave the house. Roberts,
seeing them, found that he was get
weeks on Matinicus.
question wasn't, Mr. State's Attor
Mr. and Mrs Carl Sukeforth were
believing he Is to be the fourth of.
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice David have dive.’ ”
The Willing Workers met at the
ting angry and was on tlie point of
Turner's "friends” to die, places
ney. But the lieutenant’s question visitors Monday at E. A. Leigher's.
• • •
been
in
New
York.
himself under Stanton's protection.
COHEN BROS.
home of Mrs. Leah Davis Wednesday
showing it. He stepped out of the
Mrs. Lolie Powell, Mrs. Inez
is highly reasonable. Why did we
Mrs. Mabel Moore has returned to
Martin
Johnson
finally
has
dis

evening for their weekly sewing circle.
way of the stream of pasengers and
send a fat man up to your room? Leigher. Mrs. Jessie Flanders and Rockland.
CHAPTER VIII.—At the hotel that
posed of all the gorillas, chimps and
Baptist Chapel, Rev. Milton R.
stopped beside the two.
night a stranger tries to enter the
Cedric Kuhn has returned to Ex
That assumes that we did. Don’t Elwin Fitch were in Washington last
native boys he brought back from pastor: Sunday at 3 p. m., subpect,
room occupied by Stanton and Rob
week
and
attended
the
drama
pre

“
Welcome
home,
lieutenant,
”
said
eter.
N.
H.
you know we went tn New York?”
erts, and the latter Is convinced he
“A Gracious Appeal;" Junior Church;,
sented by the Branch Mills people.
Ashley. “Hardly expected to he
Miss Bessie Reed is visiting friends Africa. The native boys went Har at 2, Sunday School, on its way to,
Is marked for death. Stanton and
“You started for New York.”
lem on him and he shipped them
Roberts leave for Chicago.
Miss Thelma Benner of New York in New York and Boston.
here before you. Didn't Mr. Roberts
“And none of the dicks told you has been visiting her aunt Mrs. Jesse
home. Some of the chimps and go Palestine. Special meetings all the,
Twenty members of Meenahga
come with you?”
WANTED
we didn’t get there. You'll often Rhodes.
CHAPTER
IX.—Roberts
tells
rillas went, I am told, to San Diego. week except Saturday at 7 o’clock.
Grange
attended
the
triple
instal

“I think I’ll call the wagon for
Staston something of the past his
Rev. F. W. Barton preaching. Good
find them that way. Sometimes
HIGHEST
PRICES
This
gives
Mr.
Johnson
a
bit
more
lation
of
Maple
Grange,
Jefferson
tories of Blair and Ashley. Accord
you,” said Stanton.
singing, good live themes. Everybody,
they don’t like to admit they were
ing to him they are sinister charac
Grange and Meenahga Grange held room ln his apartment, as one or is invited.
No
lot
too
small;
none too large.
“
Why,
Lieutenant!
”
said
Ashley.
ters.
outsmarted, and sometimes they are ment than any shop in Maine of its at North Waldoboro Thursday eve two of the gorillas were his guests.
“We’re here to meet Uncle Hiram
•
•
•
•
j
M
indifferent to such cases. We de kind—we know how to use it. “Nilo.” ning.
Charles McKeller
They were not a bit more trouble
Greene, of Oshkosh.”
Twenty-fifth Wedding Anniversary " TEL. 2-3
cided to travel and get off the train.
WARREN
The annual meeting of the Waldo than a couple of lions.
“
Then
you
’
d
better
go
to
the
„ CHAPTER X
1248tf
It wasn’t going in the right direc
boro Library Association will be held
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Hupper cele
<(Q. 1931. Bell Syndicate.)—WNU Service.
North Western station.”
at the library Monday evening at 7.
brated their 25th anniversary on tfirij
tion. Me wanted to go north and
OUR
JUNIOR
PUZZL,
“D—n you, Blair, you had to be
Members of the association are urged
evening of Jan. 4 with a silver wed
west. It was going south. It was
Roberts Bolts for Safety.
Lost Longhorn Herd
so cock-sure. Here we are at the
to make a special effort to be present
ding which was attended by a large
my idea to send the fat man up to
HEN Stanton awoke the fol
I-I
wrong station.”
as important business, including the
Enriches Texas Man number of friends. The wedding
your room. Blair didn’t think much
5'
at>
lowing morning there was no
election of a new trustee, is to be
“Oh, dry up!” said Blair. “Who
march was played by Myron Hupper
San
Antonio,
Texas.
—
Remains
of
of
it.
I
don't
myself
now.
I
gound from Roberts ln the upper
transacted. This is your library and
Is this cheap copper? On your way,
a lost herd of longhorn cattle, fa violin, and Mrs. Walter Simmons at FEMBALMING*
wouldn’t have you judge me by it,
berth. The train was an hour and
41.
your association. Attend and help
flatfoot."
mous ln the history of the Texas the organ; remarks were made by
Lieutenant.”
a half s run from the Ia Salle Street
carry
on
the
work.
*40
Stanton lost his temper. He drew
range,
have been found by L. D. Ber Rev. John Holman, readings by Mrs. MOTOR AMBUIANd
Ashley's smile was intended to be
station, and the lieutenant did not
The Woman’s Club met with Mrs.
Theodore Davis and Mrs. Ashel Hup
his pistol. Blair started back, but
*3U
tillion
of Mineola, Texas, and their per, Mrs. Earl Davis sang “Long. Since 1840 this firm has faithfully
deprecatory.
Emma Trowbridge Potter Tuesday
disturb his roommate but quietly
Ashley continued to grin. People
horns
have
made
him
rich.
“
I
thought
it
would
be
fun
to
flut

•14
afternoon after a recess of two weeks.
set about dressing and shaving.
Long Ago" and “Auld Lang Syne,” served the families of Knox County
14.
nearby stumbled and pushed back
In 1812 Jacob Don Lonerr’s en and a very happy evening was passed.
ter Roberts and start him in mo
Mrs. Potter read a carefully prepared
1*1.
Then he considered whether to have
LADY ATTENDANT
out of the way. A few women cried
tire herd of several thousand long Ice cream and cake were served, and
paper on "George Washington, Lead
. 1«
tion. I knew he must be with you.
tils breakfast without awaking and
Day
Tel. 459
781-1
out. A station policeman hurried
er of Men.” A fine portrait of the
horns stampeded in a storm near an attractive wedding cake bearing
He changed your room, didn’t he?
■peaking to Roberts or to arouse
*«
15
*
up.
first
President,
surrounded
by
tiny
Terlingua
creek.
They
were
never
the
numbers
1907-1932,
was
cut
by
He shouldn’t he so fluttery, but
• ’At*
him. He thought It best to arouse
BURPEE’S
“I’m Lieutenant Stanton, of East
flags, held the place of honor on the
the bride. The couple received a
found.
sometimes he is. But don’t rate
It
•him.
ROCKLAND, ME.
mantel. Mrs. Potter a’.x) described
Chicago Avenue. Call a wagon for him as a coward. He has as good
That Is, not until Bertillion large number of fine gifts including
<5*.
“Roberts,” he called, “are you
her visit to Valley Forge and showed
these men.”
silver, linen, glassware and money.
trailed
a
nearby
canyon
to
a
cave
nerve
as
the
next
man,
but
he
has
«wake7 Want to get up?’’
pictures to illustrate her talk. Work opening and found a great heap of
“Blair,” said Ashley, “sometimes
his ruthers. Some things he doesn't
There was no answer.
was planned for the qut t that mem
you're certainly an awful d—n
Bertillion has
TENANT’S HARBOR
like. He doesn’t like heights. Nei
“Say, Roberts,” he called again,
bers are making for the Lincoln bones and horns.
fool.”
since sold more than $50,000 worth
ther does Blair. They don't bother
7-’USED
Home.
Those
present
’
’
ere
Mrs.
W.
“I’m going to breakfast."
“I’ll break you for this.” said
The Week of Prayer at the church
me at all. Now, scorpions don't
G. Labe, Mrs. H. R. S aith, Mrs. C. of horns, and is now negotiating for
There was no sound from the up
"with an
that counts’
Blair to Stanton.
was brought to a close Wednesday'
bother Roberts and Blair at all, and
B. Stahl, Mrs. Porter .Soule, Mrs. A. a sale to the prince of Wales.
per berth, and Stanton reached ln
evening with a roll call service. The
“In Chicago?” said Stanton, amused
L.
Shorey,
Mrs.
S.
H
Weston,
Mrs.
they
panic
me.
That
’
s
a
tip
for
[CARS
to shake the sleeper. He could feel
weather was unfavorable, but besides
again. “Big boy, just now you’re
J. T. Gay and Mrs. Pr tter. The next
you, Lieutenant. Introduce a scor
nothing but the bedclothes. That
one of two vagrants. I may give pion, and I’ll climb a wall. I sup
meeting will be he'd Jan. 12, with £*********************#* the responses in person, many letters
astonished him, and he stood up on
from non-resident members were
Sea View Garage, Inc.
you a murder charge later. Any pose we were a bit confused as to
Mrs. W. H. Crowe.l, and Mrs. Gay
U. S. Jewelry Bill
the couch to look in the berth. Rob
read, the messages of greeting being 689 MAIN ST.
TEL 1259
will
give
a
paper
on
“
Ancient
Forts
way, Roberts gets a break.”
your
room.
I
thought
you'd
make
most
interesting.
Rev.
and
Mrs.
erts was not there
of Maine.”
ROCKLAND
Half Billion in ’29
“He’ll need It,” said Ashley ami inquiries.
Well,
no
harm
done.
Milton R. Kerr of Glenmere were
M-tf
Tills was so completely beyond
ably.
New York.—The United
Just some good-natured fun. Did
present and sang a duet, “Under His
Stanton’s understanding that he
He was grinning when Stanton
States
spent
$536,949,551
for
NORTH
WARREN
Roberts say where he was going?
Wings." Rev. James MacKillop of
looked ln the washroom on Impulse,
Jewelry in 1929, or $4.37 per
left him and Blair at the detec We thought maybe he would go to
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Hallowell have
Nobleboro gave a helpful address at
although he himself had Just stepped
been visitors at V. E. Hills’. They left
tive bureau. The man’s amuse San Francisio and take a boat. We
capita, according to the offi
the conclusion of the roll call. He DR. PERLEY R. DAMON
out of It. Then he looked for Rob
Tuesday by automobile enroute to
ment was not feigned. Blair hav might run Into him. We're going
cial figures of the bureau of
was accompanied here by Robert
erts’ bag. It also was gone, and
California.
DENTIST
census.
Chapman, cornetist, and Misses Ilda
ing made a fool of himself, Ashley, out to the coast.
Mrs. Frances Oliver who is staying
the case was clearer.
Bennett, violinist, and Pauline Brack 302 Main St. Tel. 915-M Rockland
although he was in no better case
New York leads in per capi
“
Does
Mr.
State
’
s
Attorney
want
with her brother Ansel Hilt for the
Stanton rang for the porter and
ett, pianist, who comprised the or
than the other, was enjoying it.
ta sales with $9.00, Washing
to ask any more questions? I may
winter recently fell and injured her
139*00
opened the door. The porter was at
chestra. Their presence was espe
“He couldn't win,” said Ashley,
ton
next
with
$9.58,
and
Cali

hip so that she is unable to walk.
have seemed to have cut him off. I
cially appreciated as it had been
work on a near-by section.
“but a thing like that never stops
fornia
third
with
$6.38.
Mrs. Hattie Hills has returned home
didn't intend to.”
feared that the heavy rain and bad
“That was my ring,” said the lieu
A PLEASED LITTLE GIRL
the big hoy. Lieutenant, you’ll love
There are 20,095 jewelry
from Boston where she has been for
"Blair, where’s Maisie?” the lieu
traveling would prevent their coming.
tenant He did not‘say George.
him when you know him better, but
stores in the country, of
Polly is a very pleased little several weeks.
The Lord's Supper was observed
tenant asked.
“The man who was traveling with
you’ll have to protect him from
which 2,650 are in New York,
Mrs. Lula Williamson of Union is
girl today. See how she smiles
Pastors MacKillop. Kerr and Barton
"Now you’ve got him on a sore
me isn’t ln hjs berth. I thought he
visiting
her
sister,
Mrs.
Iza
Mank.
Roberts. I’ll never be able to.”
while
Pennsylvania
has
1,755
and Deacons Sewell Wall and David,
as the principal of her school
spot.” said Ashley. “He doesn’t
JAMES KENT, D. O.
was asleep. His bag isn’t in the
Stanton went directly to the
stores
and
California
1,408.
Sievewright, Sr., seated around the
hands her something. He asked
want to know. That's why we're
room. Do you know anything about
TEL. ROCKLAND 1076
state’s attorney’s office in the Crim
communion
table.
her how she spelled what she was
traveling. Maisie, you know, was
122Stf
him?"
inal Court building. Oorvaleski had
getting and she said she knew
Mrs. Trembly, and her husband was
“He got off at Elkhart," said the
just come In, and Horde, tlie first
For
RHEUMATISM
take
MARTINSVILLE
killed In an automobile accident.
it was a word of seven letters
VINALHAVEN * ROCKLAND
porter. “Didn’t you know that?”
Zilch—They say that Jensen died
assistant, entered the room before
STEAMBOAT CO.
You know that. You said some
and started with a “d” and ended
of
prfsqbmv.
What
in
the
world
is
The porter had no plantation
they had sat down.
Ridge Church. Rev. Milton R. Kirr,
WINTER ARRANGEMENT
thing
about
the
lights
not
being
in
with
an
“
a.
”
but
she
couldn't
that?
Steamer leaves Swan's Island at 5.30
idiom which would require an at
“Telegram just came for you,
place at a dangerous piece of bridge
Knurt—It's what he couldn't get pastor: Services Sunday at 10.30 sub A. M.. Stonington 6.25. North Haven 7.25,
quite remember just what came
SPECIAL COMPOUND
tempt at phonetics in type. He did
Lieutenant,” he said, holding out a construction.”
ject. “A Nation Arraigned;” Junior Vlnalhaven 8.15. due to arrive at Roek
rid
of
in
working
a
crossword
puzzle.
in betfveen. You can help her You will not regret it. For sale at an
not say “Captain" or “Boss.”
Church; 11.30, Sunday School: at 7, land about 8.30.
yellow envelope, “from some one
Horde came into the room.
Return—Leaves Rockland at 1.30 P. M..
hv joining all the numbered dots leading drug stores. Let us send you —The Pathfinder.
“Why the Atonement.”
Special Vlnalhaven
“No, I didn’t know, it," said the
who thought of addressing you
2.45. North Haven 3.30, Ston
“The sheriff thinks it would be
together, starting with dot num a booklet. Buxton Medicine Co., Ab
evangelistic services at the Port Clyde ington at 4 40: due to arrive at Swan's
here.”
lieutenant.
The
trouble
with
the
world
seems
bot
Village,
Me.
useless
to
hold
the
man
for
them
Island
about
6 00 P M.
ber one and ending with dot
“Nothing wrong, is there?” the
to be that frozen assets have been chapel all next week except Saturday,
Stanton opened ond read:
B H STINSON, General Agent.
to come after,” he said. "He says
number forte-three.
accompanied by cold feet.—Dallas ' at 7 o'clock,
149-tf
porter asked.
__
_ _
“Decided best to leave you. Aui
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Crie Hardware Co.
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RECTAL DISEASES

BUXTON’S

Every-Other-Day

FORD SERVICE...
By Expert Workmen
With Expert Equipment

ING

With our ability to handle
your car expertly you’ll be
agreeably surprised to learn
how cheaply a good job can be
done within a reasonable time.

ROCKLAND AS IT IS TODA Y
Being the Story of Axel E. Brunberg’s Bald
Mountain Company and a Bit About
Its Famous Calendars

There are four Bald Mountains
in Maine. Three are natural emi
nences and the fourth is the Bald
Mountain Company of this city, a,
SALES
SERVICE
lively concern enjia^ed in a general |
printing business in this city with
ROCKLAND
583 MAIN STREET
PHONES 333—334
headquarters at 414 Main street, I
third floor. It gained its name!
i—aMr.fc. i—i
from the fact that it was originally
1
established at the foot of Bald j
“MICKY & HIS MA”
Mountain in Camden by Fredi
THEN X FELL HSLEEP naw/ it whs Just r*\v
1 was ■Refydin' nCassens in 1918.
HN' WHEN 1 WOKE UP POP LOOKIN' for HIS
SOOK ABOUT CrrtOSTS
The business at that time con
IN SEP AN' I WftS
THEV WHS SOMETHIN’ HERDRCHE'Pills'
SCnrRT STIFF/
ALL IN WHITE.WALKIN’
sisted entirely of calendar work and
r
REOUNJ/ WHRT B'TA
the printing was done bv Axel E.
‘SPECT IT WHS?
Brunberg of this city. Two years
later Mr. Brunberg took over the i
business which grew steadily and
soon he was able to move to his
present commodious quarters in'
Rockland. This permitted an ex
tension of business into general j
printing and book work which is
“Since Pop got that new mattress at the
now carried on.
Studley Furniture Co. he’s sleeping bettrr’n
The company’s specialty however
ever.” In fact he’s been late for work twice
is still calendars and it is worth a
this week and I don’t know whether that
visit to the plant to see the hundreds
epeaks well for the mattress or bad for Pop.
Maybe it’s both.
of handsome specimens there dis
played. There are calendars of
everv
style and size from the great
STUDLEY FURNITURE CO.
jumbo to the tiny desk pad with
COMPLETE HOME FURNISHINGS
every sort of colorful nicturization.
61 PARK ST.
ROCKLAND,MAINE
Some are true works of art, product
of the Howard & Brown studios
next door which handles Mr. Brun
berg’s art problems. A particularly
attractive hit of work is just being
completed, a color job of the cele
brated shin Frederick Billings. It
shows the handsome craft under full
INSTALLING—REPAIRING
sail in a stiff sea. Three runs were
necessary to get the requisite color- [
Phone 956 for Quick Dependable Service.
ing.
ASK US ABOUT SPENCER AUTOMATIC HEAT
Three salesmen and sometimes j
four are on the road selling Bald
Mountain
calendars,
travelling
mostly
in
Maine
and
New
Hamp
477 MAIN STREET,
ROCKLAND
shire. The company employs five
J printers on occasion. At present
with the 1932 calendar campaign
complete and the 1933 crop iust be-j
{ SLAVERY
ing solicited Mr. Brunberg has two,
assistants, Mrs. Elizabeth Barton'
and Miss Gladys Staples.
The shop, located on the third.
floor, over the F. J. Simonton Co. I
; Tower Oil Burners have made a reputation for themselves in this
is well equipped for its style of,
' ■ locality. We also handle extra quality Range and Fuel Oil
work. It has three presses, fine a
new automatic feed which does1
away with much wearisome hand-1
work. The type is all new and the!
TILLSON AVE.,
ROCKLAND

KNOX COUNTY MOTOR SALES CO.

PLUMBING AND HEATING

■
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WILLIAM T. SMITH

Of £ MIEN

THURSTON OIL CO.

layout is designed for convenience
and economy of operation.
The head of the business, Axel
E. Brunberg, is well and favorably
known in this city especially to the
older generation for he is the Brun
berg who for 19 years was executive
secretary of the Rockland Y. M.
C. A. just preceding his entrance
into the printing business. He is
active in many circles and extracts

CROP VALUE CUT

ECONOMY FLOUR & FEED CO., Inc.
Holmes St., Near Broadway,
Tel. Rockland, 1 1 07

Total For 1931 Is Less Than
Half That of the Previ
ous Year
The value of Maine crops for 1931
is just about one-half what the same
crops were worth last year according
to figures recently made public by the
U. S. Department of Crop Estimates
and the Maine Department of Agri
culture.
The total value of the principal
farm crocs nroduced in Maine in 1931
is estimated at $24.070 000 or 48 per
cent below the 1930 value of $45,777,000. There has been a little decline
in crop production but most of the
decrease is due to materially lower
orices for almost all farm crops.
Maine potatoes dropped 65 per cent
in value over the 1930 figures, apples
26 per cent, oats 40 per cent and hay
one per cent.
Total crop acreage in Maine is es
timated at 1.331.620 acres as com
pared with 1,335 830 harvested in 1930
and 1,354.300 in 1929.
The 1931 potato crop in Maine is
estimated at 50,960,000 bushels as
compared with 45,250 000 bushels
harvested last vear and 49.932.000
bushels two years ago. Potato proI duction this year is undoubtedly the
I highest on record for Maine. Grow1 ing conditions in Maine this year
were somewhat better than in 1930
>articularly in central and northern
Aroostook County. Late blight was
quite general but was not followed by
serious rot damage.
Based on
Dec. 1 farm price of $.20 per bushel
the total value of the Maine potato
crop is $10.192 000 this year as com
pared with $29,412,000 in 1930. On
Dec. 1 potato prices in Maine were
lower than ln anv other state al, though Maine easilv leads all states
j in the production of potatoes.
T^o p’-odu'<*ion of apnles in Maine
! in 1931 was 40 per cent below that of
j last year. The total apple crop in
Maine is estimated at 1.310.000 bushI el6 compared with 2.170.000 bushels
j harvested last year. It is estimated
I that the commercial apple crop
i totalled 263.000 barrels compared with
470 000 barrels in 1930 and 600.000 in
1929. Although the farm price of
apples was higher than in 1930. owing
to the reduction in production the
value of the apple crop is onlv $1,048000 this vear as compared with
$1,410,000 a year ago.

A Trip In Overyssjl
Overyssel, the Dutch . province
i which too many tourists forget to
visit, can be seen on a walking tour
. ' or on a cycle as the Dutch do, but for
real enjoyment, please do it ln a mo
much fun from life withal he is a tor boat, using the local punts, when
busy man. His pet hobbies are the 1 the narrow waterways wiil not admit
Baptist Men’s League and the ! the larger boats. Start from Meppel
and you will enjoy the detail of Dutch
Rockland Lions Club, he servin# life in a score of phases. Where the
both in the capacity of secretary. i Vecht joins the Yssel, the water traf
fic can be seen coming down from
Germany, the peat fields of Drenthe
USED BOARDS OR LUMBER
and the meers of Friesland. The wa
FOR SALE—CHEAP
ter highways are fringed with wil
Tearing Down Buildings
lows, and the backwashes have their
ARTHUR B. PACKARD
, lilies, flowers, rushes and weeds and
Telephone 616-J, Roekland
all combine in the pale light of the
3‘lt
Holland landscape to enhance with
quiet beauty a lovely trip.

Rockland

Tel. Rockland Night 1 I 05—243

Distributors of

Elmore and Grandins Feeds
Dairy and Poultry Feeds
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
Always Open Week Days

from 7 A. M. to 5 P. M.
HIGHEST QUALITY FEEDS AT

LOWEST PRICES

EVERYBODY LIKES OUR

BREAD & PASTRY
Because It’s Tasty and Fresh
All Our Products Baked Fresh
Every Day
Best Ingredients Used
DELIVERY SERVICE

SANDNER’S

HOME METHODS KITCHEN
476 MAIN STREET

TEL. 250

ROCKLAND

EASTERN MOTOR
Insured and bonded

TRUCKS DAILY BETWEEN

PORTLAND & ROCKLAND
AND WAY STATIONS
Reasonable Rates
Good Service
Local and Long Distance Furniture
Moving
3 Rockland St. Rockland, Phone 1134
515 Fore St, Portland, Phone Forest 1048

WILLARD NOW
BATTERIES U V

Sft.95
Oi™?

A RECORD BREAKING LOW PRICE

Low Prices For Repairing and Recharging
All Makes of Batteries

ALFRED P. CONDON
75 PARK STREET

ROCKLAND

TEL. 127

AUTOMOBILE ELECTRICAL SERVICE
CALENDARS
For 1933

IGNITION WORK A SPECIALTY

J. N. SOUTHARD

RODNEY E. FEYLER

Representing

The Bald Mountain Co.
A. E. Brunberg owner

Will call on you in a few days
with a Full Line of Samples
WAIT FOB HIM!

I

present problem of home heating and winter health.

Ease of Operation

TEL. 1282

ROCKLAND

ROCKLAND’S LEADING HOTEL

HOTEL ROCKLAND
T. F. KEATING. Prop.

TELEPHONE 1191, ROCKLAND

•’Call On Us For Automobile Service Of All Kinds

DYER’S GARAGE, Inc.
JOHN G. SNOW, Prop.
ROCKLAND

54 PARK STREET

QUICK SERVICE
WE DELIVER

A concrete floor in
your garage?

TEL. 124

PRESCRIPTION EXPERT

Have You

Consider Our Home Your Home . . .

CORNER DRUG STORE, Inc.
TEL. 378

Permanent
Fire-Safe
Can Be Drained

FAMOUS FOOD

are assured, providing the correct fuel is used

WE CAN SUPPLY THE CORRECT FUEL OIL

And At 1 -5th Less Cost Than Coal

A. C. McLOON & CO.

Mr. and Mrs. Frank Fisher of Kcn' nebunkport are guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Harrison Hutchins.
Mrs. Oscar burton, our school
teacher, was unable to get back to
start school Monday on account of
illness in her family at Yarmouth.
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Davis and son
Maurice are at Boothbay Harbor for
the winter. Mrs. Eleanor Kincaid
will occupy their home during the
next month, after which she will re
turn to Portland for a short stay, go
ing thence to Lynn for the remainder
of the winter.
All roads did not lead to the schoolhouse Tuesday evening, because there
was a lot of snow on the ground
<nd the walking was bad; but the few
’who did get out felt well repaid. The
children had prevailed on Mrs. Kate
McLaih to help them out, so she had
charge of the affair, with the assist
ance of Mr. McLain. Miss Josephine
Davts and Mrs. Walter Davis, Mr.
McLf n playing the banjo and Mrs
Davis the piano for the singing, and

FISH PEDLER TRADE
A SPECIALTY

ROCKLAND

“A Home Away From Home"

Dependability, Efficiency, Economy and

MONHEGAN

GARAGE AUTOMOBILE SERVICE

How does your car start these cold mornings? Why not
bring it in and have it tuned up the new way for winter.
Why churn the old starter and swear when we can pre
pare your car for winter at such a small charge.

422 MAIN STREET

To those who have chosen oil heat

TEL. 51

WHOLESALE DEALER

no PARK STREET

If you have neglected to procure
your 1932 Calendars we can make
up a lot for vou in 24 hours. Big
Variety. Call 626.

With the approach of colder weather comes the ever

RONALD W. MESSER

Starting The Car

GAS, OILS, GREASING

* • • «

DON’T GAMBLE
WITH FUEL OIL!

FISH AND SCALLOPS

American Plan Rates Reasonable
291 Main Street

Tel. Rockland 580

Rockland

Ask your dealer or contractor

LAWRENCE PORTLAND CEMENT CO.

VEAL STEAK
VEAL CHOP
LEG OF LAMB

TEL. 993

Nutt who had been spending the ‘ Maurice Carroll’s Wednesday evening j came at just the right time to see a
Christmas vacation with their grand was also postponed for the same real old fashioned snowstorm.
parents Mr. and Mrs. F. L. Parker reason.
Mrs. D. L. Maloney is slowly re
and were returning to Oak Grove
covering from a severe illness. Al
Seminary.
PLEASANT POINT
though still too weak to have visit
Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Jones of
ors, she is made happy by the
Worcester who have spent their sum
Miss Grace Moran returned from gifts of flowers, fruit, letters and
mer vacations with his brother Har Houlton Last Saturday and began dainties which she receives from her
old the past few years, are the proud school in this district Monday.
many friends.
The Waldoboro
parents of a young son who arrived
Friends are glad to learn that Mrs. i “Mending Club" remembered her!
New Year night and has the honor of Huldah Stone is making good recov ! with a large basket filled with all ’
being the first 1932 baby in Wor ery from her recent serious illness. j sorts of good things and it came as '
cester.
She is at the home of her daughter a great surprise and much to her de- 1
Miss Helen Mitchell has returned in Thomaston.
' light.
to her duties as teacher in the local
Misses Belle and Marion Orne
WEST ROCKPORT
school and Maynard Graffam of spent Thursday with Mrs. Horner
There are several species of rats
Miss Grace Parker is at home for Rockport who has been substituting Marshall at South Cushing.
native of America, such as the cotton,
:
completed
his
duties
Friday.
Miss
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Flinchbaugh
two weeks from the Children’s Con
valescent Home at Wellesley Hi'.ls, Mitchell spent the holidays as a pa of Newton Upper Falls. Mass., and the Florida and the Rocky Mountain
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Mann of Win rat, but the common brown and black
where she is in training for a chil tient in a Bangor hospital.
Mrs. J T. Heal is still confined to chester, Mass., motored New Year house rats came Io America from
dren's nurse.
Several members of the Tuesday , the house as the result of a fall on Day to their summer homes in this Eurcp; with the early colonists. Both
place, remaining until Sunday noon.
Club and their husbands attended the i the lawn Christmas week.
Mrs. Henry Lamson is visiting rela When they started for home, it re species are believed to be natives of
Seth Parker picture “Way Back
quired several hours of shoveling China. The roof or white-bellied rat
Home’’ Tuesday evening at the Strand tives in Boston and vicinity,
j Because of the storm and bad snow before they could get the car is a native oi Egypt and Northern
Theatre, Rockland.
Miss Hazel Parker motored to Vas- traveling there were no services at through the deep drifts. They want Africa and apparently found its way
salboro Monday, accompanied by her . the cnurch Sunday. The cottage ed to find out what winter was like to America at early date by way of
nieces Misses Dorothy and Bernice j prayer,meeting to have been held at here at Pleasant Point, and they Spain and Italy.—The Pathfinder.

finished that model boat he has been
working on. However, they will be
gladly welcomed when they do come.
Miss Nathalie Orne who has been
visiting at Boothbay Harbor, has re
turned home.
Word has come from Mrs. Daniel
Stevens, who left Boston Dec. 3, that
she is pleasantly located with her
people at Villefranche. Sur-Mer,
France. She had a very good trip
across considering the weather, and
expects to stay over :here a year.

lb
lb
lb

35c
21c
19c

GLENDENNING’S CASH MARKET

New County Road

ROCKLAND

Miss Josephine Davis assisting with
tlie hot cocoa and cake served. Games
were played and the children were not
the only ones that tried to pm the
tail on the donkey.
George Green is getting along fine
on his new house on the Lighthouse
Hill road. It is all boarded in, some
work done on the inside, and he is
now putting in the windows.
Wednesday the Burnt Island Coast
Guard boat brought Dr. Hahn from
Friendship to attend Mrs. Frank Win
capaw and daughter Florence who
were both ill.
The latest news received from Mr.
and Mrs. Frank C. Pierce and Lorimer Brackett who is motoring them
down to Florida, they were in Wash
ington, D. C., and by this time prob
ably are at their cottage at Lake
Worth.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Brackett are
at New Harbor for a short visit. On
their return they are expecting to be
accompanied by Mrs. Brackett’s
father and mother, Mr. and Mrs.
Nathaniel Hanna. It all depends
upon whether or not Mr. Hanna has

SPECIAL

DELIVERY SERVICE
OPP. PUBLIC LANDING

ROCKLAND

FRIENDSHIP

NORTH WALDOBORO

Miss Elizabeth W. Hartel of West
Newton is visiting Mr. and Mrs.
LaForest R. Bums.
Miss Kathryn Jameson left Wed
nesday for Portland and Boston
where she will’ visit before continuing
to Washington, D. C.. to enter a
hostess training school.
Mr. and Mrs Melvin Simmons mo
tored to South Portland Thursday to
attend the wedding of their son
Ralph to Miss Myrna Simmons.
John Bird of Camden was a busi
ness visitor in town Wednesday.
Willis Morse of Thomaston visited
friends and relatives in this place
Tuesday.
Miss Myrna Simmons, daughter of
Arthur B. Simmons of Dedham.
Mass., and Ralph Simmons, son of
Mr and Mrs. Melvin Simmons of
Friendship, were united in marriage
Jan. 7, at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Willis Simmons In South Portland.
The wedded couple will make their
home in Friendship for the present.

Lida Overlock who has been pass '
ing two weeks at her home here, re
turned Tuesday to Damariscotta.
Joan and Lois Burnheimer '.Iter
two weeks' vacation returned Mon
day to Kent’s Hill Seminary.
Margaret Calderwood has returned
from Medford. Mass.
Guy Ames. Belle Sprague and Mrs.
Milton Sprague and sister were in
Augusta Monday.
Clarence Freeman of Thomaston
was a business visitor in town Wed
nesday.
Several families in this place are
afflicted with the prevailing epidemic
of severe colds accompanied by
cough, in some instances necessitat
ing the services of the family physi
cian.
Several members of Maple Grange
motored to Jefferson Saturday night
to meet with Willow Grange. Lydia
Morse and assistants installed their
officers and also worked the thurd and
fourth degrees on six candidates

It,.I
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Notices of Appointment

THOMASTON

GENERAL BUSINESS CONDITIONS

The Woman's Mission Circle of the
Baptist Church will meet Tuesday at
2 o’clock with Mrs. Minnie Newbert,
From the Monthly Bank Letter for January’ lasued by the National City Bank of New 'York
Wadsworth street, for White Cross
work.
Mrs. Doris Ripley is ill with grippe
rEAR-END liquidation de- 1 We do not quarrel with the con-1 An attitude of reasonable co
at her home on Pine street.
pressing the security and - tention mat the deflation of credit ■ operation and compromise as
The Beta Alpha Club will meet
and ---has ------become excessive, and we I regards
reparations
and goverucommodity markets, ---_
.
Monday evening with Miss Edna Hilt
concern over railway problems should be giad to see on the part I ment debts will be the most adand Mrs. Perley Hall, Wadsworth
and the German situation, made of the banks a greater ability to [ vantageous course for the United
-treet.
December a month of business ! extend credit and on the part j Stales, according to the review.
John Anderson of Stahl’s Hill was
difficulty in the United States, ac of solvent borrowers a greater"; “It cannot be doubted that reparin town Friday.
cording to the monthly economic willingness to use credit.; aFlons and government debts have
review published by The National Some way needs to be found become the most depressing in
Miss Mabel Fiske and Mrs. Chap
City Bank of New York. However, to increase the amount of credit i fluence upon the business situman of Damariscotta of the State
the" country met the strain with ; in circulation.
We b e 1 i e v eation,” the discussion reads. “The
Welfare Department were in town
composure. Bank failures were 1 however, that this can best be , conditions in Germany afford little
Friday on official business.
less numerous than in October, and 1 done by supplying relief for ’ reason to believe that the TreasMr. and Mrs. Robert Davis of
there is no evidence of increase in ' emergency situations, such as is ' ury will have any funds with
Pkasant Point spent Friday in town.
hoarding of money,theexpansion 'contemplated in the formation of ‘ which to pay reparations or that
Sunday services at the Baptist
of currency incirculation having the Reconstruction Corporation, ! any government which attempts
Church will be: Bible school at 9.45;
v_ ' tbprei.e
: tn rvav
reparations
in the and
Dresent
been
due tostimniatinir
Christmasconfidence
expend!- and
thereby
stimulating
confidence
i to pay reparations in the present
morning worship at 11, topic "The
tures. Little change in the char- . creating both a greater courage state of the country will survive
Believer’s Monument;” Y.P.S.C.E. at
acter of the trade news is noted, on the part of the borrower to an’election. We shali not under
6 o’clock; evening service at 7, topic
through
the re take to say what nations will or
The review stresses progress use credit,
.
.and,
.
, .
"Is Church Membership Necessary?"
made toward the creation of the ! turn flow of hoarded currency to will not make payments to the
The remains of Jacob J. Seppala
Reconstruction Finance Corpora- ■t^11’ banks, a greater eagerness on United States in case they receive
who died in Friendship Jan. 7 were
tion proposed by President ! the part of the banker to find in- none from German* but bold the
brought here by A. D. Davis & Son
Hoover. “The purpose of the i vestment for his increasing de- opinion that ail of the allied
and will be buried from the Finnish
Corporation,” it states, “is to ' P°slts ln this wav, the pressure countries should, in such adjustbolster private credit by a mov-forced Hquidatbm would be ; ments as are found necessary,
Church, St. George road, Sunday aft
Bolster private credit
a mov
pnvmr.ff of fntmr* Yalta has* rKdiw nnHion r,f Ibp hnwUn’
ernoon. He was a native of Finland.
Services at the Federated Church
Sunday will be; Sunday school at
9.45 a. m.; morning service at 11, sub
the loss and demoralization that
ject “The Wise Men and the Child.’’
would result from unnecessary root, of the present difficulty, which - such universal distress,
There will be special Epiphany music
foreclosures forced by temporary is fear, while at. the same time it, Discussing the British tariff the
i review states that it must be rewhich will include a quartet, a 16th
conditions. It will give support, avoids the dangers of inflation.
popular speculation as to i garded a matter of grave concern,
century carol. The evening service
among others, to the railway sit
there is to be a general i which may add very much to
will be at 7 o’clock, the subject
uation, which through its effect on : whether
v
“Saints In Caesar's Household.”
the bond market constituted in movement in principal countries i existing trade confusion. While
December a national emergency: and eveni in the United States, to . jn taking this action Great Britain
The Men's Community Brother
and it appears likely that early in leave the geld standard which was ‘ ;g following the lead of other
hood will hold their regular meeting
the new year the plight of the ' renewed with the news that Japan j countries and is acting in self
Tuesday evening at the Congrega
railways will be relieved in a 1 had left the gold basis, arises, ac- ; defense it is questioned whether
tional vestry with supper at 6 o’clock.
threefold manner, through rate ! cording tc the review, in confu- ! any real advantage to British busSupt. Fowler of the State school for
increases already authorized, the sion as to reasons which induced iness will result.
boys at South Portland will be the
“Great Britain has felt the
proceeds to be loaned to the weak such action. Abandonment of the
speaker.
roads, through wage reductions. gold standard by Great Britain pre3Sure of imports upon her
Edgar Lineken has gone to Ames.
and through loans bv the cro i :ind Japan, as wei. as oy a num- £OBtte industries arjd resented the
Icwa, where he will do post-graduate
"*
_ .. ,Uncries, it states^ ; obstructions raised to her trade in
work in the State college.
markets,” the discussion
Alonzo Olsen has sold the stock and
"From her standpoint she
fixtures in his store to Alden Merri
■
.v
1,l*y consider herself justified in
present bond market?
field.
inuousiy against tnem that they ■ a(iopting all the methods of trade
That a return ox confidence had
The Baptist Ladies' Circle will meet
not enough go,d to settle tlie.r warcarej but it remains to be seen
should be sought by means which accounts wit’nou: drawing uoon whether trade warfare, even if
Wednesday afternoon with supper at
will strike to the root of present • ssentiai bank reserves.
6. housekeepers. Mrs. Marie Singer,
the
- — difficulties, rather than in at United Stales, it points out. is she has a part in it, will improve
Mrs. Louise Hall, Miss Rosa Teel and
her trade position. The whole
tempts
to
bolster
up
price
levels
Mrs. Edith Kilbom.
not in tha : '-osition. but has gold
by inflationary methods is the reserves sufficient to provide for world has fallen into the error of
Mrs. George Gilchrest is employed
regarding trade as warfare boopinion
set
forth
in
the
review.
as cashier at Fuller-Cobb-Davis’
normal expansion of credit for ; iween nations and adapting
“
With
the
general
proposition*
during the special sale.
that a recovery in prices is of menv years. Whatever monetary j national policies to rhat theory,
The postoffice is in the hands of
proposed the This comes from laying all the
vital importance there will oe reforms may be
. .--1.
.... i. n
n.-tlliviCW iootaon zvf
painters who are improving its ap
little dispute,” it states. ’The only world should not abandon the i emphasis upon selling instead of
pearance.
principle
of
a
summon
standard
of
I
ujxm
mutually
profitable «Xdifference of opinion wiii be as to
Mrs. Beatrice Nickerson of Belfast
1 changes.”
how this can be brought about. vaiui
is visiting Mrs. Alton Chase.
Mrs. ,Lilla Clark. Mr. and Mrs.
Aarcn Clark and Mrs. Roundv mo
TENANT’S HAH BOR
nua! reP°rts
be given in the Sun- i ning in the month the pastor is at
tored to Waterville Thursdav evening.
i day school hour, and officers elected. the Wiley's Corner Church. Begin
The lease of Watts hall to Henry
The Sunday morning subject at the Evening service in charge ot the ning Monday, Mr. Barton will assist
Clukey of Rcckland for a skating rink Baptist Church will be "The King's deacons and the Christian Endeavor Rev. Milton H. Kerr in evening serv
has been cancelled. The noise was Messengers." with special music: an- Society, as each second Sunday eve- ices in the Port Clyde Church.
found to be too disturbing for the
1
tenants of the stores beneath.
The Past Chancellors' supper of
Arcana Lodge, K. of P. has been post
poned to Thursday evening. Jan. 14.
Miss Katherine Beattie is visiting
her sister in New York for a short
..vacation. Mrs. Lois McGuire is tak
ing her nlace in Dr. Crie’s office.
Mrs. Ellis Ctpeland entertained a
few friends at her home Wednesday
afternoon. Her guests were Mrs. R.
E. Dunn. Mrs. William Hastings. Mrs.
W. B. Willev, Mrs. E. G. Weston.
•

•

« * , *

When you read what's new in the
new Chevrolet Six, you, too, will
agree it's the Great American Value for 1932:
Syncro-Mesh and Free \\ heeling combined for
the first time in a low-priced car! Engine and
chassis improvements that raise performance to
new heights of power, speed and smoothness! The

Syncro-Mesh Transmission
This well-known feature of high-priced cars
brings new handling ease and car control to
the low-price field. Syncro-Mesh permits
you to shift gears with marvelous quickness*
quietness and ease. As a safety factor, it is
especially valuable. For it enables you to
shift rapidly from high back into second, any
time you want to use the engine as a brake.

with high temoerature removed practically all the snow, leaving the
ground saturated and as soft as in
springtime.
Ice has formed on Chickawaukie •
Lake to a thickness sufficient for I
f
v
j
v- - .1
safety in fishing, and some have ventured even to drive onto it with a car. :
Thursday ice was being cut for commercial Qurposes, the blocks about
six inches in thickness.

finest Fisher bodies Chevrolet has ever intro
duced. And the same qualities of reliability and
economy that have won the approval of millions
of Chevrolet owners. All these you will find in
the new Chevrolet Six at one of the lowest prices
in the market! That’s why the new Chevrolet Six
is called the Great American Value for 1932.

Simplitied Free Wheeling

A Smoother, Improved
Six-Cylinder Engine

Chevrolet Free
heelirt- ia a new and ad
vanced type, extremely simple in construc
tion. You mav take advantage of its thrills
by aimplv pressing a button on the dash.
I nlil vou pull the button out again, you are
"in" Free Vi heeling. Y ou coast along on
momentum, when your {not is off the
accelerator. And you shift with magical ease.

New thrills await you in the Chevrolet Six—
new power, pick-up, smoothness and speed.
For Chevrolet's valve-iji-head engine now
has down-draft carburetion, a new cylinder
head, new manifolding, a counter-balanced
crankshaft and rubber mounting, featuresthat
increase power 20 per cent to 60 horsepower.

J

Mrs. Fred Redman
The funeral of Mrs. Fred Redman
was held Thursday afternoon from
the residence on East Main street,
Rev Hubert F. Leach officiating.
The bearers were the husband Fred
Redman. George Redman, a son
Carleton J. Copeland, and a son-inlaw Fred Greene. Mrs. Redman was
the daughter of Levi and Margaret
(Wylliei Seavey of Cushing. Her
first husband was Fred E. Copeland
of Thomaston, to whom she was mar
ried April 3, 1877. Of this union sev
eral children were born. Her home
since her first marriage had been in
this town, where she gave her time
and strength to home duties. Ill
health had been her lot of late years.
She is survived by her husband, a
daughter Mrs. Fred Greene of Watertown, Mass., a son Carleton J. Cope
land of Dorchester, Mass., and a
brother, Levi Seavey of Thomaston.

[| iftUHGlII' jj

H to70 Miles an Hoar
and Faster Acceleration

Distinctive New FrontEnd Appearance

Stabilized Front-End
Mounting

New features in Chevrolet's sixcylinder engine enable it to de
velop 65 to 70 miles an hour and
give it a stop-watch acceleration
from 0 to 35 miles in 6.7 seconds.

A new chromium-plated radiator,
huilt-in radiator grille, double
tie-bar, trumpet-type horn,
and bullet-type headlamps form
a striking front-end ensemble.

A new method of mounting front
fenders, lamps, double tie-bar and
radiator to the frame—exclusive
to Chevrolet—gives a fine feel
ing of steadiness on rough roads.

Smart New Fisher Bodies

The new Fisher bodies are the
smartest ever to appear in the
low-price field. Their famous
wood-and-steel construction is
even stronger and quieter. All
occupants enjoy greater vision.

And the following Chevrolet features that have

won the approval of millions of otrners: Powerful
Four-^ heel Brakes . . . Hydraulic Shock Absorbers
. . . Semi-Elliptic Springs . . . Full Length

Frame . . . Insulated Driver’s Compartment

Strout Insurance Agency
I GREEN ST. THOMASTON, ME.
Insurance in all its branches
robate Bonds
Notary Tublic
Walter Strout
Alfred M. Strout
Stf

COAL!

COAL!

SCREENED LUMP
SOFT COAL, S8.50
OVOIDS, $15 00
Lehigh Valley Anthracite $15.50
Delivered In Rockland or
Thomaston
Outside Towns 75c to $1.00 Extra
Fitted Hard Wood, $12 cord
TEL. THOMASTON 84-2

Down-Draft Carburetion

Finger-Touch Front Soot

The downdraft carburetor is a
big factor in Chevrolet's finer
performance. An intake silencer
and beat control device are com*
bined with it for greater quiet
ness and efficiency at all speeds.

An interesting convenience in the
Fisher Bodies is the new adjust
able front seat. A touch on a
lever enables you to move the
seat to any |M>sition. This is exelusive to Chevrolet in its field.

All prices f. o. b. Flint, Mich. Special equipment ex : a. Low de
livered prices and easy GMAC terms. Chevrolet Mo'or Com
pany, Detroit, Mich. Division of General Motors.

DEALER BELOW

SEA VIEW GARAGE, Inc.

689 Main Street, Rockland

BAY VIEW GARAGE, INC.

v?nBihavenSented

Ida M Jameson of

In Everybody’s Column

♦

Advertisements ln this column not to
exceed three lines inserted once for 25 ♦
cents, three times for 50 cents. Addl-

mTkP
fin?* f°r ^hree
maxe a line.

♦

WANTED

Camden, Me.

4” It

’

^BOX
UCS.~ 431.
°stamps
f RRockland.
°aring
1870 before
and oth1870.
®?2*4s-:
-on Camp
envelopes

AND FOUND

AT NORTH WALDOBORO. Dec. 29.
male rabbit dog. part beagle, white with
dark spots. JOHN D. WATTS. Waldo
boro. R. 2. Tel. 16-4.
3*5
RABBIT HOUND lost, black, white
and tan. EIN/%?T KYLLONEN, Waldo
boro. Tel. Warren 5-3.
3*5
GREEN FOUNTAIN PEN lost on
school grounds. Please return to BOBBY
HILLS or Tel. 101-R.
4-6
BLACK AND TAN hound, with white
chest lost. Last seen Jan. 2. Reward.
HOWARD N. PROCTOR. Appleton. Me.
4*6
BLACK AND TAN hound dog, license
No. 277. lost last Thursday in Cushing.
ALBERT ROBINSON. 580 Main St. Tel.
1116-W.
2-4

STRONG SPY GLASS wanted Imme
diately. Will pay cash. Write “L. S..”
care The Courier-Gazette.
2-4
POSITION as bookkeeper and stenog
rapher. Experienced. Best of references.
Address C. M. G., care Courier-Gazette.
137*6
*

;

TO LET

;

FOUR-ROOM RENT to let. on Grove
St. Apply DR. R W. BICKFORD. Phone
611-M. Rockland.
3-8

TENEMENT of flve rooms, garage,
bath, ln excellent condition and clean.
ROBERT U. COLLINS. 375 Main St.
Tel. 77.
1-tf
SINGLE house to let at 8 Rockland St.,
with electric lights, flush toilet, garage.
Inquire MR. SHAFTER. 15 Rockland St.
Tel. 888.
1-tf
TENEMENT to let at 36 Mechanic St.
POSITION wanted as housekeeper in Inauire of MRS. W. S. KENNISTON, 176
a small family. References. Apply to Main St. Tel. 874-W
1-tf ,
MRS. WOOD, in care of The CourierHOUSE of seven rooms, to let. bath,
Gazette.
2-4
gas and lights. MRS. E. C. GRANT. 184
HOUSEWORK by day or hour, and South Main St. Tel. 526-M.
1-tf
washings wanted, in Thomaston. Good
SEVEN ROOM tenement, modern con
plain cook, laundress, clean and neat.
to let at South Main St., $25
References. HANNAH HAUPT. 83 Main veniences,
a month. V. F. STUDLEY, 69 Paik St.
St.
2*4 Tel.
1080.
1-tf
POSITION wanted as bookkeeper or
TO LET—5-room flat, all modern. 23
clerk ln store, good experience. Write Fulton
St. Inquire ROSE PRESCOTT.
B. K., care The Courier-Gazette.
3-5 240 Broadway.
1-tf
GARAGE to let corner Orient and
Union Sts. DR. W. H. ARMSTRONG. 39
Union St.
2-tf
FURNISHED rooms to let. for light
housekeeping; lights and water free.
Apply 6 WILLOW ST.
4*6
TWO heated and furnished rooms to
PRISON PUNG for sale.
let after Feb. 1. all modern. J. C. CUN
NYE’S GARAGE. 515 Main St.
NINGHAM. 51 Granite St. Tel. 152-M.
4-6
LIVE BAIT for ice fishing and worms
UNFURNISHED five room apartment
for smelting. NYE’S GARAGE. 515 Main with
toilet to let. Inquire 12 KNOX
St. Tel. 585 and 971.
3*5 ST. Tel. 156-W.
156-tf
SECOND HAND lumber, bricks, doors
BUNGALOW, corner Glen and Cam
and windows for sale. Call at 37 Park den Sts. Modern; three car garage.
St. M. F. DONOHUE.
4-6 Adults only. AUBREY CLARK. Camden.
3*8
1930 FORD TRUCK with dual wheels Tel. 608.
and dump body. 1930 Chev. truck. IV2
HOUSE of four rooms, to let, electric
tons with body, small mileage. 1930 lights, newly papered and painted.
closed cab pickup one-half ton Chev. MRS. ALTON CHASE, Beechwoods St.,
In excellent condition. 1930 Roadster, Thomaston.
3-5
pickup one-half ton Ford. A good buy.
HOUSE to let with electric •lights,
SEA VIEW GARAGE, 689 Main St. Tel.
1250. Rockland.
3-5 flush closet, with or without garage,
3-tf
SOFT lump screened coal, egg or nut, 1 reasonable. TEL. 1016.
FURNISHED tenement, electric lights,
$8.50; hard coal. $15.50; ovoids. $15. J. B.
gas. bath on ground floor. In good con
PAULSEN. Tel. Thomaston 84-2.
2*4 dition, fine location, rent reasonable.
BEST DRY hard wood, under cover. I
SHAW. ,47 North Main St. Tel.
fitted, $11 cord; Junks, $11; long. $9.50,,
5?
------U
011
70.! TENEMENT to let at 7 Broad St. All
~
delivered. FRANK ERLC&SSON, Box
4-6 modern Improvements, with garage.
R. F. D. 1, Thomaston.
TEL. 504-W.
1-tf
GRAY MARE, eight years old. for sale.
Good all round user. Apply JAMES, HOUSE FOR SMALL FAMILY, central
SOUTAR. Wiley’s Corner, St. George. Me. [ location. Electric lights, bath room.
l-tf
4-9 TEL. 812-M.
raviv
chtc
u
/
vtitcq
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HOUSE
of
6
rooms
to
let,
fine
cellar,
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SITUATIONS

;

ESTATE COURTLAND D. PERRY, late
of Rockland, deceased; petition for Al
lowance. Presented by Winifred C.
Perry of Rockland.
ia^h D ,PERRY’
late °r Rockland, deceased; petition to
Determine Inhe-itance Tax. Presented
by Oscar L. Tarry of Portland, Adm>.
estate Courtland d. perry, late
Rockland,
deceased; final account
tllozl
/yv allo*tronrtA
filed tfor
allowance. Presented by Oscar
L. Perry of Portland. Admr.
ESTATE COURTLAND D. PERRY, late Accredited for pullorum
nullorum disease. Book
Book- inquire 23 T STOEET City.
1-tf
of Rockland, deceased; petition for Dis lng orders for March delivery; $20 per
tribution. Presented by Oscar L. Perry hundred: 500. $19; 1000, $18. Postpaid.
SIX ROOM rent at 17 Warren St.,
of Portland, Admr.
Safe arrival guaranteed. F. H. WYLLIE newly papered and painted, garage 11
Inquire 11 JAMES ST. Tel.
ESTATE ROY L. KNOWLTON, late of & SON. Thomaston, Maine, Route 1. desired.
1-tf
•
157-tf 577.
Rockland.
deceased;
petition
for Phone 10-6 Warren.
Widow's Allowance. Presented by Eliza
FOUR ROOM heated apartment, suit
HOUSE furnishings for sale, beds,
beth C. Knowlton of Rockland.
library table, vlctrola, rockers, parlor able for family of two or three, at 15
St. Apply to MRS. FROST.
ESTATE ALBERT L. PAYSON, late Of stove, etc. 91 North Main St. Tel. Summer
l-tf
Thomaston, deceased; petition for li 552-W.
3-51 Tel. 318-W.
cense to sell certain Real Estate situated
LYNN
OIL
BURNER
for
kitchen
range
a^omaUcI
ln Thomaston and fully described ln for sale cheap, excellent condition , hot
nr •
U'otor bantnr
MVT CGM Y,
O
said petition. Presented by Ethel E WARREN FEYLER. Thomaston. Tel. 110.!I bet
LOU^E w!Iu\mS
Fulle°CobS!:
Payson of Rockland, Admx.
2-4 Davis.
2-tf
ESTATE ALICE G. NUTT of North
TWO YOUNG COWS for sale. ,£ome
Haven. Petition for License to sell cer
tain Real Estate situated ln North and see them at 22 BEECHWOODS ST..
^2*4
Haven and fully described In said Pe Thomaston.
tition. Presented by Samuel A. Nutt
ONE REBUILT L. C. Smith# Typewriter.
of North Haven, Guardian.
Used very little. Price reasonable. Ap
ESTATE J. F. NORWOOD, late of ply BOX 328, care The Courier-Gaeette.
2-4
Camden, deceased; Petition to determine
Inheritance Tax. Presented by Rose K
WATCHES. ALL KINDS. CLOCKS.
BEST QUALITY dry hard fitted Wood.
Norwood of Camden. Exx.
$12; Junks. $12; 4-foot wood. $10. Under Antique clocks, grandfather clocks re
ESTATE J. F. NORWOOD, late of cover.
DODGES MOUNTAIN FARM. paired. Experienced workman. Work
Camden, deceased; first and final ac Tel. 352-24.
3-5 can be called for and delivered, or leave
count filed for allowance by Rose K.
1931 CHEVROLET Sport Coupe De- j send parcel post. Sr
Norwood of Camden. Exx.
S.’ ARTHUR MACOMluxe; small mileage and a beautiful car.
157*11
ESTATE AMANDA E. MAHONEY, late 1930 Chev. 1’'2 ton truck—one with body BER Tel. 958-J.
| of Camden, deceased; First and final and one without. Either a good investTYPEWRITERS cleaned, oiled and reaccount filed for allowance by The City ment. 1930 Ford roadster. Pickup, one- ! paired at reduced rates. MESSER’S
Ur. If ton in good shape 11929
GOG Stutz„ /~'ADAr'
National Bank of Belfast. Exr.
half
GARAGE. Rockland. Tel. 1 ’82.
3*5
ESTATE GEORGE WOOD, late of St. Blackhawk sedan, ln wonderful shape.
RUG AND KNITTING YARNS for sal a
SEA
VIEW
GARAGE.
689
Main
St..
Rock

George, deceased; First and final ac
by manufacturer. Samples free. H. A?
4-6 ; BARTLETT.
count filed for allowance by Florence I land. Tel. 1250.
Harmony, Me.
156-11
Nairn. Exx.
PAIR double forward wheels for sale;
SKATE SHARPENING ls a specialty of
ESTATE WILLIAM S. JOHNSTON, good condition, also double horse sled CRIE HARDWARE CO,. 409 Main St..
late of Washington, deceased; First and with runners. ISAAC YOUNG, 17 £ine Rockland.
1-tf
2*4
final account filed for Allowance by St.. Thomaston, Me.
LET E. A. KNOWLTON file your saws
Veda M. Ludwig. Admx.
DRY SLAB WOOD. $1 a foot, $7 cord, and repair your furniture at 216 LIME
ESTATE FRANK TIGHE PEARSONS fitted. LEON CALLAHAN, 7 Luce Ave. ROCK ST. Tel. 1010.
1-tf
formerly of Rockland; First and final Tel. 1169-Y.
3-5
ALADDIN LAMP PARTS at all times
account filed for Allowance by Vincent
DRY FITTED hard wood under cover, Prompt service. CRIE HARDWARE CO.
A. Miller of Waterbury, Conn.. Guardian.
$12; Junks, $12; long, $10; fitted “soft
1-tf
ALBERT E. WALDEN, late of Balti wood and slabs, $8. T. J. CARROLL.
more City, Maryland, deceased; Exem Tel. 263-21.
LADIES—Reliable hair goods at Rock
, 1-tf
land Hair Store, 24 Elm St. Mall orders
plified copy of the will and Probate
GAS STATION on Route 1 between solicited. H. C. RHODES. Tel. 519-J.
Aheieof, together with a petition for
effcor'
Probate of Foreign Wills asking that the Rockland and Warren for sale, fine^cor
copy of said will may be allowed, filed ner lot. new building, store and lunch
HARD WOOD fitted, $12 and $14;
and recorded in the Probate Court of room complete with fixtures. To be sold Junks, $12; small round wood, stove
Knox County and that letters Testa at once. $2500. V. F. STUDLEY. 69 Park lennrths $10; fitted soft wood. $8. O. H.
l&2-tf CRIE, Thomaston. Tel. 122-2.
mentary be issued fc Robert R. Walden St. Tel. 1080.
1-tf I
and Fred P. Walden, of Baltimore City.
NOTICE
Md.. they being the Executors named ln
ANNUAL MEETING ROCKLAND LOAN
said will. Presented by Robert R
Probate Notice?
« BUILDING ASSOCIATION
Walden, and Fred P. Walden.
The Annual Meeting of the Share
GEORGE B. WILSON, late of Philadel
THOMAS A. HUNT, late of Caiflden holders of the _Rockland
_____Loan
________
& Bulldphia. Pa. deceased; Exemp .fled copy deceased; Will and Petition for Probate I lng Association will be held at “the
of the will and Probate thereof, to thereof, asking that the same may be office of the Corporation. No. 18 School
gether with a petition for Probate of approved and allowed and that Z. M Street, Rockland. Maine. Monday eve
Foreign Wills asking that the copy of Dwlnal of Camden, or some other suit ning. January II, 1932. at 7.30 o'clock
said will may be allowed, filed and re able person be appointed administrator for the following purposes.
corded In the Probate Court of Knox with the will annexed, with bond. Pre
First. To listen to and act upon the
County and that letters Testamentary sented by Ormond T. Keene and Itenry reports of the Officers.
be Issued to Oeorge Searing Wilson and Joseph of Denver. Col.
\
Second. To choose a board of eleven
Graham L. Wilson of Philadelphia. Pa.
ESTATE BENJAMIN F. WILSON, late Directors and an Auditor.
Third.
To transact any other busi
of
Camden,
deceased;
Petition
for
Ad

ESTATE HERBERT C. CLARK, late of
ness that may properly come before the
Rockland, deceased: Petition for Ad ministration d. b. n.. asking that Bertha meeting.
E.
Wilson
of
Camden,
or
some
other
ministration. asking that George B.
H. O. GURDY,
Clark of Rockland, or some other suit suitable person be appointed adminis
_
'
Secretary.
able person be appointed administrator trator of the estate, not already admin
Rockland.
Maine.
January
2, 1932.
istered.
with
bond.
Presented
by
Bertha
without bond. Presented by George B.
E. Wilson of Camden.
Clark of Rockland.
-1
ESTATE MILES SIDLINGER. late of
ESTATE NORRIS HAGER, late of
Rockland, deceased; Petition to Deter Union, deceased; First and final acoount
mine Inheritance Tax. Presented by Ed relating to sale of Real Estate of said
ward K. Gould and Charles T. Smalley. Miles Sidllnger Estate, filed for allow
ance by Frank H. Ingraham of Rock
Why suffer tortures from Rheu
Administrators.
land. Administrator.
matism, Sciatica, Neuritis, Muscu
ESTATE NORRIS HAGER, late of
ESTATE MILES SIDLINGER. lade of
Rockland, deceased; Second and final
lar Lameness, Sprains and Bruises
Union,
deceased;
Petition
for
Distribu

account, filed for allowance by Charles
when
T. Smalley and Edward K. Gould. Ad tion. Presented by Frank H. Ingrsbam
of Rockland, Administrator.
ministrators.
METHYL BALM
Witness. MELZER T. CRAWFORD:' Es
ESTATE NORRIS HAGER, late of
will bring almost instant relief?
Rockland, deceased; Petition for bls- quire, Judge of Probate Court for Knox
tributlon.
Presented by Charles T County. Rockland. Maine.
A scientifically compounded ex
*
Smalley and Edward K. Gould. Adminis
l-S-7 CHARLES L. VEAZIE. Reglsfcr.
ternal application that should be
trators.
in every home. Sold only at
ESTATE LETITIA A. MONTGOMERY,
late of Warren, deceased: Petition to
Determine Inheritance Tax. Presented
Johnston’s Drug Store
by Harold A. Boggs of Brooklyn, New
SALE
73 PARK ST.,
ROCKLAND
York, Executor.
Sent Post Paid on receipt of price
ESTATE LETITIA A. MONTGOMERY,
RUUD
late of Warren, deceased; Second and
75 cents
final account filed for allowance by
Instantaneous Automatic
«2-tf
Harold A. Boggs of Brooklyn, N. Y,
Executor.
ESTATE EDGAR HOPKINS, late of
North Haven, deceased; First and final
account filed for allowance by Laurenla
DENTAL NOTICE
i Calderwood of North Haven. Admx.
ESTATE JAMES L. YEYKAL. late of
Rockland, deceased: First Account filed
Size 4. Style F
for allowance by Edward K. Gould of
Practically New
Rockland. Administrator.
WILLARD L. LADD, late of North
Dentist
Can Be Seen At This Office
Haven, deceased; Will and Petition for
130-tl
Probate, thereof, asking that the same
Who has for many yea. s been I
may be approved and allowed and that
rated at the Corner of Park ai
letters testamentary Issue to Aimee G.
Main Streets, will be at his Roc
Ladd of North Haven, without bond,
land Office Every Day During tl
she being the Executrix named ln said
will. Presented by Aimee G. Ladd of
Winter Months.
North Haven.
Work By Appointment Only
ESTATE ALFRED TOLMAN. late of
North Haven, deceased: Petition for Ad
SERVICE & REPAIRS
PHONE 1203-W ROCKLAND
ministration. asking that Prank H. In
157-Th-6
graham of Rockland, or some other suit
ALL MAKES OF SETS '
able person be appointed administrator
with bond. Presented by Percy E. Tol
man of North Haven.
R. W. TYLER
. READTHt
ESTATE GEORGE A. BABB, late of
Camden, deceased; Petition to Deter
PHONE 58-23
mine Inheritance Tax. Presented by G.
Wilkes Babb of Camden, Exr.

MISCELLANEOUS

FOR

HEATER

DR. J. H. DAMON

RADIO

>ANT AI>S

J. B. PAULSEN

t

1 WANT TO BUY second hand books.
words , pOst,age stamps, antiques of all kinds,
| KAY turner Thomaston. Tel. 34-4.
2-13
SCIENCE AND HEALTH 1875-1878;
i Tom Sawyer 1876; Jumping Frog 1867;

GAS HOT WATER

PRICED AS
I.OW AS

THE GREAT AMERICAN VALUE FOR 1932
SEE YOUR

Probate Notices

STATE OF MAINE
I. Charles L Veazie. Register w Pro
hate for the County of Knox in the
To all persons interested ln either of
State of Maine, hereby certify that ln the estates hereinafter named:
the following estates the persons were
At a Probate Court held at Rockland,
appointed Administrators. Exocutors. in and for the County of Knox, on the
Guardians and Conservators and on the 15th day of December in the year of our
dates hereinafter named:
Lord one thousand nine hundred and
JOHN MORRIS, late of St. George, de thirty-one and by adjournment from
ceased. December 1. 1931. Prank T. day to day from the 15th day of said
Morris of St. George, was appointed December the following matters having
been presented for the action thereupon
Executor, without bond.
indicated it is hereby Or
CHARLES S. ROBBINS, late of South hereinafter
:
Thomaston, deceased. December 1, 1931. dered
That
notice
thereof be given to all
Walter H. Butler of Rockland, was ap persons interested,
by causing a copy of
pointed Administrator d. b. n. c. t. a., and this
order to be published three weeks
qualified by filing bond on December 8. successively
in The Courier-Gazette, a
1931.
newspaper published at Rockland in
BERTHA ELWELL, late of South Thom said County that they may appear at a
aston. deceased. December 15. 1931. Probate Court to be held at said Rock
Freeman Elwell of South Thomaston, land. on the 19th day of January A. D.,
was appointed Executor, without bond.
1932. at nine o’clock in the forenoon,
ROSCOE S. STAPLES, late of Rock and be heard thereon if they see cause.
land, deceased. December 15. 1931. Min
ALMIRA A. DYER, late of North
nie C. Smith of Rockland, was appointed Haven, deceased; Will and petition for
Executrix, without bond.
Probate thereof asking that the same
SELDOM D. WILEY, late of Union, de may be proved and allowed and that
ceased. December 15. 1931, Mary Rob letters Testamentary issue to Montie
bins of Lowell. Mass., was appointed Lela Stone of North Haven, she being
Executrix, without bond. Edward C. the Executrix named in said will. Pre
Payson of Rockland, was appointed sented by Montie Lela Stone of North
Haven.
Agent in Maine.
SANFORD A. CHAPMAN, late of Rock
CHARLES W. STEVENS, late of Rock
land. deceased. June 17. 1930, C. H. land. deceased; Will and petition for
Morey of Rockland, was appointed Ad Probate thereof asking that the same
ministrator. and qualified by filing bond may be proved and allowed and that
letters Testamentary issue to Marietta
on December 15. 1931.
EUGENE M. STUBBS, late of East Chapman of Rockland without bond,
she being the Executrix named in said
Union, deceased. December 15. 1931. Alan will.
by Marietta Chapman,
L. Bird of Rockland, was appointed Ad of saidPresented
Rockland.
ministrator. and qualified by filing bond
ELIZABETH E. BURDICK, late of
on same date
FRANK A. ROBBINS, late of Rock- |
^king^th^'ffie
land, deceased. December 29. 1931, Ma
same
may
be
proved
and allowed and
belle A. Beaton of Rockland, was ap
pointed Administratrix, and qualified by that letters Testamentary Issue to
Charles T. Smalley of Rockland, without
filing bond on same date.
bond, he being the Executor named ln
MAY’ CONANT, late of Camden, de said will. Presented by Charles T.
ceased, December 15. 193J. George H. Smalley of said Rockland.
Tbomas of Camden, was appointed Ad
CHESTER S. PEASE, late of Appleton,
ministrator. and qualified by filing bond.
deceased; Will and petition for Probate
December 29. 1931.
thereof asking that the same may be
FLORA C. HUSSEY of Rockport, De proved and allowed and that letters Tes
cember 22. 1931. Lottie F. Simmons of tamentary Issue to The City National
Portland, was appointed Guardian, and Bank of Belfast, without bond, said
qualified by filing bond. December 29. | Bank being the Executor named ln said
1931.
i will. Presented by The City National
Attest:
Bank of Belfast.
CHARLES L. VEAZIE. Register
RUBY A. JAMESON, late of Friend
ship, deceased; Will and petition for
Probate thereof asking that the same
ROCKVILLE
may be proved and allowed and that
letters Testamentary Issue to Charles
M.
of Thomaston, without bond,
Tire brightiv lighted Christmas tree he Starrett
being the Executor named ln said
no longer stands at the intersection will. Presented by Charles M Starrett
of the roads, but it served its purpose of said Thomaston.
well and as its rays spread around so
ESTATE WILLIAM 8. FOSTER, late of
too were cheer and pleasure felt by Cushing, deceased; petition for admin
istration asking that Edward S. Vose of
both old and young.
Cushing or some other suitable person
The first heavy snow storm came be appointed administrator, without
Sunday and was a typical northeast bond Presented by Iola L. Smith of
blizzard. It left drifts piled high and Cushing.
ESTATE HENRY JAMESON, late of
blocked the roads. Hardly had they Vinalhaven.
deceased: petition for ad
been broken out and the sidewalk ministration asking
_ that ___________
Leslie B. Dyer
opened, however, before the heavy iof Vinalhaven or’some other suitable
and continuous rain of Wednesday, Pers°n
appointed administrator with

What’s New
in the New Chevrolet Six

Christian Endcavorers Meet
The Baptist young people's rally
held at the Thomaston church Fri
day evening was largely attended and
viewed from any angle was a very
satisfactory affair. Under the direc
tion of Rev. G. F. Currier of Rock
port, the hour given over to music
and fun was a lively one. Everybody
was put in good humor by the abund
ant banquet, well prepared and
served. Adjournment from the ves
try to the auditorium for the more
serious part of the program, was fol
lowed by a period of devotions, and
a talk on Ocean Park in pictures and
songs by Rev. Carroll D. Tripp of
Jefferson. His topic was “The Young
People’s Department and You,” fol
lowed by selection of representatives
to act for the different young people's
organizations. Benediction was pro
nounced by Rev. H. S. Kilbom. On a
call for number present from each
place, Camden answered for 25.
Warren 15, Rockport 6. Jefferson 11,
Tenant’s Harbor 8. Littlefield Me
morial Church, Rockland, 17; First
Baptist Church, Rockland. 6; Thom
aston Baptist, 15; Federated Church,
A, making a total cf 107. The supper
committee and helpers were Mrs.
Georgia Thorndike, Mrs. Alpheus
Jones, Mrs. Ella Stackpole, Miss
Edna Hilt, Mrs. Leona Starrett,
Misses Pauline McLain, Evangeline
Paquin, Olive Elwell. Wilbur Strong,
Jr. operated the stereopticon.

Every-Other-Day

Sourier-Gazette, Saturday, January 9, 1932
Chapin Class holds its monthly
supper Tuesday in the Universalist
vestry at 6 o'clock, with Miss Harriet
Parmalee as chairman.

Broadway’s Kern on
Home State Program

FROM THE SHOULDER

Hits Mary Perry Rich Dis
cussing Educational Club
Drive

Mrs. Veda Brown entertained the
| T Club last evening at the home of
; Mrs. Earle MacWilliams, Chestnut
street.

' Editor of The Courier-Gazette —
As a brand-new way to usher in [
Mrs. John* M. Richardson of
pel
Rounds Mothers Class is to meet
j 1932 with a victory complex, thejj
lng departures and arrivals, this depart Maple street goes today to Water Wednesday evening at the home of
ment especially desires Information of
I Woman's Educational Club is about
social happenings, parties, musicals, etc. 1 ville to visit Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Mrs. Walter S. Rounds. Mrs. Rounds
Notes sent by mall or telephone will be Snow and her new granddaughter, will be assisted in entertaining py
i to entrain for a grand and glorious
gladly received.
I joy ride, to bring in 100 new member*, ■
Eleanor Rice Snow.
Mrs. Ralph Smith, Mrs. Kenneth
TELEPHONE ___________ 770 or 794-W
______
Spear, Mrs. Austin Sherman and
500 renewals, thus adding $150 to its j
"
i The Congregational ladies are to Mrs. Lloyd Benner.
treasury.
Mrs. Frank Hewett has returned: Eerve supper Wednesday night at 6.
Why such a drive? First, we need
from Worcester, Mass., where she Mrs Edwin R. Edwards as chairman
Mrs. Lelia Benner has been con
the money. "Dough" is the sine qua |
visited her daughter, Mrs. Robert M. I wiu be listed by Mrs. Ensign Otis,
fined
to
her
home
on
Pleasant
street
non to keen club credit good; second
Pierce. Mrs. Pierce is making rapid Mrs Le0 Howard> Mrs. B. B. Smith,
by illness.
recovery from a recent operation.
we need the members to increase club
Mrs. E. J. Hellier, Mrs. Harold L.
usefulness; third, the world needs
Karl, Mrs. M. M. Griffin, Mrs. Fred
St. Bernard's Church is giving a
such clubs, many more, for a small
The Progressive Literary Club Black, Mrs. Henry B. Bird and Mrs.
card party Thursday evening at The
club makes too small a dent in this|
will meet Tuesday afternoon with G. M. Derry.
Thorndike grill, with Mrs. W. H.
world’s selfishness, ignorance, indif
Mrs. Frances Norton. Quotations
ference; fourth, we need it to make |
from "Friendship" by Ralph Waldo
W. Caroline Blu.ch.ra ona *"*■“■>
good and keep faith with the club’s
Emerson will be the response to the Rlcl.ua Leavitt or Portland. .re
repeated vote for 1000.
roll call. Mrs. Hattie Keating will in weekend guests of Mr. and Mrs. John
to be awarded at the end. Playing
Why is the Educational Club like a
troduce Shakespeare’s play “The Two H. McLoon.
begins at 8.
postage ' tamp? Because it sticks until
Gentlemen of Verona," and act as
it gets there. It is nearly 10 years j I
leader.
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace E. Spear enMrs. A. R. Havener was hostess to
since the vote for the goal of 1000
------I tertained the Friday Night Club at
ROADWAY
will
send
its
greet

members.
the Thursday Auction Club at her
The Woman's Missionary Society of supper and cards.
You may search these lists in vain! I
ings to New York, and New
home on Broadway.
the First Baptist Church, postponed
York, through the medium of radio, for drones, leaners, fault-finders, kill- .
Mrs. F. L. Green entertained the
from last Wednesday, on account of
Mrs. Gladys Buzzell of Thomaston will send its message of history, joys, kickers, scoffers, groaners, i
the storm will meet next Wednesday Tango Club Thursday evening at her
home on Summer street. Honors in ' entertained the Moonlight Auction lore and resources over the air, gloomy gusses, back-seat drivers,
afternoon at 2.30 in the chapel.
bridge were won by Mrs. L. F. Chase eers Wednesday evening for lunch- ; when "The Parade of States,” Gen malcontents, obstructionists, those
| eon and bridge. Each player was | eral Motors radio program, broad with the inferiority complex, or
Mrs. Elizabeth Mills of Warren is j and A. R. Bachelder.
1 presented with a favor. Miss Mad- ' casts an*all-Empire State bill soon. failure psychosis.
with her granddaughter, Miss Doris
Jerome Kern, like whom there
The , “Chase Farm Crowd” was j lene Rogers carrying off first honors.
Hyler, Warren street, for the winter.
was no other song smith in the
1 entertained with a venison supper |
------- ■
days of his own "Ol Man River,”
It is worthy of note that during this
The Universalist Mission Circle j
Wht by Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Mrs. Nettie Bird Frost was host will be guest conductor in the pro club’s 11 years life, medals, books, |
meets Wednesday at the home of Mrs. [ Thorndike, Masonic street.
ess to the Diligent Dames Thursday gram which will include a tribute
various forms of recognition have
H. O. Gurdv, with Mrs. M. E. Wotton,
.
*<**«,
„* afternoon at her home on Camden by Bruce Barton, read by Charles been conferred upon Etta Covel, Cora j
Mrs. E. R. Veazie and Mrs W. R.
4 bridge Party is to be given at street, being assisted in entertain Webster Emo Rapee, also on the 1 Currier, Susie Newbert, Bertha Orbc- i
Stewart, assisting. Luncheon at 12.30 j Grand Army
Tuesday evening ing by Mrs. John O. Stevens and podium, will complete the duo of | ton, Lilia Williams, Ruth Richards,
to be followed bv relief sewing to the , under ths au;Jll»»s °«
Mrs. Carl Sonntag. The time was conductors for the evening. Flor I Alice Hovey, Winifred Horton, Re-!
devotional hour at 2.30. The theme [ hew Tent, with Mrs. Harry French ddvoted to relief sewing.
ida, Nevada and Illinois are among becca Ingraham, Effie Lawrence, and
for the roll call will be “God's Guid- ,n charge.
some of the states scheduled to be ! many others for conspicuous club
ance,” and Miss Myrtle Herrick will
~
T T
Mr. and Mrs. William Coltart of honored in subsequent broadcasts.* I service. Those honors were not won j
present a paper on “The Camp-Hill I Mrs. C. C. Wahle of Flushing, L.L, Lawrence, Mass., are guests for two
by any magic, legerdemain or necro
School." Special music has been ar- I who received severe injuries Dec. 24, weeks of Mr. and Mrs. G. W. Wiggin,
mancy, nor by Mis. Indolent, or Mrs.
MISTAKES
is
at
her
home,
still
suffering
conSuffolk street.
ranged.
Slow, or Mrs. Back Seat Driver.
siderably from a bad fracture, many
There's only one thing which can
When a garage man makes a mis
bruises
and
nerve
shock.
The BPW Club will have its weekly
defeat this 1000 member drive—our
Mrs. Alvah Smith has returned! take he adds it- on your bill.
bridge narty on Friday evening in
Mrs. C. F. Snow who hifs been in from Swan’s Island where she has ■ When a carpenter makes a mistake own feeble, half-hearted, half-awake
stead of Thursday, next week. Mrs.
state of mind, full of doubts and
Waterville
with Mr. and Mrs. Sidney been visiting relatives for a few days. ! it’s just what he expected.
J. O. Stevens will act as hostess.
fears, which are affronts to God.
The Official Contract Club met ,
Snow
for
several
days
arrives
home
When
a
preacher
makes
a
mistake
These parties are ooen to the public
Friday afternoon with Mrs. Harriet j
In any large grouo two factions
today.
nobody knows the difference.
and afford opportunity for a delight
will always tie found—Dissatisfac
S. Frost,
When a lawyer makes a mistake it tions and Satis-Factions. It is up to
ful social group.
Mrs. Rhama Philbrick and Mrs. j
E. Gillette of Lexington, Mass.. was just what he wanted, because he each of us to decide if he will join
Helen
McKinney
entertained
the
IE,
Melvin Bray who has been em
has a chance to try the case all over the wrecking crew or the construction
ployed on a yacht for the season was Cheerful Circle Wednesday evening ; has been in the city a few days, aragain.
gang.
his
at
Mrs.
Philbrick's
home
on
Chestranging
some
improvements
to
ui
a recent guest of Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
It is the weak whine of a weakling,
When a judge makes a mistake it
nut
street.
!
cottage
at
Crescent
Beach.
Lufkin, Otis street, on his way to Deer
the contemptible excuse of a quitter
becomes the law of the land.
Isle for the winter.
The Willing Workers committee of
Mrs. Lucius York entertained the
When a doctor makes a mistake he and “God hates quitters.” In “What's
the Use?" is embodied the coward’s
George Green of South Thomaston, the Universalist Church met at the F.F. Club Thursday afternoon. Hon- buries it.
attitude, the deserter’s psychology.
vestry
Thursday
for
an
all-day
ses|
ors
in
bridge
went
to
Mrs.
York,
Mrs.
But
when
the
editor
makes
a
mis

who with his wife is spending the
Our club would have been dead,
sion
devoted
to
sewing
for
the.
Thrift
i
Thomas
Keating
and
Mrs.
J.
C.
Cun|
take
—
Good
night.
—
From
an
Exwinter with Mr. and Mrs. Richard
buried forgotten long ago. had it not
Shop.
The
noonday
luncheon
was
!
ningham.
change.
Hodscn. Reeds Ferry, N. H., celebrat
rejected such a suicidal philosophy.
ed his 80th birthday New Year Day. in charge of Mrs. Harold E. Jackson
The names of our result-producers
Mrs.
Alta
Merchant
returned
home
arid
Mrs.
A.
F.
Lamb.
The
commit

His daughter tendered him a surprise
are appended:—
Wednesday
from
Providence
where
tee
consists
of
Mrs.
Harold
E.
Jackdinner party, presenting him with a
Team 1.—Captain, Clara Spalding.
Florida’s Best Climate
birthday cake daintily iced with the son, Mrs. Arthur F. Lamb, Mrs. she has been visiting friends.
Members, Elizabeth Gregory, Alena
words “80 years” and bearing several Horace Lamb, Mrs. Adelbert Miles,
More Sunshine
Young, Carolyn Page. Mrs. Joel Hup
candles. Mr. Green is enjoying good Mrs. Everett Munsey, Mrs. James
Less Rain
per. Emma Harvie, Annie Stevens,
meeting
Thursday
evening,
with
good
’
health, and is already looking for O’Hara, Mrs. W*» H. Rhodes, Mrs.
Wonderful Place for
Lizzie Smith. Mabel Crie, Lillian
Recuperation
ward to his return to the family home( Frank Tirrell, Jr., Mrs. Luda Mitch attendance and unusual interest.
Joyce, Ruth Spear.
ell, Mrs. C. H. Berry, Mrs. Karl Mrs. Maud Hallowell served one of
at South Thomaston in the spring.
Team 2.—Captain, Gertrude Oliver.
O’Brien, Mrs. John H. McLoon, Mrs. her famous suppers. The speaker
Members, Abbie Rice. Susie Newbert,
Albert McCarty has returned to Donald Leach, Mrs. T. C. Stone, Mrs. was Miss Loana Spearin, County 4-H j
Clara Sawyer, Lilia Williams Nellie
Worcester, Mass., to resume his Lloyd Daniels, Mrs. Rupert Stratton. Clubs leader, who gave an enlighten- 1
Bean, Lena Merrv, Mabel Fernald.
Superb fishing from pier
studies at Holy Cross. The greater Mrs. O. E. Wishman, Mrs. B. G. ing and interesting talk on her
Marv McPhail. Mary Bunker. Nida
or boat. Surf beach, no underwork,
which
thoroughly
convinced
Hagerman,
Mrs.
Walter
H.
Butler,
part of his holiday recess was devoted
18-hole aotf, grit* green*,
Copeland.
Addie
Libby.
Jessie
her
hearers
of
the
value
of
this
Mrs.
Arnold
Rogers,
Mrs.
Hervey
H.
the
beach.
Swimming
to recoverv from a tonsil operation at
Woodcock.
1OO bath*. Orchectra.
ng
young
people.
Allen,
Mrs.
Wilbur
Senter,
Jr.,
Mrs.
activity
amo:
Knox Hospital.
age. Reasonable rate*.
C. A. Palmer, Mrs. E. W. Peaslee,
-------1EORGE
KREAMER
dance
old fashioned
Miss Ann McLaughlin entertained Mi's. Raymond C. Perry, Mrs. Fred
Team 3.—Winnie Horton, captain.
W vandotte Hotel, Bellport, L.L
night at Odd Fellows hall.
at bridge Tuesday evening at her Snow and Mrs. L. E. McRae.
Members, Maud Cables, Nellie Hall, I
apartment on Ocean street.
Mabel Harding. Aubine Harden, Min
nie Smith, Addie Rogers Minnie Rog
Mrs. Alden Perry recently gave an
ers, Florence Ellis, Ava Lawry, Beulah !
fwrwr.j
afternoon bridge, her guests being
1 Allen,
Mrs. Larrv Lufkin, Mrs. Merle Hutch
Team4.—Flora Fish, Lilia Sherman
inson and the honor guest, Miss Abbie
Annie Hanscom, Mary Hastings, Ruth
Boggs. R. N„ of Waldoboro.
Rogers, Mrs. Ira Shuman. Margaret
Philbrook. Ruth EUingwood, Caroline
A group of ladies met Wednesday
Jones, Martha Koster.
afternoon at the home of Mrs. E. K
Team 5—Etta Covel captain.
Leighton, Talbot avenue, and tacked
Members, Emma Bradstreet, Lizzie
two puffs for the Thrift Shop. This
Clark, Ada Hewett, Anne V. FlintJ
group plans to meet each week dur
Mrs. Frank Flint, Minnie Miles,
ing the winter.
Corice Jenkins, Ida Lord, Ida Sim
mons, Lenore Benner.
Miss Eva Rogers entertained the.
Team 6.—Helen York, captain.
Jolly Eight Wednesday evening, hon- I
Members, Flizabeth Barton, Lillian
ors in bridge being won by Mrs. Belle |
Bicknell, Alice Robbins, Mvra Dyer,
Lewis and Mrs. Cora Davis.
Delilah Cunningham, Ruth Locke
Carrie Waltz, Annie M. York, Etta
Mrs. M. F. Lovejoy is confined to
Stoddard. Mabel Holbrook.
her heme on Talbot avenue by illTeam 7—Zaida Winslow, captain.
ness.
Members. Elizabeth Moodv, Josephine
Burns, Alma Leo, Leona Risteen. Ida
Mrs. Sumner Perry was hostess to |
Miller, Evelyn Cohen Edith Follans
the Itooevik Club Wednesday after
bee. Agnes Harding , Fannie Dow,
noon at her home on Talbot avenue.
Doris Jordan.
It was voted to contribute $10 to the
Team 8.—Dorothie Harvie. Mem
fund for school lunches at the Me- |
bers, Mrs. Carl Morse, Rebecca Ingra
Lain school.
1
ham, Thelma Stanley, Ruth Hoch,
Gertrude Smith, Christol Cameron,
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Green of
Leola Noyes. Mrs. Helen Moulaison, j
Camden were recent supper guests of
Virginia Childs, Mrs. Charles Rich- !
Mr. and Mrs. Merit Hutchinson, Otis
ardton.
street.
.! Team 9.—Mrs'. Cecile McPhee capI tain. Members. Evie Perry, Geneva
George W. Smith and his daughter,
Upham. Edna Hewett. Mvrtle RerMiss Gertrude Smith, have been in |
, rick, Lena Conary . Mildred Crie.
Boston for a few days.
I Clara Kelsey. Priscilla Richardson.'
( Sadie Sansom. Marjorie Cummings.
The Woman's Foreign Missionary
Team 10.—Mabel Wilev. cantain.!
Society of the Methodist Church I
Members, Fannie Norton, Minnie
meets Thursday evening at the home |
Harding, Nettie Stewart. Evelyn
- •
r •••
of Mrs. Thelma Stanley. Mrs. Lena
I Sherman, Lottie Gregory. Elvie CurdeRochemont will be program leader. I
Louise Ingraham. Connie Flint.
with Mrs. Margaret Philbrook in
Belle Lewis, Etta Sanborn.
charge of devotions.

B

LAMB’S WEEKLY SPECIAL

GENTLEMEN:

Do

see
what we are offering for next

I

week, January 11-16, inclusive
YOUR SUIT

CLEANSED AND PRESSED

1

MEN’S
SUITS

W. H. Rhodes has returned from a
Boston business visit.

The Junior Harmony Club meets
Wednesday at 6.45 p. m. at the BPW
rooms. Members are reminded to
take a 12-word report on a composer,
to be used for roll call.
,

Ralph H. Hanscom has been in
Boston for a few days on business.

' 4

Opportunity Class was entertained
Thursday evening by Mrs. Mabel
Pinkerton, Purchase street, assisted
by Mrs. Beulah Wotton and Miss
Alice McIntosh. There were pres
ent 34 members and two guests. Mrs#.
Florence Reach read the scriptuYe
lesson and the usual custom of circle
prayer was carried out. Scrap books
for hospital contribution were com
pleted, and it was voted to hold
meetings hereafter on the first Wed
nesday of each month instead of the
first Tb"rsday. The program, in
charge of Mrs. Susie Pendleton, in
cluded readings by Mrs. Bertha
Spofford and Mrs. Clara Emery,
vocal solos by Mrs. Lola Willis, and
games, stunts, etc. Mrs. Lena Rokes
carried off honors in the scripture
contest. Sandwiches, small cakes
and coffee were served.

Maine Range Oil Burner; a relia
ble burner;
properly installed;
' prompt service. A fair price. $26.50.
G. A. Lawrence Co.. 507 Main street.
“We keep your house warm."—adv.

Cleansed
-*
•

Pressed

For

$1.00

Think of it, your Suit Thoroughly
Cleansed and Pressed, Buttons
Sewed On Securely, Minor Repairs
Done, and All at the Price You
Would Ordinarily Pay For a
Pressing!

Not Only That, we will come and
get it, and bring it back to you, on
a hanger and in a dust-proof bag.
How can we do it? Gosh! I don’t
know!

Phone 69

LAMB’S
'I

*1

N

. f*.

Cleansing and Dyeing
Rockland, Maine
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Team 11.—Ellen Dyer, captain.
Members, Sylvia Reed, Lucv Marsh
( Lowe, Winnie Kellar, Marv Buttomer,
i Lelia Benner, Bessie Hunter, Lettie
Cross, Charlotte Dver, Neva Dyer,
I Mattie Dyer.
Tram 12.—Abbie Richardson, capI lain. Members, Edna Leach. Annie
Blaisdell. Tillie Haskell, Nellie Hig
gins, Mabel Oxton, Cora Hall. Hope
Brewster, Ada Young, Clara Emery
Luella Holmes.
Tram 13.—Res? LeBlanc. captain.
Members. Sara Young, Sally Lord,
Ada Dyer, Lueia Hopkins, Inez
Crosby, Caroline Merriam, Margaret
Young, Marian Weidman, Minnie
Crozier. Fdna Start, Marv Ames,
Marv Nash Hannah Whitmore, Eve-!
lyn Bailey. Mrs. Henry Foster, Florj ence Pendleton, M. G. Gurney, Hortense Simmons.
Team 14—Marv Haskell, captain.
Members, Abbie Conners, Lena Mer
rill. Eliza Cousins, Kathie Diamond,
Hattie Lord, Nellie Knowlton, Thelma
Snow, Susie Lamb, Doris Hyler,
A'enath Achorn Cora Sherman,
Viola Harmon, Shirley Rollins.
Although eating is not this club's
only favorite indoor sport, it Dlans to
hop to it with such oeo and zip for
this 1000 goal before April that it will
celebrate with victory banquet, toasts,
awards, winning team and individual
victors at head table to close its club
year.
Awi-rh i-> h-onze and gold medals,
in gold a"d 'fiver pieces of money—
a, to team first to report $5 collected;

t

CUTLER-COOK CO.

REMOVAL SALE
.

.

--

-

•

’

MOT
1^1 vz 1

a ^ew 0<^s an<^ en<k or a ^ew undesirabfe coats
and dresses marked down.
DT T’T’ Our entire stock of this season s Coats and Dresses
* marked down.

LARGE ASSORTMENT-BEAUTIFUL STYLES
More Than Half of Present Stock Just Received At Manufacturers2
Clearance Prices—And You Get The Benefit.

4 SPECIALS FOR
AND M0NDAY
TUESDAY
Special Two

Special One
17
A00
Coats
AV

$1

43
Dresses

Made up to sell for $19.50
All fur trimmed, all lined and
interlined

Our regular $7.50 values

White they las!

Special Four
28
$1 700
Coats
A •

Special Three
39 Silk
Dresses

$065
“

$£244
”

Regular $29.50 values
All fur trimmed, lined and
interlined

Made to sell for $12.50

Our $1.00 AH Silk Full Fashioned Stockings

CUTLER-COOK C°
Soon to be at 469 Main Street
WELL TO KNOW THIS
t____
An Expert Gives Rules On
the Proper Way of Hand
ling Furnace Fires
To make the work of tending the
household furnace a simpler job, L.
Norman Burnside, fuel engineer of
the Delaware, Lackawanna & West
ern Coal Co., has compiled some in
teresting data on the proper care of
furnaces for the home owner.
The most common mistake in the
handling of a household furnace is
the method of refueling, Mr. Burn
side states. Here is how it should be
done. When recoaling, the damper
should be opened and the fire shaken
down until a red glow appears in the
ash pit. Then, and this is most im
portant, a mound of live coal should
be pulled to the front of the furnace
with a shovel or hoe, and the fresh
charge of coal placed at the back
of the furnace so that there is al
ways a small mound of burning em
bers just inside the furnace door.
This small, briskly burning heap of
coals burns all gases that are gen
erated, and gives the new chr;ge of
coal a chance to burn clearly. All
ashes should be removed from the
pit each time the furnace is refueled
for the most satisfactory results.
The most economical and satisfac
tory fuel for household use, accord
ing to Mr. Burnside, is anthracite
coal that is free-burning and breaks
into square lumps of almost uniform
size .(square fracture anthracite*
This type of coal is colored blue now
by the largest producers, so. It is
easily identified.
Following are some fundamental
rules outlined by Mr. Burnside for
the proper care and management of
a furnace.
Starting the Fire: If there are
ashes on the grate they should be
shaken down until an even layer
only an inch or two in thickness re
mains. It is a waste of coal to re
move all the ashes. This bed of
ashes should be covered with a thin
layer of coal. If the grate is clean,
a layer of coal should be placed over
it, before the kindling is put on.
Then a kindling of paper and wood
b, to ieam first to report $10 collect-103 <ji$ iJoda-i oj isj|j uicaj oj ‘o !pa
lected; d, to team first to report $25 |
collected: e, to team reporting larg
est collection before April 5, end of
contest. (The a, b, c, d awards must
be to different teams, but a, b, c. and
d may all include their lesser awards
in claim for award e also); f, to tearp
reporting next to the largest total
collection; g, to individual winning;
mest new members; h, to individual
winning most renewals; i. to indi
vidual winning most points, mixture !
of new and renewals; J, to the captain ■
who is earliest to secure and report
100% co-ooeratlon from her team to
the extent of SI from each team
member.
To be eligible for any final award,
every cantain is required to send a
written reoort to the president, at
each regular club meeting, of work |
attempted since previous meeting
even if no gains resulted. (These
partial reports do not take the place
of the final reoort which must be in
clusive, fully itemized).
M. P. R.

should be placed on the bed of coals the .little flap in back of the turn
and, after the turn damper on the damper on the furnace nipe) should.
furnace pipe and the fire door slide ’ be opened. If these things are done,
and ash door flap are opened, the the little pile of bright embers in
kindling should be lighted. It is! front of your furnace door will burn
a common mistake to keep the slide any gases that develop in the close
of the furnace door shut while start ly confined fire pot and keep them
ing a fire, according to Mr. Burn- , from coming through the open door
side.
•) slide, and besides, you will have a
When the kindling is burning fire burning and ready for enlarging
briskly, the fire should be covered over a long period of time.
with a light charge of coal and the I
turn damper partially closed. The j
GOOD CHAUFFEUR’S CODE
ash door flap and the furnace door
slide should be kept open until ail
Drive prudently and carefully;
of the wood is burned and the coal
Learn and observe the rules of the
properly ignited. Then, if a slow fire road;
is wanted, all dampers should be
Respect the rights of others;
closed, and the fire door slide left
Show the same courtesy on the
slightly open.
road as at home;
Medium Fire: For a medium firt
Drive straight ahead without run
open the damper in the furnace ning in zigzags:
pipe part way and partially open
Signal when about to stop or turn;
the ash door flap. The fire door
Signal every time when leaving the
slide should be shut and the ashes sidewalk;
Stop at all level crossings which are
shaken down until a slight glow ap
pears through the grate in tiic ash not protected, change speed and pro
pit To obtain more heat, the ash ceed if road is clear;
Anticipate and prevent accidents;
door flap should be opened fully
Be careful lor one’s own sake and
and the turn damper opened a little
for the sake of others;
further.
Banking the Fire: The last rules1 Avoid passing other cars on grades
outlined by Mr. Burnside apply to! and at bends in the road;
Always keep to the right, particu
the banking of the fire. He points
out that banking the fire is a very larly at the top of a grade and at
important process
because the i bends.
banked fire usually stays without at-!
tention all night or during the ab
sence of the tender, and so it must
MON-TUES.
be banked correctly if the best re
sults are to be obtained. So to bank
See This Pirture—And Peer Into
the fire, fill the fire pot to the line
the Soul of Humanity—
of the fire door at least, but the
small heap of live coals pulled to;
the front of the furnace with each
new charge should never be covered, j
Then the damper and ash door flap
should be entirely closed. The deor
slide and the check damper (that’s

MON.-TUES.

PA R
One of the Publix Theatres
SHOWS 2.00, 6.30, 8.30

mth

BEN LYON
ROSE HOBART
in

“COMPROMISED’’
Love—Divorce
A Real Treat

JAMES DUNN
SALLY EILEUS
MAE MARSH
Take Your Children To See
“OVER THE HILL"
Before They Take You!
Special Children’s Matinee
Tuesday Afternoon 4 o’clock
NOW SHOWING
“THE GUILTY GENERATION”
with
LEO CARILLO

A Paramount Publix Theatre

TODAY
NOAH BEERY
SALLY BLANE
in
••SHANGHAIED LOVE”

Performances at 2.00, 6.30, 8.30
Continuous Saturday—2 to 10.30
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WASHINGTON STAMPS
rear of the eye socket along a line bert F. McCready, Norway, second
NOT A CANDIDATE
HIS THREE COINS
parallel to the center of the body alternate.
* * ♦ *
Commemorating Bi-Centennial of
shell to the rear end of the body shell,
But Wilson Of Bangor Reserves the ;
A. Jay See Turns Back His
General's Birth.—On Sale At
which figures to 10L inches by the
The fact that he has been confined
Right To Alter His Decision
Prom L/Ul' Correspondent
Rockland Postoffice
old style measurement. The prohibi to his home with a severe attack of
I
tory
’
s
Pages
To
Describe
IV
tion applies to lobster meat except influenza since his return to Wash
John Wilson of Bangor, who re
♦«
The new bi-centennial stamps and
under certain conditions of canning. ington Saturdav afternoon did not ceived almost 40,000 votes in the
Copper Cents •
'
Washington, Jan—The postmaster It also forbids the interstate trans keep Representative Donald B. Part Republican primary for Governor in
envelopes honoring the 200th anni
of Rockland is directed by the Post- portation of lobsters taken in viola ridge from attending the meeting of | 1930, makes this statement:
Gladys St. Clair Morgan
versary of the birth of Washington
office Department to accept no order tion of the laws of the states which the Maine delegation held in Sena- j “In Justice to those from all sec Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Among other coins in my practi
are on sale at the Rockland Postfor special Washington bicentennial they leave or enter, so that individual tor Hale's office Wednesday to con- I tions of the State who have promised
cally valueless collection—said colenvelopes with return address before state laws would prevail over anv sider the nulpwood import situation, me political support. I feel that at ‘ lection
office.
'being"pracVically all copperFeb. 15. It was first announced that lobsters seeking to enter or leave Mr. Partridge went directlv from his this time I should publicly announce t have thrpp nf thp samp date 17«
The United States Government, as
11 have three of the same date, 1787. ' Hiram P. Farrow, who sent me a proficient in other branches of music.
orders for the special envelopes with those states.
home to the meeting and returned j that I am not a candidate for the , They are interesting, not on account j copy of “Carmina Alterna," bearing ! And with it all she remains sweet a Part of >ts celebration of the bireturn address would be taken from
The lobstermen all along the coast nome from there. He reports that his Republican nomination for Gov- j of
y value they may pos- j the name of L. M. Burrington, May 1 and charming in her manner.
centennial anniversary of the birth of
Jan. 1st. The Department now finds, of
__ Maine
_____ must be writing now to illness is somewhat improved but will emor of Maine at the June primary. 1 sess, Jutmone
^ir historical interest
' 1^64 on the fly leaf, says that Mr
* . . . .
I Qe
Washington, will issue durhowever, that owing to extremely , Senators Hale and White, urging pas marters'a^vet1" l° attend toofflce
I believe as firmly as ever in those
From
the opening chapter of “Cata- Burrington at one time was pastor of
Nine
opera and concert artiste tng 1932 postage stamps from the
heavy orders for the plain bicenten sage of the White-Nelson lobster bill.
The onroose of the meeting in
Whi?,h 1 lo«ue of Coins' Tokens and Medals both the Unitarian and Universalist have signed contracts to appear on one-half cent stamp to the 10-cent
nial envelopes without return address, Senator Hale’s office alone has re
<5enafnrP wfie'! nffiro
have c°nt®nd«t and believing those; in the Numismatic Collection of the I churches in Belfast, and that before the General Electric Sunday Home stamp carrying pictures of George
the special orders will have to be de ceived more than 200 letters in the *
local o o
Mint of the United S,ates at Phlla'
t0 Belfasl he was superin- Clrcle prOgrams dUring January and WaThingtonVvartous poses. WashWashington in various poses.
ferred to the later date.
last two days.
ducers
bv
the
Ruslan
nninwoLi
m
Tn
h
,
h
t
de!phla
Pa
"
Published
in
1914,
I
tendent
of
schools in a Western city. February. This series, begun in ington's picture will replace that of
"It is improbable that the manu
The bill, aimed against inflow of dustrv an^ to cons?der
^haU COntinUe
glean the foll°wi‘ig:
.
St. Paul, where he had 135 teachers 1931, with Geraldine Farrar, "is Nathan Hale on the one-half cent
facture of bicentennial envelopes Canadian lobsters, would forbid im
on
7
„» t0 a P°'*rnment based on the funda..After the American colonies had under his direction. He was a very planned to bring to the American stamp, Benjamin Franklin on the
with private return addresses can be port and interstate transportation of n acmcr an
embargo on this Soviet mental
precepts
of Abraham achi€ved independence, the provl- abie man and a speaker of unusual home such songs as are known and one-cent stamp, Warren G. Harding
undertaken before Feb. 15, and post lobsters under 3H inches, eye socket product.
Lincoln I have faith that they will sjon of a coinage became a sovereign ability,
sung throughout the country." The On the one and one-half cent stamp,
masters are directed not to accept measure. The whole Maine Conultimately prevail and be again right. The problem was promptly
• « « •
program is carried over an NBC net- himself on the two cent stamp. Abraorders from local patrons or submit i gressional delegation is back of it,
I.IGHT LUGGAGE
I
adopted
as
the
pmtform
of
the
Reattacked
by
both
the
National
Con.
.
_»
work at 5.30 p. m. Artists for Janu- ham Lincoln on the three cent stamp,
requisitions for such envelopes^ before , but it.s chances of passage this'
publican party.
2ress and bv
of the states
Those who had the pleasure of ary and February include: Jan. 10. William Howard Taft on the four
this date unless further advised." ' session are still problematical.
Aeroplane travel is developing at
“
I
am
most
grateful
for
the
splen-Qn
April
21
1787
a
Congres'
bearing
Elaine
Blouin
when
she
sang
reads the general order sent all post
Apparently the present avalanche such a pace that French trunk manu- ; did support given me in the past sjonal committee made a report in'here with the Richmond Glee club Lily Pons, soprano; Jan. 17, Richard cent stamp, Theodore Roosevelt on
masters.
of letters started at the behest of facturers have begun to cater special- ‘ and the loyalty assured me at this ,avor of the coinage of coDDer and of Sanford-Springvale are much in Crooks, tenor; Jan. 24, Dusolina the five cent stamp, James A. Oar
rXd7n
thefuture
futureU'ill
win bring Giannini’ soprano; Jan. 31, Relnald field on the six cent stamp. William
i:_ - 1_ . _ (it- al_ _ __ __________
®
rr er.’ and I ^
tnrnrtnrl
in "what
n'hof tho
Horatio D. Crie. director of the Maine ly for it. Luggage calculated b” I fbne,
but with the uncertain finan accordingly a contract was entered ?rested ln ^hat ™™, intenstee Werrenrath; baritone; Feb. 7. Ernes- McKinlev on the seven cent stamp,
President Hoover has sent these j Sea and Shore Fisheries Commission.
i, „„
„ ____ cial conditions
■ntn fnr
ner.
Jan.ovovizt
a sne nnora
oegan intensive
.H£ink VUHWOIW,
conlrBlt<); X'tu
Feb. Ulysses
the Vigil
eightV cent
into
a uauino
James uai.io
Jarvis tv
to win
coin
for iior
“
ivw with
niwi CX
a--:-.;.,,nt
tho tlne
MUC Schumann
OViiuiuaiiu-ncuiR,
UiySbCb S.
O. Grant
Uiaill on
UU U1C
.
.
_ throughout
.
,..the
. ..coun , ,, .,
postmaster nominations to the Senate j He has written the lobstermen. ex- weight is an expensive item in the try,
I have —
—
----reluctantly
reached the the National Treasury 300 tons of t,
institute nf Music Phiiadei
14; Geraldine Farrar, soprano; Feb. stamp. Thomas Jefferson on the nine
for confirmation: Asa H. Hodgkins, horting them in strong and able budget of the aerial tourist.
conclusion that
55_«•»»• the contractor agreeing to |C
•
21. Beniamino Gigli, tenor; Feb. 27. cent stamo and Andrew Jackson m:
Bar Harbor: Everett E Brown. ■ language to let the two Maine SenaDesigners have turned their atten afford the money and time for the coin an addttl.na, G ton,' =
S
the ten cent stamp.
Brooks; Leslie D. Ames, Camden: Ev- ! tors know’ their interest in the bill,
tion to the problem of light-weight ' campaign and. if successful, the ex liver the coins therefrom to the I at
I The one-half cent stamp is dark
erett M. Vannah,. East Boothbav: j
....
luggage. They are noiv building penditure w’hich would subsequently Treasury for the privilege of coining. Maine was sending out another NorThe symphony orchestra at Roxy's brown in color and in a circular panel
Sarah J. Jordan. Ellsworth Falls: ■ Thp appointment of Warren Perry
be necessarv.
Before this contract was carried out dica—a superior Nordica—in Miss Theatre. New York, has dissolved to appears the likeness of Washington,
Alice C. Havener, Searsport; and Fldridge of Rockland, to the reserve trunks of oilskin on aluminum
"While, like Robert Hale, I reserve there arose a difference of opinion Blouin, and that he believed she make way for a jazz band. .The or- . The one cent stamp is printed In
George H. Hopkins, Stockton Springs.; corps of the United States army is frames, and the latest novelty is a the right to alter njv decision, I re in Congress regarding the wisdom of twould
, ,, take her ,place among the chestra numbered about 75 players, green. In the center of the stamp
• » • •
I announced bv the War Department. trunk composed of parchment with | lease from any obligation whatsoever parte of it; but there is no record
"g ST.hlr Hme
many of whom now face prolonged slightly overlapping the side columns
Senator White is seeking an early J Fldridge. whose address is listed as a frame of briar roots.
all those who have voluntarily of- of how the difficulty was finally ad- i °^a wlthln a
1Q. unemployment. The Musical Cou- is a large oval with dark background
The
problem
of
weight
has
been
i
fered
assistance."
hearing by the Senate Commerce 300 Main street, is commissioned a
Justed, and it seems probable that
V°ung singer .she i but 19» rier carries this editorial:
and white-line border containing a
committee of the bill introduced by captain in the Coast Artillery Re- considered even in the interior deJarvis_______
insisted___
on_____
having
____________
____
o the terms was discovered by Mme. Cora Pierce
“A deplorable announcement is reproduction of the profile bust of
...
.
°
Dinhmnnrt
14
VAflTR
nln
At
Richmond,
when
14
years
old.
At
hlmself in the Senate and by Rep.! serves. He is federally recognized in sign of these trunks, for the various
A recent census show’s that the adhered to and struck the
that the Roxy Theatre in New York Washington.
.
- are separated
_____ . 3 —onlv
.1 V.bv
- 4total
z* b 1 Wirt
t-v 111,ic
Nelson of Maine in the House, forbid- I the same grade and branch of the compartments
population
of France proper Is
’ Besides the Congress, Vermont, that time she was employed in a has disbanded its excellent symphoThe one and one-half cent stamp
Springvale
dry
goods
store.
In
a
ing the interstate transportation of or National Ouard.
thin sheets of mica or of silk. One of -11 835.OCO—2,891.(TO of whom are Connecticut, New Jersey and MassaShort time she took her Diace ny orchestra and now employs a jazz is light brown in color with a narrow
under the
the importation of “short" lobsters
* • * *
the pioneers in this light luggage aliens. The total increase in popu- cbusetts proceeded to coin copper." very snort time sne took nei place aggregation instead. Aside from the
white hnrHeiborder. Tn
In thp
the snare
snace under
the
the white
Both White and Nelson are receiv- ! Harry A. Fish of Jefferson has movement declares that within a few lation since 1926 was 1,100,000—400 000 The three coins in my possession are among the musicians of the town blow to the cause of good music in arch in the central part of the stamp
ing numerous lett -s from Maine been designated bv Representative years travellers will demand a suit- ’ of whom are foreigners. There was a from the COjnage of the States of and in 1929 became known through the movie theatres, the abandonment is a likeness of Washington.
fishermen asking . elief from com- i Partridge as third alternate for the : case or light trunk which will con- j decided decrease of population in the Connecticut New Jersey and Massa- out Maine when she won the State means also the sudden loss of em
The two cent stamp is printed in
petltion with cheao Canadian lob- Annapolifi entrance examinations, tain sufficient luggage for twentv-' purely agricultural districts, although cnusetts. There are many minor contest of the National Federation ployment for about 75 of the Roxy red and is inclosed in a narrow white
sters. The bill would forbid th< .m- Charles S. Yeaton of Auburn was five days; that is sufficient to en- the world-wide depression checked differences in the designs on coins of Music Clubs. She also carried off
i
with correspond- line border with small ornaments re
portation of lobsters less than 34 named principal: Urshal E. Gammon able them to make a trip round the the flow of farmers to the cities dur from each of these States, but each flrs?ho^re“in the*disrrtet contest7t,1 orchestra
ing grievous hardship to them and sembling fleur-de-lis in each upper
New
Haven,
where
one
of
the
judges
Inches in length measured from the of Norway, first alternate; and Al- world.
ing the last year.—The Pathfinder.
corner. In the center of the stamp
State had its separate design, minor
to their families.
differences in individual coins result gave her the title of the “Second
"Furthermore, one wonders what with a dark background Is the like
Rosa
Ponselle.
”
ness of Washington.
ed from engravers lack of skill in re
, the movie public will say
At the national biennial conven-1
. . —.that .pubTYDOL GAVE LIGHTNING SERVICE AT THE SOUTH POLE
The three cent stamp is printed in
production of worn out dies, no tion
of the Federation in Boston. >ic "hlch wa« iuPP?led „t0 have
master dies being in use at this early Miss Blouin won second place, the developed into lovers of good purple ink and is inclosed in a whitemusic through the symphony orches- line border. On one corner is printperiod.
The Connecticut ''Cent," so-called, jndghSerSt^ondthXasrbewusfe°rofPlher I tra at Roxy's Theatre? At least' s° ed 1732 and the other 1932. In the
is size 18. this being the number of
^nT first place te a contestPublicity bulletins of that estab central part of the stamp is the likegiving first place to a contest- !
''“pd“t*o*anhounce "freauent- 1 ness of Washington in the uniform of
sixteenths of an inch of the diameter 1'ant 24
yearS Of age Wtl° had been i 1v and foirtMimo "
flCClUent'
Rf,neral with cocked hat.

j WASH INGTON, D.C.j
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AND TYDOL STARTED

S-X-"

TYDOL AT THE SOUTH POLE . . . TYDOL Gasoline and
VEEDOL Motor Oil took this plane safely on itsepoch making

THIS MOTOR

flight over the South Pole.

in
AT

29° BELOW
Says Lieut.

Thomas

Mulroy,

FREEZING

Chief Engineer

Byrd Antarctic Expedition

THE PLACE . . . Refrigeration room of

The Seaboard Terminal Company
THE CAR... Ice-covered for 12 hours

at 29° below freezing
THE GAS ... . New Winter TYDOL

Gasoline
STARTING TIME:

Second

beat the terrible Polar cold
in all planes and tractors of the Byrd
Expedition. It gave lightning service,”
says Lieut. Thomas Mulroy.
“TYDOL

“And again in this ice-bound motor,
left for 12 hours at 29° below freezing
in this refrigeration room ...
“TYDOL excelled even its Antarctic
record, by starting in 1/2 of one
second!”

Is there a faster ur more thoroughly
tested gas in the world to take you
through the winter?
Find out for yourself. Test TYDOL
against any winter gas in your own
car. Pick out the coldest morning.
The iciest wind. And let your instant
starting motor roar out TYDOL’S
story.

Always super-power, high-test, anti
knock. Now .. . split-second starting
at no extra cost.
Tide Water Oil Sales Corporation
27 Main St So. Portland, Me.

THE NEW
WINTER

TYD

WINTER
(100%

VEEDOL

PENNSYLVANIA)

Thin ~an of VEEDOL Motor Oil was frozen solidly in
taib
of ice, and kept there for 12 hours at 29®
below freezing. Even under this extreme cold test,
VEEDCL was ready to gush instantly to every bear
ing and to every moving part of the icy motor.
Don’t let a slow-flowing motor oil ruin a fast-starting
gasoline. Always use cold-proof VEEDOL and in
stant-starting TYDOL together and you’ll have the
perfect combination for winter motor protection.

The four cent stamp is printed in
and several other States were of this.
.......
The following summer Miss Blouin i
size. Some slightly larger or small
Apropos of the above, Walter warm brown and has a narrow rec
er. The obverse or "head" ide*of ^companied Mme. Richmond and a Damrosch, that great and good man tangular border. Within the large
the Connecticut, coin has a head group of pupils, including Miss and musician, is chairman of a com oval is the likeness of Washington
strongly resembling the head of Agnes
„ , _ Skillin, one »of the Atwater- mittee of musicians and lovers of taken from a painting.
The five cent stamp, printed in
George III. King of Great Britain
flnallst,s of ^at year, on a tour
the Maritime Provinces, where a music who seek to raise at least blue, is bordered by a beveled edge
at that time. In fact the English of
number of concerts were given. Sh^ ’ J300 000f
unemployed musi- panel indented at the sides and ends.
half penny of that date seems to,,
,
,
.
1 cians of Greater New York. It is
have been used as a suggestion for , bas, a?°^e"
d “
known that there are more than In the center of the stamp is a large
this Connecticut coinage as both'of the state- 8he ente.ed the dis 3.000 musicians there in need of dark shield with white-line border
obverse and reverse of these coins trict finals of the Atwater-Kent financial help or employment. The containing the likeness of Washing
have many pointe in common, the audition contest this fall, and while committee relief on the support of ton from a Dainting.
The six cent stamo is printed in
inscriptions of course being' the
a
the New York press and the music
principal differences. This
Con Guy Gannett, next day to be given public of New York, so Dr. Dam- orange color. The stamp is inclosed
*hUe
necticut piece has on the obverse an audition by deGogorza and other rosch states. Th<;v expect to begin bv a rectanguiar panel
of this school at tpe re- ♦h.ir Hriv» thic
Th. nnmmH. 1 pdKe forming a frame for the central
Auctori Connec. (By the authority musicians
quest of Mrs. Mary Louise Vurtis1 ‘heir drive this week. The commit design representing Washington in
of Connecticut!. The reverse has
tee boasts some significant names, the uniform of a general.
1
figure of Liberty seated on a globe j Bok.
such
as Mme._ Yolanda
Miss
Blouin
’
s
wonderful
person-1
,, Mero.
„ Mme.
_
, The seven cent stamp in black ink
and facing left. This figure is very ality has won for her scores of •?, ga
M'ne- Marcella Sem- with white edge and gray paneled
similar to figure representing Bri:- friends and although she has been brlch; Fritz Kreisler, Ignace Paderon sides and top. In the cen
annia on the English coin. The in acclaimed. she has remained thc ^wski Arturo Toscanini Mme. Alma border
.. .............
... .......................................
the stamp
in a large oval with
scription however is “Inde. Et Lib.” sweet pleasing child who came to G>uck; Efram Zimbaiist, and finan- ter of background
and white border
(Independence and Liberty) BjIow Mme. Richmond's studio in Spring- ^ial gla5’ts,sucb as Clarence Mackay. with the jikeness of Washington in a
thMythN^te'jS coin is sligh.ly !
Mrs. Charles G. Guggenheimer, etc. colonial uniform shows the head and
training.
Never
has
she
appeared
ill
i
• • •
.
.
bust reproduced from a full length
j smaller, being size 17, or what is
Howard Goding. a member of the portrait
i known as “small planchet." The ob at ease while singing before an New England Conservatory faculty, | The eight cent stamp is of olive
verse shows a horse’s head and neck, audience.
Miss Blouin enjoved her first train bas 8
int^rett for. u7 Marian green color and is inclosed in a whitefacing right. Above this: "Nova
ride when she left Kennebunk in Marsh Clark studied with him for a line border. In a large upright oval
Caesarea," (New Jersey).
! November to take part in the district time and several Rockland music in the center of the stamp is a profile
finals in New" York. This great me lovers heard Mr Goding play a fine bust portrait of Washington facing
bottom the date 1787. Reverse
side
__with its famous Times
program at an Eastern Maine Festi the left, reproduced from a crayon
_ tropolisi,tropolis
sno^s a large shield and inscription ■
-foiiari val in Bangor two years ago. Mr. drawing.
“E
Pinrihns
Timim
"
j
Square
and
brilliant
Broadway
failed
E Pluribus Unum.’
The nine cent stamp is printed In
[ to thrill this young lady who had Goding made his Town Hall (New
The Massachusetts coin is a true ! been brought up in a small town, but York) debut Dec. 17, his program pink with a white line border. In a
cent as it is plainlv marked to that before leaving the city she was given being made up of such composers as , large panel rectangular In shape oval
effect. On the obverse an eagle with a real thrill when she attended the Mozart, Schumann, Brahms, Scria- and slightly widened in the upper
widespread wings having on its
Opera and heard bine, Debussy, Liszt, etc., winning [ portion, is the likeness of Washington'
breast a shield with the word “cent.” Metropolitan
high acclaim from the critics. The 1 modeled from a pastel portrait,
"Aida,
”
Inscription “Massachusetts." Below,
review stated:
I The ten cent stamp is orange in
the date 1787. The reverse shows
"The best playing of the evening | color. In the center of the stamp is
an Indian with bow in right hand { Law’rence Tibbett has signed a strangely enough, occurred in the j a large oval with white edge and dark
and arrow in left.
Inscription ■ contract with the Firestone Tire Co., Mozart sonata (C Major), which background inclosing the portrait of
"Commonwealth." Size 18.
by which this singer, distinguished in i opened the program. At the begin- , Washington taken from a painting.
I also have five other Massachu- \ three fields, opera, talking pictures; bing of a program one naturally exsetts cents and two other Connecti-) and the concert stage, will appear I pects
perceive such detriments as
WET IN FINLAND
cut pieces, showing minor differences! regularly before the microphone for nervousness, the usual lapses in
easily seen. One of these from a minimum of 13 broadcasts. Tib- technic and even undue caution.
The final count in Finland's refer
Massachusetts being known to col-! bett thus becomes the first Metro- Not so with Mr. Goding. who has a endum on prohibition, showed 70.45
lectors as the "horned eagle” type. ' politan artist to sign a contract for. reputation in Boston as a Mozart per cent of the votes for repeal of the
I am not what could truly be called , a sustained series of appearances.
j interpreter. His
_
publication of the prohibition law, 28.14 per cent for re
a “Numismatist" as my collection is I
• • , •
‘ sonata was not only a model of taining the law and 1.41 per cent for
mainly composed of pieces that may Mr
OinedI, clarity
Mr. Tjtjbett
Tibbett whQ
who re£entl
recently jjoined
c!a!'ity but
h”1 also a typification of a modified program of wine and beer.
readily be picked up all over the the ranks of the divorced, has just, eighteenth century style.
. There
country. Some have absolutely no taken unto himself a new “missus." ca" be
regardln? H°Y'
value;
others
listed
by
dealers
at
a
,
,
,
I Tn nnp
thP q.inrinv naners an-1 ard Godina’s ability, his sincerity
few cents each. But since boyhood
fd a ,en th article bP ^rs TiP. and general musical intelligence. He j
daj’S there has always seemed to be j p „ , Jni' how she managed !should Ioom on a future Pianistic
a pleasure to me to see these old bits
f m
husband leading read-! horizon as an important executant.”
of copper and think what stories ner Iam°“s nusoana, leaaing reaa
I
would delight, amuse or shock the ers £ t?ellcve that thelr mamaSe
;; was ideal.
J. Alden Edkins. bass-baritone,
• • • •
j who won first prize for men in the
much better as it is. Let them be
At Christmas time a greeting card j recent Atwater Kent National Radio
silent.
A. Jay See.
} was received from Edna Cora John- ■ Auditions, is a resident of Somerville,
Union, Jan. 4.
son, former member of the Rubinstein Mass., and 24.
,
A BOYHOOD SPORT
club while living in Rockport where
____
her father was pastor of the MethIn the morning at 10.30 the choir
Luthrr K. Maddocks Tells a Slorv odist Church. On the card Miss will sing "Sock Ye the Lord," by
That Will Make Surf Riders Envi- Johnson writes: “I graduated last Roberts—Springfield (Mass.) Daily
ous
; June from Boston University College News.
« * • *
------. of Music with ‘supervisor of school
I
Luther K. Maddocks. 86 vear-old I music' certificate. I am still taking
From a program of a piano recital
veteran fish packer at Boothbay j
subjects there now, and have a at Asheville, N. C.: “Sheep and
For the People’1
Harbor recalls that In his boyhood. private piano class here in Boston Goat," Miss Naaney.
and suburbs.” Miss Johnson is a
« # » *
.
even as today, the giant tuna or young woman whose ambition is
A great, modern hotel
Grandma:
"It
is
lovely.
You
have
horse mackerel swarmed along the tireless. In her early days of piano
tuned
in
excellently."
western Maine coast. "Nobody con training, she studied with one of
located "just a step from
Grandson: “But, granny, that is
sidered them for food as they do now," Tobias Matthay’s protegees, and be
he observed. "Occasionally a fisher came very efficient. She was located the vacuum-cleaner!”
Broadway." Adjoining
man would harpoon one as he might' for some time in Buffalo, where she
THE GOLD PUZZLE
a shark, lance it and leave it float-! conducted classes. She attended
countless theatres,railroad
ing belly up and bloody as a horrible Peabody Conservatory of Music,
As the new government of Japan
example’ to others of its kind. They i Baltimore
where she
won a
terminals, piers’, shop
were hated because they chased and diploma, since which time she peremptorily took the country off the
scattered the valuable schools of her- has been attending Boston Univer- gold basis the stock market at Tokyo
ping and business centea.
ring, mackerel and pogies.
I sity. Frank Bibb knew her well at became bullish, shares quickly mak
“With a chum in a dory we used to j Peabody and speaks of her in the ing a gain of as much as $30 In the
•
harpoon one of the big fellows and ] highest praise. “A fine musician United States where we have the
gold
Standard
and
the
largest
amount*
let him tow us at a mad pace. Some- and a faithful student," he describes
1400 ROOMS
times a horse mackerel would weigh her. In addition to playing the of gold In the world, stock markets
800 to 1000 pounds. Generally they piano extremely well, Miss Johnson have shown only a sort of pernicious
Each with Bath (Tub and
would head for the open ocean. It plays the violin, has an extensive anemia. Then again, when England
was all we could do to steer with an knowledge of music history, is went off the gold basis cotton thills
Shower] Servidor and Radio
oar as we were rushed through the trained for school supervising, and is began to get busy, and employment 1
started to pick up and nations still on
water. After a mile or two of this we
the gold basis hastily raised tariff
would cut the line and row back. Ones
4
•
J
walls to protect themselves from
however a giant fish we had ironed,
OHLY HATES •
England's new advantage in manu
by some strange instinct towed us Florida’s Best
facturing. It is generally considered
from Tumbler Island in the harbor
More Sunshine
SINGLE $3.00, $3.50, $4.00
a sign of financial weakness for a
out to and completely around Squirrel
Leu Rain
country to be forced off the gold
Island, and back almost to the start
DOUBLE
$4.00, $5.00, $6.00
standard, but the 15 countries which
ing point where it was so completely j
have abandoned it seem to have
exhausted that it was easy to lance
profited from the move. To editors
it.”
7ke rtaur HOTEL
and other laymen it is as nuzzling as
that mysterious flow of gold between
nations in ordinary times—which ex
r
Superb fishing from pi«
WILLIAM E. DORNAN
pert financiers clearly explain In so
or boar. Surf beach, no under
ow. 18 - hole golf, grata grtena.
many different wavs that the under
& SON, Inc.
441h fo 45th Si. al 8th Ave.—New York
Club house on the beech. Swimming
standing becomes clogged. After
100 rooms, 100 bethr. Orcheatn.
1(0) MOllTOY Manager
. class patronage. Reasonable rates.
watching
Japan
a
lot
of
American
Cemetery Memorials
stockholders
would
probably
like
to
GEORGE KREAMFR •
see the gold standard abandoned
EAST UNION, MAINE
Wrandooe Hotel. Bellport, UL
here.—The Pathfinder.
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GASOLINES

WITH TYDOL GASOLINES . . . USE VEEDOL MOTOR OIL . . . HEAT-PROOF . . . COLD-PROOF

UNCOLN

